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Speech 1s muscular and therefore ,s a drnamic process which Involves the 
movement of a large number of body parts. This dynamic musculer process requires 
energy Therefore, this study focuses on movement that is organic. It works in collaboration 
with the functioning of the body, not opposing 1t. By allowing the movements of the rest of 
the body to echo tt. ~ovements of the tongue and other organs of articulation, organic 
movement iis encouraged. This approach enables the student-actor to become aware of the 
speech pr0<iess and the physical and psychological blocks that he might have. By 
• confronting lhese bloeks, they can be eliminated witl't the help of exercises. Therefore, in a 
dynamic voice approach, the student-actor is encouraged to experiment with his movements, 
whetl'ler Mt or improvised. 
Voice and movement are a reflection of the individual's personality. Movem.!'nt 
is an important tool for ch..:.ractorlsation. Exploring a strong physicality plays n major part In 
lnnuencing the charactel's' sruect, marinerism11 and patterns. Therefore, It 111 impossible tu 
think of movement as separate tro,n :olce and acting. Movement can function as a rm1Jor 
agent in "freeing" and releasing the voice, as well as assisting in overcoming physical and 
emotional blo< Ire 
The combination of ·'°'-'nd, through syllai:>les, into words and sentences 
invol\'es rhythm. The transfelTlng of thought Into sound Involves tempo-rhythm. This Is made 
easier by man's remarkable ability. to appmlll?nd and appreciate rhythm. The use of 
movement highlights this method of accef)1ir~ and appreciating rhythm. 
The &SJ)e'-19 of voice and speech (relaxation, alignment, breathi~ , rcraon.."1Ce, 
pitch and range, articulation, tempo-rhythm, placing, projection) are connected snci 










Spraak 1s 'n spier-, en daarom d1nam1ese p1oses waarin die beweging van 'n 
groot aantal hggaamsdele 'n rol speel 
H1e:rd1e dinam1ese splerproses vere1s energie Daarom i~ hierdie stud1e op 
organiese beweging geng wot ten alle tye verband hou met die natuurmat1ge wenting van die 
hggaam. Organlese beweg1ng word aangemoed1g deurdat d1e beweg1ngs van die tong en 
.. ,nder art1kulatore die res van die hggaamsbeweg1ngs hemaal. Sodan1ge benadenng stet die 
student-ak1eur in staat om bewtJS te wees van die spraakproses, en flsieke en pslgologiese 
stru1kelblokke. Spraak- en stemoefen1nge is die konfrontuie waam,ee hlerde struikelblokke 
oorl(om kan WOid Daarom word die student-akteur in 'n dinamiese stembenadenng 
aangemoed1g om te ekspenmenteer met gegewe of geinprovlseerde beweging 
Stem en beweglng is 'n spieelbeeld van die lndiv1du se persoonhkheld. 
Beweg1ng 11 'n belangnke lnstrament l:i karaktensering Stene flsieke verkenning beTnvloed 
die spraakmanierismes en -patrone van die karllkter l)aarom kan dear nle oor stem en 
toneelspel as lfsonden1ke begnppe besin word nle. Beweg,ng kan 'n belangrtke rol speel In 
die "vrylat1ng" en voorbnnglng van die stem, sowet as in die oorkom1ng van ftsieke en 
emo11onete h1ndem111e. 
Die verblnd1ng van klanke 1, die vormlng van lettergrepe, woorde en sinne 
behels ntme. D1f' verpla11ng van gedagte I in klaf'lk behels tempo-ritme, 'n proses wat 
vergemakhk word deur die mens H m ~Ofdi9e venno6 om rrtme te begryp en wurdeer, 
n 1ntensrt1ewe kwalrtelt wet deur beweglng on'.iersteun word 
Die stem-en •~kaspekte (ontspanning, a~hahng, resonansle, 
toonhoogte en stemomvang, artikulasie, tempo,,ritme, stemplasing, projeksie) akllkel 
ondet11ng met mekaar, 'n verwantskap wet 'n holistiese benadenng tot stemwenc ondersteun . 
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Theatre 1s a predom,nantly visual art fonn 1n wt11ch the auditory very often play a vrtal 
role 1n complementing the meaning Actors' use their entire bodies through gesture, body language, 
facial expression arid the voice 1n portraying a character. The uninrtJated often see voice wont and 
movement as separate entrt,es. They share the notion that the actor has two instruments. namely, the 
voice and the body. The voice cs a part of and a function of the body. The nature of theatre IS that of 
communication As wrth everyday communication ooe cannot separate the verbal from the non-verbal. 
S1m1tarly, one camot separate ~he two 1n a v01ce and speech tra,mng programme. Edwin Wilson 
( 1991 . 115) contends that rt 1s a supreme challenge for a performer to combme a reahstic portrayal of 
the character With SP9C1al vocal and physical slulls. 
Some theonm, however, lay greater empi&sis on the physccal but without detracting 
from the importance of the vo,ce. Moru Yaklm (1990, 3) considers that the job of the actor 1s • ... to give 
the autho(s concept of the character fleth, blood. and inner fife. This is accomphshed ttvough an 
understanding and development of the character's psychological, emotional, physical, env11"01,,,.rtal 
and social condrtlOl'ls-past and present.• He beiieves ~ deeper and complete physlcahsat10n of 
the character leads to the playing of a more believable role. He desaibes his physicahsat10n as 
developing out of both stillness and movement. 
Jerzy Grotowski showed through his Poor Theatre (Grotowski 1968, 15) that the use of 
the body 1s the basis for performance. He saw "the personal and scenic tochnique of the actor as ttie 
core of theatre art.• Grotowski's pnnciple of "Via Negative" (GrotO'NSki 1968,17) played a major part an 
the training of actors Actors became more concemed with •eradicating blocks" than with teaming 
many gestures and expresSIOl'ls. The focus became more physically centred. Added to this are the 
hbef'al trends of today's Western sooety which advocates a "free(' body usage. Theatre practices 
reflect these trends which shifted the emphasis of performance to the alkotm skills of the actor In 
response, both a ce:ebral and a physlC81 training of actors become necessary 











Parahel to this increase In physicality in acting , the latter part of this century has 
witnessed a cnange in the focus of vocal training Jacqueline Martin (1991 ,37) says that modem voice 
training 1s based upon the findings of voice science which maintains that voice production consists of 
the interplay between breathing, phonat1on resonance and articulation 
Adler (1 988,4) comments that since the nineteen th11"t•es the SOCtal rules for the actor 
have changed • his ~hav1our, the way he dresses, his Spe'#ch • Th" approaches to voice training 
have moved away from the stnct mastery of the vocal organs aM eloquent art1culatJon of Received 
Pronuncaation Therefore, the approaches are no longer elocution centred but still nevertheless 
emphasise the 1mponance of working r1th pause, emphasis, rhythm and meaning 
This movement r,,,,,ay from the emphasis on elocution wtuch included the •correct 
pronuooatJon" encouraged the Engltsh speak,ng performers around the world to speak with their own 
• 
accenta. Pats"/ Rodenburg (1992.3-9) discusses the connotations and Judgements made on speakers 
whO haw- strong regt0nal accents in Britain South Africa also experiences this problem of reglONII and 
ethnic accents. English 1s one of the eleven official languages spoken 1n the country. In sprte of rt 
being the second language to many people, English II oft"lfl their only means of comnuucabng with 
one another The,efore as part of our new culture of tolerance and accept.-.ce, it 1s important that we 
accept the different accents used when Enghsh IS spoken. South African Engltsh demonstrates many 
vanattona 1n pronunc,at,on as a result of factors such as ethnicity, localrty, the ten other first languages 
and the different ~'tl.ns One of these differentiations ,s reflected in rhythm and tempo Thetefore rt 1s 
important to investigate a dynamic approach to actor tra,mng The use Clf temp.>, rhythm and 
movement rather than an emphastS on elocution allows the actor to C00YTU11C8le effectJvely wrttt the 
audience. This pnnctple encourages the actor to hOld onto his SOCial ldentrty through hla natural YOice 
and his eve,yday speech This will enable the actor to have pnde In himsetf and in being South 
African. 
Although the approaches of lectures in speech at drama departmenta at South Africa, 
unrverarttea touched on the bUICS such as breathing, relaxation, alignment, resonm,ce, pitch and 
ranqe, articulation and pn)Jectton. nevertheless these were done from a position of rest. Th11 did not 
2 
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appeal to the students resulting in truancy from classes and an unenthusiastic participation in practical 
classes. Having studied the approaches to voice based on movement by theorists such as ROdenburg, 
McCallion and P1sk a need was felt that this mo\tement approach to voice must be applied in South 
Afnca foa.1s1ng on the needs of the South African srtuatIon in a more dynamic way. It is agreed that 
practrtioners such as Gordon. Buckland. Pather ,nd Mills' have already begun implementing this 
approach. However as far as could be estsbhshed hardly anything on this approach based on a South 
Atncan experience has been documented The aim of this study is to docu'llent an original approach to 
voice based oo a South African expenence as the point of departure. 
This Shift in approach away from Received Pronunciation to an approach of voice based 
on movement widened the !iCOpe of the approach and made rt independent of whatever language was 
used The emphasis is on voice training '3,1<1 the develoJAT}el1t of vocal t!Chniques. It aims to develop 
the potential of the actor and allows him to articulate ,n an effective manner in his own language With 
his unique accent. For example all actors irrespective of their first language must know how to breathe 
effectively or how to resonate the voice However, it 1s agreed that each language has its own unique 
way of articulation and therefore would require unique approaches to develop the way they would 
articulate. In Chapteor 7 the exercises are intended for artirulation In Enghsh by both English and 
Afrikaans speaklng actors. These exercises would not be suitable for artirulation in any of the otM( 
official languages. 
As the focus of voice training changed so the study of movement for the performer 
increaMd. The studies on movement showed the importance of the bOdy as an instnment of 
expression. Samuel Thornton {1971 ,1,74-75) considers that the act of studying movement enables 
people to understand and apprectate man. This occun1 because movement is the vehicle for all kinds 
of human activity. Man's movemer.ts express and communicate somett,ing of his Inner being. 
Thef'efore, a deeper understanding and awareness of an lndivlduars movements leads to a better 
understanding of the human being and the quality of hfe. 
1 These practitioners in involved in professional theatre and are attached to various 




Sulhvan (1987, 146) states that "Laban believed that movement was the e~ence of the 
actor's matenal and a deeper understanding of movement could provide an invaluable hnk between 
ador and character " By wo,k1ng wrth the movements and gestures of a character, th'! process of 
charadensation can be made easier. Sulhvan (1987, 144) states that "Laban believed that movement 
,t'Bs expressive of all of man's desires, both conscious and unconsetous " This enabled actors to " 
gain a d1red link to the character's inner IntentIons and outer posture, gesture vocabulary. and entire 
movement confirmation" 
The nonverbal aspects of drama h&Je alWays extsted. Research done by theorists like 
Maron ( 1991, 27) shows that rt was only dunng the sixties and seventies that the power of the 
nonverbal increased in rts importance as an integral part of the actors' wor1t. Theatre practrtloners have 
emphasised the rY.>nvert>al elements In their produc:ttons Brecht. Artaud and Grotowski have all dealt 
wrth the nonverbal in important ways. At times Artaud almost did 1Ni8Y with language entirely The 
performance groups such as The Living Theatre, The Bread and Puppet Theatre and The Open 
Theatre also wonted largely with the nonvert>al These and cth6f' underground theatre groups of the 
s:xties and seventies in Bntain and the Unrted States of Amenca ..,,,-e vaned, complex and 
experimental. This practir.e pushed the needs and directions of movement to the llmit A theatre of 
movement and gesture became the dominant norm It was a combination of tradrttOnS drawn from 
orierul dramJI and philosophies and from combinatJON of Ytsual art, dance, music, theatre, dreams, 
politics, and impr0Vlsations (Sulltvan 1987.150) The physical presence of the actor began tot. felt. 
The actor needed to prepa-e for these performances in a different and me,~ physical manner. 
These aspects of moYement studies have consequently been incorporated Into acting 
training programmes. Practrttoners came to beheve that Just as the voice 1s an extension of en 
lnchvidual's pe"110Mlity, so IS the way he moves or stands McCalhon (1989, 182) com-nents that voice 
IS an extension of gestln and is a process of movement. Speect, Is 1nhemltly dynamle which requires 
movement and uses enefl!Y The functioning of the boc:y should be organic so as to channel the 
energy effectively The introduction of these pnnaples has moved towards establishing a holistic' 
approach to actor trair,ing . This holistic approach aeates a physically and technically better student-





The phys1ologIcal study of the body's f1..1nct1on1ng has enabled actors !o ~nize that 
the voice ,s part of the entire body. Linklater ( 1992,4) ,tresses that the entire body breathes and not 
Just the lungs She exrlains that breath lives in the lungs that extend down to the middle of tha torso 
The muscles that form part of the breathing process wmd around the nb-cage and continue 
undf'meath the lungs to the d1apl ragm. These muscles are connected to the spinal column and root 
themselves In the pelvic floor. The basis of L1nklater's work is the belief that voice and language belong 
to the entire body rattler than Just the head. The function of the head is to reveal the self. Unklater's 
rea:.onIng clea:1y proves that w.:>rk on the voice cannot be done in isolation of the rest of the body but 
must be viewed as a vital ~:ement in training the body as a whole. The act of speech Is muscular and 
dynamic because the speea, process involves movement of the following body parts: the diaphr8!)m, 
the 1ntercostal muscles, the nbs. the sternum. the abdominal muscles, the lungs. the vocal folds, 
sound waves and the organs of articulation. This voice apptoach centres itself in the natural body 
functioning and body rttythms It encompasses the natural use of the body thereby eliminating the 
need to overtax the limited energy resources of the body. This study exam1n.:'IS a more effective body 
usage, sc, that it may function at its greatest potential 
This study is inspired by trends of Grotowsk1's Poor Theatre, the move tlW&Y from 
elocution-centred voice approaches and the liberahsatlOO of the body. It acknowledges the importance 
of m<>Vfflient and rts vrtal role in actor \J'81ning. It attempts to combine the major movement elemenll 
wrth the physiological knowledge of the tody and the vocal production basics to fonn • dynamic voice 
approach. The InaeasIng trend of physicality and the ooncept of voice and movement as one has 
made It necessary to establish an approach for actors and voice teachers. This study should be of 
particular interest to tno&e voice practitioners who do 00\ have a movement base fn:wn which to W011l. 
However, It does remain a voice approach and therefore has a strong bias towards the voice theorists 
as o~posed to the movement theorists. 
Eugenio Barba (1995, 15) states that "The body is used in a substr\Jally d!fferent way 
in daily life than In pe,formance situation'\ ... It Is therefore possible to distinguish between a daily 










culture sooal status and profession Extra-daily technique refers to the technique of acting Voice and 
'lpeech fonn a maior part of these techniques The combmat,on of voice and movement m this study 
1nten-:.ifit1s the student-actor's ab1hty to learn this extra-daily technique This 1s achieved by effectively 
eilm.na+,ng the blocks of the daily technique and assisting the creation of the student-actor's extra-daily 
tech111que Relaxation, ahgnment and breathmg achieves this. The holistic nature of this study is further 
remfo-ced by the focus on art1culat1c..n and tempo-rhythm which assists the student-actor wrth 
ctiaractensation • 
A quest1onna,re (Appendix A) was sent to all t'le Drama Departments of all Universities 
1n the country. ( lf all quest1onna1res despatched 60% were returned. The questaoonaire attempt~ to 
obtain Information regarding their approaches to this study It highhghted the maJor factorc of voace 
wo'1t that ~eel fOCllr.tng on 
Tr. questionnaire rephes determined the major~ for this study. It was found that 
all the departmNlts ~ a similar core of sources for their vocal programmes The questionnaire replies 
highhghted the fact th1t all the departments consider that movement and voice are related. All the 
curent vocal programn ·es contain movement Moat of the departments prefer to w0f1( wrth voice n 
movement as one concept and some departments choole to wrrt wrth VOIC8 ind1v1dually and In other 
srtuat10ru, combir.e-: wrth movement. All the departments pay atric::t attention to wonting wrth post\A 
Problems relating tc, posture are dealt with 1n both movement and VOtce classes. The departments vary 
the extent to wtucn improvised movement is used. Thus tt vanes from fifty/fifty to eighty/twenty in favour 
of 1mp,w1aation The questionnaire replies also highhghta the fact that. where possible. the 
departments want to incre:Jse tne amou1 It of tirne spent on VOice w0f1(, 
The aim was to allow this study to evolve out of the major theonsts used In training 
actors vocally in this cou,try Thia study also c:ooc:eubates on the areas~ the atudenta of drama 
had the most difflc:utty wrth and those areas that the VOICe teac:hera felt required special attention 
These .-eas were stated in the questionnaire and have subsequently been included In the study. Thia 










As all the drama departments that responded to the questionnaire have a movement 
studies course based on the work of Laban His movement themes wero used as the basis for the 
movement theofy. The wor1( of Alexander Feldenk1a1s and P1sk were also used as a movement 
source as they are fam11tar to most pract1t1oners 
Structure of the Study 
This study seeks to wor1( systematically through the range of factOl'S that ultimately 
assist with greater functioning and usage of the body end the vo,ce. These fectors are universal in that 
they are relevant to all languages, the only differentiation occuro in the articulation of the voice Into 
speech The study begins with a brief look at what sound 1s, how 1t 1s made and enhanced In human 
bodies. These ind1v1daal aspects whieh all form part of what ultimately makes up the voice and speech 
are 1nd1v1dually exercised Although this study d1v1des into these individual aspects it must be 
remembered that the approach is a hOhstic one 
Each chapter deals with a spec,fic aspect of voice and speech production or related 
aspects. Firstly a theoretical examination 1s done which motivates and explains .. ie exercises that 
follow The research is quahtat1ve because on the one hand it is a lrterary study based on existing 
literature and on the other hand It is based on practical expenence and observation The exercises 
should be regarded as a specific approach to voice wor1( as rt d0e41 not attempt to disregard otMr 
approadles 
Most of the research undertaken was dOM at a pnmanly Afr1kaans institution. 
However. some research was completed as an honours student at an English institution and 
experlenoe was also gamed from d1rect1ng productions. The focus is on first and second language 
speakers of English. Exllf'Clses in this wor1( have been developed from different situations but it is 
oertaunly not the Intention of the resean:her to concentrate on Afr1kaan first language speakers. A set 
of exercises was developed and adapted to overcome problems that the researcher found exists 
among these students Most of the exercises, however, have been adapted from voice exercises that 
the researcher completed as a student at Rhodes University These exercises were compiled from 





Andrew Buckland and Jane Osborne They also involved the exercises of the maJor voice theorists. 
These exerctses have been included because they form a vital part of any voice approach and in 
particular the apr,roach of this study The remaining exercises have been developed from the 
researchers investigation and experimentation 
The exercises thus make the student-actor aware of the role of the body in voice 
production Tnis enables the student-actor to work with a reilaxed, well-aligned body which can assist 
totally with the production of sound and the creation of an extra-daily technique (p5). The exercises 
enabled the student-actors to enjoy greater freedom with Enghsh sounds. 
This approach is not designed to teach people to speak in Received Pronunciation: it Is 
aimed at enabling the actor to be understandable and audible to the audience. The approach works 
With the voice rather than with focusing on texts, although in some situations it does refer to the use of 
texts 
The exercises are designed for groups and a group leader takes charge. It Is the 
leader's reaponsibillty to ensure that the student-actors do the exeraaes effectively. The exercises of 
each section evolve out of the previous section and 1n that way oontlibute to the holistic approach of 
this study. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study seeks to formulate tn appru..ch to voice work which, through movement, 
allows the entire body to aid vocal production It is primarily aimed at the student-actor. The research 
and experience limits this study to petformers 1n English. In view of the universality of the factors that 
constitute voice production, this study should have a more catholic appeal. 
Terms 
Certain terms are used throughout this study. As the terms are essential to the proc:eu, 




Actor/Student-actor: Throughout this study the tenn actor 1s used It 1s in keeping with 
contemporary practice and s1gn1fies both male and female performers and does not imply a sexist 
reference The masculine pronoun w,11 be used when referring to the actor The term actor in this 
study refers to a student of acting and drama whose purview rt 1s to perform in the various disciplines 
associated with acting and drama The tenn student ~ or is consequently used predominantly 
throughout this study 
Dynamic: Dynamic is the energy or forces tn~ oroctuce motion as opposed to being 
static. In this study the tenn dynamic explains movement of the body as a whole and the movement of 
parts of the body. The body is in 3 dynamic state all the time, indicated by the blood pumping through 
the veins and the lungs and diaphragm moving during the breathing process The study attempts to 
extend the natural dynamics of the body into the greater dynamics of actually moving parts of the 
entire body. It is beheved that this process aids with the breathing process and enables the actor to 
have better usage of his voice. 
The Centre: The centre of the body is the area surrounding the solar plexus and the 
pelvic region It 1s situated in the centre of the body· the middle section between the head and the feet. 
All movement onginates from this part of the body The breath 1s taken into the centre and so becomes 
centralised 
Movement: Movement is the act of motion. It Involves moving the body or a part of the 
body from one place or position to another. Stillness is considered a factor of movement. 
Organic Movement: Organic movement originates from an Impulse which collects at 
the centre of the body It emanates from this centre to the periphery and beyond, liberating parts of the 
body as it empowers them to move. It evolves from the body's internal energy using the natural 
dynamics contained in the body's natural rhythm and usage. Organic movement has the power to 
egress throughout the entire body. This egresslon allows the body to be free and to integrate all the 






Effec:Jve Control of Mass: In terms of this concept the actor tries to move with the 
nght amount of energy All movement 1s the transfemng of mass from one place to another The mass 
vanes acr.ording to the parts of the body being moved Even when the body 1s motionless people have 
to resist the force of gravity It has been explained that all movements are linked to the centre of the 
body Stude'lt-actors are encouraged to move organically to use less energy This study shows 
preference for the word "mass" over the word "Weight" "Mass" 1s now the recognised scientific term 
and the word "Weight" has negative connotations It 1s considered that these connotations do not extst 
wrth the word "mass". 
Alignment versus Postu,.: Alt'lough these terms are interchangeable, this study 
lnd1cetea pc eferet ice for the term "alignment• as rt has passive oonnotations of the spine inchoating at 
the centre of the body rooted In the pelv11 and extending to the head. The term posture has active 
connotations and lends itself to being a very physical act that Is full of stress. Posture ii also 
attociated with the stnd d1sapline of the army and school and further adds to a negative COMOtation. 
Alignment ia a process that can be expenenced by the actor as opposed to posture ~lch la the final 
product of the shape of your body. 
• • FrN and Bound Flow Qualities: Laban (1948, 56) and Preston-Dunlop (1980, 28) 
explain Free Flow as an action that 1s difficult to stop. Bound now quaht1es describe an action that can 
be stopped or !ldiu at any moment during the movement 
• 
Succeulve and Simultaneous Flow: Preston-Dunlop (1980,26) and Laban (1948,30) 
describe auccessive flow as when a movement moves SUCOHSfully from one part of the body to 
another. Simultaneous flow is the movement made by the entire body. All moving parts are involved in 















HOW SOUND IS CREATED 
The voice is sound and a basic knowledge of sound production helps the student-actor 
in voice and speech training. This basic knowledge will lend greater relevance and understanding to 
the student-actor when studying the components of sound production and working through the 
exercises. Sound consists of waves, amplitude, resonance, frequency, piteh, range, intensity, loudness 
and sound quality. All these factors contribute to sound being made when. for example, a glass drops 
to the floor and shatters. These same factors are present in voice production. The study of sound and 
sound waves has become extremely scientific. This chapter gives an introduction to the basics and 
enables a grasp of the fundamentals of this process as it relates to sound production in humans . 
Through the exercises In the various Chapters the student-actor is enabled to improve the efficiency of 
eaCh of these sections individually . 
2.1 Sound 
The production of sou.id requires two factors. The one is the initiator (the breath) that is 
responsible for contacting the other which is the vibrating agent (vocal folds). This contact causes the 
vibrating agent to move. thereby disturbing the surrounding air. The molecules of air are in a state of 
equilibrium but when forced to move they collide with other mollecules of air causing oscillation. It 
begins to form a wave that moves through the air or through a material medium. Waves have the 
properties of elasticity and inertia. The ear receives the waves and passes them on to the brain where 
registration and interpretation occur. In the human voice the vocal folds take on the function of the 
oscillator that µoduces the waves that create sound (Anderson 1970,446; Jeans 1947, 18,29; 
Ladefoged 1972,1,5; Munro 1993, 1&-17; ~'tevens and Warhoshofsky 1966,10; Sundberg 1987,10; 
Vennard 1967,1; Workman etal. 1966). 
2.1.1 Waves 
Scientific discovery has established that all matter whether in liquid, solid or gaseous 
form consists of molecules. Once the molecules have been disturbed disrupting their state of 




surrounding medium and produces a region of compression called condensation As the vibrating 
agent moves inwards the medium expands into the space fom,er1y occupied by the obJect This region 
or eX"pans1on 1s called rarefaction. As the obJects continue to move inwards and outwards a senes of 
condensations and rarefactions travels wway from the obJect These condensations and rarefac:tJons 
make up a sound wave (Coppens and Sanders 1984, 4891, Kaplan 1971 , 14, L.adefoged 1972,5, Wood 
1975,2,) 
The wave eff.r;•,ely transports an energy source from one point to another. (881bst 
1991,3) This wave not only travels 1n the air but also has the capacity to travel through solids, liquids 
and gases (Collison 1982,13, Kaplan 1971 ,9) So1..1nd In the human body travels through the teeth, the 
hard palate, the bones 1n the nose, the sinuses and the aan,um. (Lessac 1967,14). 
Sound waves are usually longrtud1nal. The v,brat .. 1s of the particles of the medium are 
m the direction of propagation of the waves. in lolids the waves may also be transverse. SolXld waves 
have the usual pr.>perties of waves m that renect1on, refracbon. interference and diffraction take place 
Polansabon can only take place in solids (Workman et al. 1966,5451) Due to the struc:hn of the 
larynx the vocal folds vibrate as a whole or in structured groups causing the waves to be complex in 
nature Complex waves .,.. those that consist of more than one wave with varying wave lengths and 
amphtudel (Kaplan 1971 , 18, 19, Munro 1993, 19, 20; Sundberg 1987,2), 
2.1.2 Wave Lengths 
Tho wave length is the distance between any one point on one wave aid the 
corresponchng potnt on the next (Coppens and Sanders 1984, 489). They are also desaibed as the 
distance from one aest to the next one (Babst 1991,5) A phase occurs from a repeated wave 
pattern, meaning thtt wave has moved through a trough and a crest (Ladefoged 1972, 100) The period 
of the wave measures the duration m seconds (Babst 1991 , 12; Munro 1993,21, Wocd 1975,3). 
2.1.3 Frequency 
The frequency is the total number of phases produced in one second (Babst 1991, 12; 
Kaplan 1971 , 11; Ladefoged 1972, 19,111 ; Woods 1975,23). The frequency of the wave, measured In a 
unit called hertz (Hz), is responsible for the pitch of the sound being made (Jeans 1947,21 ). The 
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higher the responding frequency of waves the higher the pitch of the sound (Munro 1993,22). People 
who have normal heanng hear sounds with frequencies fro'll abolt. 20 to 20000 hertz Different sounds 
ha-.e different frequencies (Coppens and Sanders 1984, 490) 
2.1.4 Amplitude 
The amplitude of the wave Is the measured distance that a v1bratIng obJect moves from 
its point of equ1hbnum to where the wave tums. It donates the distance of the wave The larger the 
amplitude of vibration the more intense the sound Is and so a greater volume results (Babst 1991,8; 
Ladefoged 1972.109. Coppens and Sanders 1984, 491. Munro 1993,22, Wood 1975,2,3;) 
2.2 Sound Production In Humans 
The sound process begins in the motor-cortex of the left frontal lobe of the brain 
(Linklater 1976.6, Workman et al 1966, 5902) The impulses travel tt\rough the laryngeal branches of 
the vagus nerve to the speech structures located in the larynx In the throat. Impulses are also 
transported to the respiratory organs and muscles (Linklater 1976,6; Wonunan et.•I 1966, 5902). They 
amve at these different locations in the body allOW1ng for a smooth, co-ordinated set of actJons to take 
place, (Linklater 1976,6) 
Linklater (1976,6) contends that the vocal tract responds to the impulse by opening. 
The inspInr,ory muscles cootract all0W1ng for inhalation to take place. Once sufficient inhalation oocura 
the respiratory system reverses and exhalation takes place. This causes the atr to be pushed bllo. up 
the vocal tract and out through the nose and mouth. The muscles in the larynx tighten the vocal folds 
narrowing the opening. They oow impede the passage of air ExhaJed air strikes the folds. The folds 
vibrate and set up the sound waves. The pitch of the sound is produced by the varying tightness of the 
vocal folds. Tighter vocal folds vibrate more rapidly and create a higher pitched sound (Berry 1975, 1-4; 
Coppens and Sanders 1984, -488; Linklater 1976 7.) Linklater (1976,7) says that these vibrations are 
responsible for breaking up the outgoing air into puffs of air released Into the vocal tract. These puffs 





2.2.1 Resonance • 
Resonance 1s the reinforcing of souncJ It occurs when a small repeateo force produces 
larger and larger v1brat1ons 1n an obJect ~ the vibrating body makes contact with another body, 
the second body 1s forced to vibrate with the same resonance frequency as the first (Anderson 
1970 . .S7, Coppens and Sanders 1984, 493, Wood 1375,26) Anderson (1970,.S7,.S9) and 
McKinney ( 1984, 125) state that the two obJects need not at first respond narurally to the same 
frequency. Once they have come into contact, the second W111 adJust ,ts frequency to echo that of the 
first 11, forced resonance The socond medium must al;ow rtsetf tot-ave sufficient res,hence to respond 
to t."c 1nrt1al stimulus no matter how strong or weak rt ,s. For example. some opera singers are able to 
shattesr a wineglass by singing a note with a frequency that ,s ~ual to the frequency of the glass The 
v1brat1ons m the glass l>C~e ,,gger and bigger until the glass shatters (Copper.a and Sanders 
1964,4'93) 
Anderson (1970,4'59) sees resonance as taking place in the partially enclosed cavrties. 
nus cavity resonance 1s the form of resonance that is usually used when COOSldenng "ResoNWlOe• 1n 
the vo,ce. The cavity reaonatOf'S are tuned ~Of'S. They functron selectively to amplify only their 
ttn9d frequencies. meaning that they W1II only respond to one frequency with maxirTUTI efficiency. By 
changing the Shape, s1Ze and relationship of resonance cavities, amplification of the proper overtones 
in the vocal tone ocxus to produce the dM1red quality of the tone • 
Anderton (1970,"60,"61) and Linklater (1976,7) see the natinl pttch of these 
resonatOf'S as dead1ng the size or volume of the cavity and the size of the opening. The larger the 
cavity, the lower the prtch. The larger the '.>pen1ng of the cavity the h~lller'fhe pitch with wt: ch it 
resonates A tow tone WIii require a big cavrty with a small opening such at the chest A tlrgh tone will 
require a small cavity and a large opening such as the nose. 
Anderson (1970,"61) points out that resonance selectively function." to modify and to 
tJecide the quahty of the sound. Apart from the initiation d the tone, development and management of 
proper resonance. Resonance is the most important single aspect of the entire process of voice 














Ander on (1970 -450) discusses important aspects other than resonance. The first of 
these ,s time l,l speech, time r<iten, to the duration of the vowel tones It also refers to the length of 
the pauses t>etween the wc,rds and pnra,ses This idea leads to the determ1nat100 of the tempo tNot 
governs our speech patterns 
2.2.3 Pitch 
Anderson ( 1970,-452) remat1cs that the wave frequency wtuch decides the pitch 1s Itself 
decided by three factcn They ant the length, the mass per unrt "1 length and the tension Tenston 
directly influences prtch As tens,on ,ncreasea so the pitch nses Length am, mass inversely affect the 
pitch The Changing mechanism of the voice IS very complex A change in one factor will lead to • 
change In the other <wo Th11 GCt1on causes • readJustment of the entire mechanism. 
2.2.4 Range 
The range of the v01ce 11 the magnrtude of the pitch from rts highest note to the lowest 
note The range of ht VOICe IS totally Varn!lble and IS hmrted according to the specific physiology of the 
indr.,tdual Every tunan being 1s born with a certain potential The aize of the larynx, the length and 
width of the vocal folds and the physique of the 1nd1v1dual determines this potential. The rw,ge consists 
of the different registers in the body They are tt.e breast-register or the speech-register. the head-
reg ater or the a,ng ng-nig1ster and the falsetto These together form the total register or range of the 
VOtCe Range ~ WIiy aensltive to tunan feelings and adJusts accordrngly. People hmrt conversation 
to • c:omfortablo pitch which normally does not make full use of the rw,ge of which they ant capable. 
Through exerciM speakers expeoenc:e the full extent of their range and so have • greater v.iety ,n 
their speech 
~•.2.5 Loudness 
Anderson (1970,-454) discusses loudness as the product of three conditions. The first 
lh the force of the outgoing breath which decides the amplitude of the vocal folds. The second ii the 
efficiency at wh1::h the vocal folds v1bnrte. The third II the degree of reinforcement supplied to the tone 





str•kes the ears At a given frequency the more intense the sound, the louder rt ~ms Equally intense 
sounds t different frequeooes do not seem as loud Tll8 human ear has c1 low S<. isrtrvity to sounds 
near the fewer nd upper hm,ts of the frequencies we are capable of heanng A sound of the swne 
,ntensrty 1n the middle of the freql.lefle} range 1s louder than at a high frequency Of a low frequency. 
(Coppens and Sanders 1984, •91) 
2.2.6 Sound Quality 
Anderson (1970.•SS> sees sound quality in speech as related to tho complexity of 
V1brati0n This occurs because hke most Objects produang sound. the vocal folds ,. Ibrate in small 
segments Each segment/ called an overtone, Is responsible for its own partJaJI• frequency. Quality 
resuits from the number and relatJve 1nten1rues of these overtones and the relat10nsh1p of the waves to 
pttch A change 1n these factors causes changes in the tone. Hearing these factors together, u one 
1ntegrateo one c.:>mplex. Is recognised as quality. 
2.3 Conclualon 
Many dlfferont facets make up sound, each of v.1\ich IS respona,ble for aNting the ftnal 
product that we hear. The ldu of ·good· sound or a ~Ir sound is all relative to the listener and \he 
producer of the sound By ecq\Unng the knowledge of what makes sound and of., approach to the 
subject, ttie student-actor Is able to look at the production steps with a greater ooderstand1ng and 
1nttght It will enable him to wor1t with the production steps individually without losing light of the 








All votce work must have a starting pomt from wt11ch the rest of the approach evolves. 
Most v0t .o 1aadlers be~,n ·.ynnung With relaxation, alignment or bfeath1ng as their starting point These 
factors are nG, ..!1)-'bais er; it-t,~ AlthOugh 1nd.v1dually exerosed, they are three parts of the aame 
process They 1ntei!Mne 'J ,,. '<•1.1•~ tion m a ..-01c.:, approach and 1n the establishment of an "xtr• 
daily technique (p5) and l~"tt!.~ crr...r1e ,"le ongin ofth1s op!)n)aCh to voice work. Th! entire study is 
based on the premise that the studem ,ldoi must fa;n11tanze h,mselfwrth ~ ... entrt•:,s tefore 
attempting to move to the other sect10t1S Without ha111ng an effect1v :y ahgned and n: laxed bt:>dy, free 
from all unnecessary tension, effective d1aphragmat1c-abdom1nal breat1·,1ng cannot bl; obtained. 
Without these tac.tors wont on resonance. prtch and range, art•culata:'ln, tempo-mythm, voice pl'JClng 
and pro,ect1on cannot corrt1nue effectively 
In order for the student-actor to have bettrr control over his breathin:J, the body must be 
in a state of control!Nf ~axat1on contro:led reta...:et1on, a .. opposed to total relaxation, does not leave 
the body in a state cf. co:t PH W1:h o.>:itrO:led relaxation, the 11tu<ient-actor removes all unnectiS8fY 
,~sion from the LcOy. Thi, freea the bodw, thu~ er. t.hng one, tc.- cxm..~ on a!igrment. Alig!'ffl8nt 
and relaxation together allO'# for the breathing to be free from any bkx:ka 
3.1 Holl•m 
Benedetti (1970.12-13) states that rt is ,m~Mt ta the 1ti.ldent-ac:tor to realiae that the 
body functions as a unrt. Nothing functlOnS in isolation, rather, 1t functJon$ in~ :and ,uponse to 
the rest of the body. Th11 idea of action and reaction allows the atudtlr.t «tor to ~ fta"e d t.'le 
dynamic nature d the body. The student-actor must see the body as • unified ~.-i,vn with Ndl part, 
sensation and expenence being fully integrated ,nto the person as a whole 
This allows the student-actor to believe that the wont being done affects the whole 







1975,9) and McCallion (1989 3) state that the voice 1s an extension of the personalit/ of the Ind1v1dual 
and, therefore voice works on 'he entire organism 
3.2 The Function of Breath 
It 1s important, when cons1denng the body as a whole, to remember that voice and 
speech are secondary functions of breathing Virgil A Anderson (1977,32) says that breathing 1s one 
or the body's fundamental b1olog1cal dnves The body cannot store oxygen 10 rt must continually renew 
its supply Th,s dependence of the body on constantly renewed supplies of oxygen, places restnct1ons 
and hm1tat1ons upon speech The pomary fur ~,on of breathing then 1s b1olog1cal as It keeps · ,e 
organism alive There are other reflex act1C' is of the breathing mechanism like sneezing, coughing and 
sobbing that take precedence over speech and WIii mh1brt rt If m any way there 1s conflict between the 
two 
3.3 The Breathing PrOCffa 
lnrua'ly drama students vlfi breathing for the purpose of prodUC1ng voice and speech 
u fundamentally different from natural breathing They have the impression that an entirely new 
approach to breathing must be mastered. However, by adapting to the natural breathing pattern the 
student-actor obtains • better functioning of the breathing proceu ror speech Therefore, before 
looking at breathing for speech, rt 1s important to look at how the body oreathes naturally. 
Breathing 1s responsive to changes 1n air pressure within the thorax~ the body. When 
inhalation 1s examined, a m.mber of movements occur that inaeue the chest cavrty; the dome-shaped 
diaphragm descends exerting pressure on the abdominal muscles which respond by moving outwards; 
the sternum and first pair of nbs move slightly forward and more honzontally with the contradlon ~ the 
external ,ntercostal muscles, thus enlarging the chest cavity from front to back; the IOIWf coatal range 
(r:~ 7-10) moves outward and upward by the contraction of the external i'ltercostal muscles. a 
movement that enl.-ges the chest cavity laterally, as the external intercostal muscles contract, the 
internal 1ntercostal muscles relax. 
Contraction of the internal mtercostal muscles reverses the above process during 






The diaphragm influences the outflow of breath by the rate of ,ts relaxation. The 
abdominal 1nuscies balance the pressure applied on the diaphragm m order to control rt's relaxation 
The exhaled breath 1s used for speech Therefore, the control of exhalation ,s vitally important for 
speech The breath 1s dependent upon the delicate balance between the force exerted by the 
abdominal muscles and the restraining influence of the diaphragm The external 1ntercostal muscles 
and the pnncipal thoracic muscles responsible for 1nhalat1on help this process 
.. 
Greene (1964, 21) observes that the respiratory centre 1n the medulla chiefly cootrols 
respiration The respiratory centre 1s sensruve to the amount of carbon d1ox1de in the blood. The rate of 
respiration adJusta automatically to retain the proper ratiO betwoen carbon dioxide and oxygen 
• 
Breathing IS a reflex act,on (Anderson 1975.~ : Bartel and Ne'emand 1975,40). The 
rate d breathing is responsive to the activities d the body Wrth,n certain limits, whef'l cootrolhng the 
act1v1t1es of the body, voluntary, cootrollad breathing occurs. 
Greene (1964, 21) also menttOnS that the voli.ntary and involuntary nervous systems 
control respiration It can function independently of or with the persons' WIii at anv partieul• moment. 
Kristen Linklater (1976,25), says that the involuntary process d breathing must dominate vol'"8rY 
breattung. The 1nvolll'ltary breathing musdes .. su~ple. complex, powe(ful and Situated deep inside 
the body. In contrast the voluntary breathing muscles are large, clumsy and external She believes 
that the COOSCIOUS control d the breathing process WIii destroy the body's sensitivity to the changing 
• inner ~es in this way, curta1hng the body's reflex actlOfls of breathing and emotional impulses. 
3.4 The Emotlon\Bruth ~Ink-up 
Experience has lhown that student-actors rarely connect emotion with breath Once 
this strong connection has been made, the student-actors we able to approach their wor1( in a more 
efficient arb hohst1e manner. Therefore, rt 11 important to und«stand how emotion and oreath are 
finked and from this undemanding to wor1( Wlu t the linkup Ber.~,ttl (1970, •2> who was lntluenced by 











someone who Is angry will have tensed muscles and a relaxed person will have relaxed muscles, SM 
also Anderson (1970, 16) This idea Is earned further by Rodenburg (1992, 142) and McCalhon 
(1989 36) who claim that the breath ,s responsive to every physical condition, thought and responding 
emotion It Is explained as follows breathing changes in response to an emotion and e3Ch emotion has 
,ts own breathing pattem Toe intensity of the passI00 Is relative to the amou'lt of breath required. A 
text involving intense passion requires a larger amount of breath 
Rodenburg (19~2 143) uses the emot,on\breath hnkup to help the student-actor wrth 
remaining centred She claims that the calmer he Is and the more regular his breathing, the greater 
chance the student-actor has of staying centred Thu!l. the studerrt-actor c:in be in contact wrth his 
thoughts and feeh~s 
3.4.1 Effective !Emotion•I State 
Benedetti (1970,43) argues that studerrt-actors who adopt the phy11cal charactertstica 
of the emotion expenence the fullness of the emotion. He belleves that In participating In the externals, 
the studerrt-actor can Im1tate the character. It 11 with 1h11 idea 1n mind that this approach begins With 
relaxat100 A relaxed emotional state leads to a relaxed physical state. Before exercising, the 
perl'onner &l'IOUld create an effective state This wm lead to an effective physical state and • passive 
breathing process 
3.4.2 Relaxation 
The CAnd1date·s research found that the student-actors tended to harbour immense, 
unnecessary tensior 1n their bod1e1 It was established from conversations with theatre practrtionefl 
that this problem Is not hmIted to studerrt-actora l he problem of unnecessary tension Is prevalent 
among the professional actors as well . Toe candidate believes that this unnecessary tension was 
largely associated wrth the political uncertainty that surrounded the country before the fim democratic 
elections Further unnecessary tension emanated from the prevalence of violence In South African 
SOClely. 
Relaxation frees the body of unnecessary tension Toe concept of ntlaxation is In 




tension 1s constructive tension Its main function Is to change the body 1rrto a state of reac:hness for the 
creation of movement (Anderson 1977,26, Benedetti 1970, 11 : Berry 1975,36; Linklater 1976.24, 
Stamslavsk1 1936,98} 
Mabel E Todd (1959 .. 4) claims that in a well-funct1on1ng human body, only fifteen 
percent of the total energy 1s available for conscious purp~s The remaining eighty-five percent 1s left 
for the vegetative process such es the pumping of the heart and the breathing proce~s Unnecessary 
tension takes energy from the remaining fifteen percent for movement, thought and speech. thus 
hmrt1ng energy reserves even further and negatively affecting the process of speech and acting 
3.4.3 Necnury Tension 
Student-actors often view all tension as unneces.sary tension. This Is compounded by 
the manner in wtuch they are aSSOCtated with tension Student-actors are often told that they have 
tension This 1s never really expanded upon, They are often left to their own devices to rid the body of 
th11 unnecessary tenslor They are often given• hst of "things to do" to relax the body. The view of 
tension that society holds t :ldt to this d1larMl8. The media advertises "cures" for tension. Thue are 
found in the foml of headache tablets and •~bath formulae for example Pynstop and Radox The 
student-actor 1s often left with & ~ :ure" which does not root itself in the core of the problem. 
It is thef'efofe important that they realize the necessity of positive tension m their 
bodies They must be Ne to prefer necessary tension over unnecessary tension. Necessary tensions 
are the forces required within the body to keep rt upnght and in a state of readiness for act10n Todd 
(1959, 7) sees the human being as a composrte of balanced forces The human body requirn a strong 
1nteractJon between muscles and bones. In humans the muldes do more work than any other 
organism This is due ,o man's evolution into an upright position. The bone structure requinta more 






3.4.3.1 Forces In the Body 
The forces in the body are the tensions in the muscles and the bone stnJCture and give 
the body ,ts shape and form and make movement possible These forces act m different ways on 
different parts of the body In their functioning they require erergy. Forces found m the body respond 
to other forces 
Valene Preston-Dunlop ( 1980.1 O) discusses these forces as rr.anoeuvnng the body m 
relation to ,ts mass Mass Is the weight of the body m relation to gravity Forces acting on the body are 
the gravitational force, the k1net1c force, the static force and the force of external resistance These 
forces function either hghtly or strongly to help the body Preston-Dunlop (1980, 10-11) discusses the 
four forces as follows 
The first force 1s the one that kNps the body vertically upwards. Th11 force must be 
equal to the force of gravity that 1s pulling the body downwards A strong exertion of this force 11 
necessary m kNp1ng the body upnght A strong exertion of the force in the upward direction will pull 
the skeletal frame further apart than needed for po;sed ltghtness. When people are tired, they erther srt 
or lie down, thus supporting either half their mass or their entire mass Thrt allows the force to use 
and for the body to conserve energy. 
' The GeCOnd force 11 the kinetic force used to move the body Into the surrounding space 
called the general space A light exert,on of th11 force gives the sensation of the body being In a state 
of fight poised movement. The movement of parts of the body or the body as • whole, exerts a strong 
force usually 1n strong opposrtJon to the force of gravity 
The third type of force operating in the body 1s the static force . It holds the body 1n a 
state of active muscular tension. This force does not move the body When in a fight state, the force is 
small and Involves only small tensions and counter tensions Strong counter tensions 1n any direction 
require a strong force. ,·or example to keep the body in the upnght position requires a strong force. 
The fourth type of force acts upon external resistance provided by either ot,.ects °' 




the orpos,te d1ract,on to the resistance being offered For example the mass of the obJect being 
moved, lifted or earned will determine the strength of the force 
3.4.4 Unnecessary Tension 
Unnecessary tension Is predominant in the South African SOC1ety Expenence 
emphasises tile fact that time must be spent dunng voice and movement cia~s In order to combat 
this problem This unnecessary tension existed in the student-actor's daily and extra--da1ly techniques 
(p5) The student-actor m..ist have a grasp of how this tension mamfests itself in order to combat rt 
Unnecessary tension manifests itself whon these four types of fOl'ces have to react more strongly than 
Is natural to countered the fOl'ces exerted against the body A relaxed body d1m1mshes the streng!h of 
the force This enables the body to use less effort and therefore less energy. Alignment plays• role in 
relieving the body of having to battle With strong forces 
VVhen d1scuss1ng relaxation rt Is important to discuss some of the problems that arise 
from unnecessary te,1sion Armitage (1992,77) sees tension as m1sd1rected energy which is Uleless 
and causes muscte fatigue Anderson {1977,26) and Befl'Y (1973,76, 1975, 18) agree that ten11on 
comes from tht.tlormal stress of everyday lrfe The defence mecharusms of the body .. Mt into 
openrtion by the basic feeling of fear resulting an the establishment of unneccua,y tension. Breaking 
the pattern of phy11cal tension by means of physical acts releases the mental tension causing rt. 
, ~e(SO(I (1977,25) and Befl'Y (1975, 19) see tension of any sort as limiting the 
effed1v'\ness of the student-actoc Berry (1973,20) and Thurbum (1965, 41) state that tensions never 
•emain localised. T"My will move from one part of tro body to another ultimately afl'ectlng the I.-ynx 
and the Jl>'i l -~reby cre1rt1ng problrlilS fOI' speech Armitage (199~.77) and~ (1973, 19) dllQAM 
tcn~Ior, os rasS)l:nslble for cat •sing a If-perpetuating cycle that is extremely deLimental to the 
stud nt-adOI. The udert act0< bec'...rnes aware cf the tensloo Of' of the fact th3t he is being hm1ted. 
Thi" In tl•rr. ,of'ecs CO'·' ,1ence -Ahu ,, in tum, creates more negative tension Thurbum (1965,43) 
contl11ues th.at the ment,1! a,..; physical t, isions react on one another to produce unfortunate results 
fOI' ti'ia stuclent-.1ctor Crnw , 1 m 8,3) sees a disturbance occumng in the normal breathing pattern and 
the circuiat1on, v11>,-.t1on in,.~ p!asmic flow and a dista,rbance of the contact with the environment. This 







initial stages of a voice workout, an effort be made to free the body and the mind from inhibiting 
tensions 
3.4.5 The Relaxed Body 
Having discussed the problems or tens1.~.-.. 1t 1s necessary to look at relaxation In an 
attempt to see its usefulness Benedetti (1970,1 1) believes that relaxation is a by-product of the focus 
of concentration. Thurbum (1965,45) beheves that the best way to encourage relaxati"° is to use 
imagination. One example would be to suggest images and sensations that create a feeling of ease 
am comfort. This causes the inhibiting tensions to subside. This also allows easier preparation for 
movement and a greater ability to act against the tempo and tensions of modem life. Relaxation, 
according to Thurbum (1965,47), affects the nervous system and helps to remove fear and excessive 
e,ental concentration. It generally promotes energy 1n both the booy and the mind. Lessac (1967,43) 
envisages relaxation as a dynamic process. It is not simply the absence of action and motion but the 
most efficient application of the muscles of the body for the required task. By treeing himself of the 
tensions of the past and immersing himself in the present, the student-actor is ready to act. 
Rooenburg (1992, 175-176) believes that "Any wori( on the voice must begin and 
continue in a state of relaxation." This will promote the building of freedom and release in the body. 
This freedom and release enables the student-actor to keep 1he breath flexible and free even wtv.lfl 
under extreme pressure, stress and tension. Linklater (1976,24) says that it is important to realise that 
a totally relaxed body is not possible and so relaxation " ... must be cultivated slowly and with specific 
intent." The body cannot be totally relaxed otherwise it would be in a state of mental and physical 
collapse. Bartal and Ne'eman (1975, 13) talk about creating a state of "eutony". This term best 
describes the state when the student-actor is most responsive mentally and physically. A relaxed body 
develops the appropriate amount of muscle tons and energy required for each particular movement of 
the student-actor. Anderson (1977,26) believes that through relaxation adequately controlled breathing 
occurs. Relaxation of the larger muscles of the throat and neck free the larynx. This in tum assist, 
tone. Similarly, relaxation helps the muscles involved in phonation and articulation to be more flexible, 
thereby assisting the demands of clear speech. 





alignment combined are vrtal for effective oreath1ng It t>ecomes essential to look at ,ihgnment as the 
next step m the voice approach 
3.S Alignment 
The whrte South Afncan concept of alignment 15 rooted in the stnct Calv1n1stic and 
m1htary culture th3t has prevailed 1n this country At school males were obliged to participate m military 
cadets This prepared them for compulsory m1htary service Female pupils voluntanly JOtned the 
m1htanly fash100e(j d;-um-maJorettes. This coupled w1h the lack of 1nd1v1dualrty :1UOC1ated wrth a 
Calvinistic education led to the student-actcrs having the incorrect notion of what effective ahgMWKlt 
1s Research showed that the studeut-adors we,re very reg1mente1 in their approach to movement and 
vo ce work This often leads to the separation of the body and the emotion from v01ce production 
Colson (1967, 18) envisages the entire body as being mvolvea in voice production. 
Momsoo ( i977, 13) emphaS1sea how dependent the quahty ot the voice and the support ~uired for 
adequate breettung are on the alignment of the body. Le.isac (1967,2<4) explains this by aay1ng "How 
you stand affects the way you breathe and your breathing habrta detemune your posture ~ CollOr'I 
( 1967, 19) places grsat importance on alignment in vo«:e worlt &s a result of the humans becoming bi-
pedal erect organisms It became important for the bones and muscles of the body to concentrate on 
balance to keep tM body upnght Feldenkta1s (1972,76) beheves that good alignment 1s Important 
because the body requires minimal mUS0.JI.- effort 1n order to move in any direction. 
The body hat the option of moving in a symmetncal or an asynwnetlical manner 
(Preston 1963,<4). If half ot the body on one s:de of the spine tt more adlve than the other half, the 
body movement Is aatd to be asymmetnc Asymmetric use of the body could lead to a sonuboo of 
imbalance Altematively, tf both halves of the body have equal stress, the body use is sym.--netric and 
the body 1s in a state of balance 
It IS Import.ant to establish what effective allgNnent IS The concept is often 
misconstrued. Rodenburg (1992,<42, 121) explains that th11 m1aunderatanding usually begins at school 
Teachers instruct pupils to art straight and uprig~. to pull ht shoulders badt and to force the head up 




Pulling the shoolders t>aek prevents the breath from s1nl.1ng into the lungs Lessee ( 1967 ,27) states 
that 1neffect1ve alignment ,s •carelessness dnlled into habit" He claims that we have been conditioned 
into ineffective alignment by •poor but potent influences • He gives examples of the sold1ef on parade. 
the ,mproperlY trained wrestler o< weightlifter and the maiest,c thrust-bellied stance of the old-fastuoned 
opera singer 
Momson (1977,14) gives a good c! ·r-.npt1on of tre recommended standing position 
· 1 The feet may be slightly apart 
2 The general d1sposrt100 of the weight sh<>Uld 
be shghtly f<XWardS 
3 The pelvis shOUld be above the instep 
4.The torso sh()Uld be directly at>ove the pelvis 
nerthef m front of nor behind rt. 
5 The abdominal muscles shOUld be t,raced wrttl<>',t 
tension 
6 The torso shOUld feel raised, but ncx 
stretched trN8Y from the pelvis 
7.The shOUlderS she)Uld be directly abOV9 the 
pelVII and shOUld be 1n hne with the t,reast 
t,one at the front , 
8 The head lhc>Uld feel well balanced 1mme<11ately 
above the st,oulderS It lhc>Uld be nerther in 
advance of them nor behind them, 
9 The ctnn shoUld be ,n a ,ne,21al position. 
neith« shoWlng the undef4lde of the Jaw, nor 
rulled baCk allOWlng a 'double-d\lO' to fom'I • 
This position edvocatef uffe(:tlve altgMWffi and the actor and studef'lt-ac:t« lhoukl be 
encour.aged to use this as their neutial posrtion. This deSI~ position can alto be echleV9d thrOUQh 
v1sualisati00- Bartal and Ne'eman (1975, 13) state that, in oroer to devei<>P a sense of_...,._. of 
the elongation of the spine, the studel'lt-actor shOUld vtsuahse an imagtnarY cross behind hit baCk 
NMing In a vertical line alOOO the spine. The hOl'W)Otal line bisects behind the shOUldef bladeS. It is 
important to imagine the 11nes as stretching into infinity The sense of the aosa extending Into infinity 
gives the student-ado< a sense of filling the space, both 1n his 1onespht'-re and the general space 




3.5.1 The Ah:,xander Technique 
F Mattha1s Alexander has influenced the approach of many voIet. 1heons.s and 
teachers. However. at the two drama departments at which this research was completed there were no 
trained "Alexander" teachers In general this country has few qualified "Alexander" teachers. The 
Alexander Technique was expene~ced sf",;ond-hand through the theonsts whom he influenced. It was, 
therefore decIde<1 to discuss briefly tht'>se influences as they influenced the maJor voice theonsts 
Alexander developed a psych(l-physical apl)roach to voice work called the Alexander 
Technique (Cox 1990,44) Sullivan (1988, 141) states that the principle provides a system ofre 
education for the student-actor The latter would then gain greater control over the physical and 
emotional ab1hties used in characterisation The stl dent-actor would be freed from old habits that 
restrained him Menta .. y and physically Barlow (1W1 .17-18) explains tha ,..,,nciple of the Alexander 
18<".hnique as "UsP Affects Functioning" By functioning, Alexander meant our everyday actions. By 
"Use'' he meant the 11,ay people use their bodies as they live from moment to moment in all types of 
~ 1vities or non activities Barlow (1991 ,52) explains that the Alexander principle states that there are 
definite ways of using the body which are better than others. The functioning of the body suffers when 
It Is misused. Mi..use of the body Is detrimental to voice production and health • 
The Alexander technique advocates effective balance because It allows the muscles to 
relax and help the breathing mechanism Barlow {1991,52) informs us that the Alexander technique 
advocates that the vertebr&I column be earned further back in a "plumb llne" from the maf1"i process 
to the ankle, travelnng through the trochanter of the thigh bone. The neck arit1 lumber vertebrae mui.t 
not drop forward and downwards. They must be directed up and back to thd point where they release 
ten .. ion from the nook and lower back. Barlow (1991,53) continues that the knees must be slightly 
flexed and the pelvis tuclo.ed in by tlrping the lumbar spine allowing the pubis to point more to tM front. 
This allows the se>lual organs to point forward. thereby releasing buttock tension. The Alexander 
balance allows the body t~ de1,11lop a resting position that alloWf> the joints 3urface3 of the spine tc 
lengthen awfiy ftvm each other 
Having forrm •lated what effective ualance is and I low it creates better use of th<' body, It 







weightlessness By allowing the unnecessary tensions to slip away, 11 would g111e the head the 
sensation of being freer and lighter Th9 head should be seen as f1oat1119 and tnus would not require 
unnecessary muscular support The Jaw should remain relaxe<: and feel loosely hinged and mobile 
1Barlow 1991 ,9 McCalhon 1989 15, Rodenburg 1992,122-123). Barlow (1991 ,8) and Rodenburg 
( 1992, 123) state !hat the neck should feel slightly elongated and be free of useless tension. The neck 
should not havf! any superfluous actI11rty dunng the movement of the ltmbs or otner body parts It must 
remain relaxed The neck should remain in a balanced state with the spine The shoulders should be 
neither braced nor slumped The chest should widen across the front and the back This w1denIng 
should "°t favour e.ther side of the shoulders The shoulders must not pass tension on to the neck and 
the head (Barlow 1991 ,9, McCallton 1989, 12, Rodenburg 1991 .123) 
• The spine should be altgned and strong in the centre The centre requires strong 
abdominal muscles Tne spine lengthens both headward and taI1w 1. This release expands the middle 
back thus all0W1ng the ,ower ribs to expand for inhalation. The vertebrae should be seen as evenly 
• 
stacked, one upon the other This brings across a feeling of being balanced. A com,ct balance in the 
spine lea •s to a correct balance throughout The spine 1s important a,; 1t holds up the head and 
• supplies support for the nbs, abdomen, ~1111s and hmbs. It also supports the organs, muscles and 
tissues (Bar1ow 1991 ,9, McCalhon 1989,15, Rodenburg 1991 ,12-4) 
The abdomen 1s the seat of much unnecessary tension ong1nat1ng from the abdominal 
muscles There must be a clear use of the hip JOtnts especially when bending, thereby allowing the 
muscles and lower back to '>e free from useless tension 
• McCalhon (1989, 17) sums up this approach to altgnment by saying "The neck must be 
free so that the head can face fo,ward and go up, so that the back can lengtnen and widen " 
3.5.2 Centred Position 
Rodenb.Jrg (1992, 126) has taken this concept further and included the entire body into 
what she calls the "centred po~•tton" To get tnto this position "Stand With feet directly underneath the 
hips taking the full weight and s1.,pport, knees unlocked, !'lp1ne up, back unbraced, shoulders unheld 
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and then d1stnbuteo throughout the body (Yak1m 1990,205). The posrt1on 1s most responsive to the 
unnecessary tens;c'l th&t affects the IY.>dy's balance This 1s an important posrt1on for voice work as rt 
allows the student-actor to be aware of the body All the exemses done m a static upnght alignment 
will be done m tne centred pos1t1on It 1s important to burld the foundation for voice work by relaxing and 
augn;ng the body After bu1ld1ng this foundation, rt 1s possible to start working wrth breathing. 
3.6 Breathing 
It 1s a stated fact that many studerrt-actors have a m1sconcepbon about breathing. 
Most drama mst,tut1ons m this country advocate draphragmat,c-abdom1nal breathing However, thent 
are still some pnvate instrtutrons particularly those who offer L1cent1ate courses, who advocate rib-
re~rve breathing. This study argues the effectiveness of d1aphragmatJc-abdom1nal breathing as 
opposed to rib-reserve breathing. 
Breathing 1s P pnmary function of the body 1•~ ; l8rn purpose 1s to supply o~~ to ttte 
bloodstream and remove waste products such as carbon dioxide. Breattung 1nst1nct1vefy increases as 
the number of physical exerases increase Effective control of breathing allows the student-actor to 
1naease rel>p1ratron Without wasting energy and Without cau11ng unnecessary tension (Crawforo 
1983,61: McCalhon 1989,36, Thurbum 1965,51). To control breathing to its maximum advantage, rt 1s 
always advisable to begin working with the natural bfflath1ng rhythm of the body. Thra eases the 
amourrt of work done by the abdominal muscles. Knst1n Linklater (1976,34) advocates the use of the 
1nvolurrtary nervous system. This allows reflexive breathing to take place By not having to control or 
sustain the breathing actively. the student-actor does not waste energy. 
Linklater (1976,25) says that the involuntary muscles ar• powerful and situated deep 
inside the body The COOSCIOUS control of the breath WIii destroy the senaibvrty to the changing inner-
states This in tum will C:;.srupt the nftex connections of breathing and the emotional impulse Linklater 
claims that "Natural breathing is reflexive and the only work you can do to restore rts potential is to 







3.6.1 Diaphragmatic-Abdominal Breathing' 
The d1aphragmdllc-abdominal breathing method ,s generally preferreo and 1s s1m1lar to 
the natural pattern that has been described Good breathing ,s essential to a good voice Berry 
(1975 34) believes u,at without effedlve bre:,.th,ng be1nq us~ to ,ts full advantage, the rest of the body 
will suffer. Breathing down to ·centre" assists the student-ad°' mentally by allowmg him to feel his 
weight as a person The \ilhole chest physically contnbutes to the production of a "fullef" 
sound D1aphragmat1c-abdominal breathing ,s also known as central breathing. 
Barta! and Ne'eman (1975, 133) and Laban (1980.18) state the that "centre" of the body 
1s the dnv,ng f0<ce of a person Movements that begin at the centre and that move outwards, are free 
fl0W1~ The person must seem to exist from this part of the body. Todd (1959, 118) supports this 
statement by saying that organised mo\lement ong1nates in this region. The pelv1::; muscles are the 
largest and the strongest and they control movement of any changes of position of the body 
Approximately th1rty-s1X muscles are attached to the pelvis They extend in all directions and extend 
well into the trunk and the legs. These muscles have both a suppon.ng and a movement function 
D1aphragmat1c-abdom1nal breathing 1s the technique of breathing down to the centre 
Greene (1964, 19) remarits that ,t 1s considered to be the most effiaent method of breathing for vocal 
purposes. Momson (1977, 17) adds that this type of breathing can give the voice power and duration. It 
develops the capacity of the breath with a concomitant ,naease ,n the control and strength of the 
muscles. It allows the speaker the ah,hty to produce the voice wrth ease at varying volumes. 
Mc.m Yak1m (1990, 201) talks aooJt there ::>e1ng breath centres that function as 
collection and d1stnbution points f0< the air in t.'le body. They are the places where the body reacts to 
sounds. It 1s believed that these breath ~s are what are more commonly known as the resonatJng 
cavities They will be discussed in greater detail in the chapter on resonance 
Dean and Carra ( 1080, 73) explain that the diaphragm and the correct funct1on1ng of the 
1 This type of breathing ,s sometimes referred to as D1aphragmat1c-lnterct",stal Breathing 





abdominal muscles control the voice Dunng inhalation the diaphragm descends allowing the lungs to 
expa1xt and fill with a,r Dunng exhalation the reverse takes place Consequem'v sp,-ech occurs dunng 
exr.alatI,1:i flX effective breath control As stated the control of e• nalatIon Is t"llportant for effective 
speech It Is therefOl'e necessary to know how to COl'ltrol exhalation. Supporting the breath does this. 
McCallton (1989.37) expl&.ns that support for the vcr,::e comes when the breathing muscles are wortung 
in a state of co-orti1nat1on with a good headlneck\bciCi' ~lat1onsh1p. The spine must resist the 
downward pull thus preventing the nb-cage from slump, FJ to;~ards the stomach Support of the chest 
cavity al:ows the breath to last as long as required at 'he pre~·ure n, 
volume, pitch and resonance needed for the sound. 
3.6.2 Rib Reserve Breathlr.,: 
·• the particular 
A study of the leacfng theonsts showe •:1.t I sphragmat1c-abdom1nal breathing is the 
preferred method of breathing for proJeded speech. l•, this method the nbs are held In elevation. While 
the diaphragm ascends, the abdom nal wall gradually retracts as the voice uses the air. There is the 
belief that this rrothod of breathing creates a more "!ifectlve universal resonator for the voice When 
the diaphragm has nsen torts maximum height, the nbs may descend arid provides A supplementary 
a,r supply 
Barker (1977.178), Linklater (1976, 122) and Rodenburg (1992, xu) state that nb-
reserve exere1ses are counter productive to the student-actor They believe that holding up the ribs for 
as long as possible in an attempt to create a rTservc tank of a,r. creates tension. This method of 
breathing ,s unnatural and disturbs the InstInctIve connectlOl'I between breath and emotion Rib 
reserve breathing can thus be regarded as outdated and negative. 
Linklater (1976, 122) believes that muscular holding leads to a mental hold and 
therefore affects the body's ability to work passively wrth the involuntary nervous system The student-
actor has a greater chance of becoming a v1ct1m of unneces.~ tension while usinp this method It 
works In opposrtlOl'I to the concept that a constant stream of air, passing over the vocal folds, produces 
the voice . R1b-res«ve bfeattung is totally ahon to the structure of the English language and to the 
phys1olog1cal processes that produce voice and speech Research into this breathing method has 











upper chest region It was found that this In tum creates tension in the vocal folds and lower Jaw 
Howevpr rasearch also shows that this 1s the preferred method of breathing among certain singers It 
was pointed out thdt the tension created 1s useful at times to help sustain a particular note for a long 
period Research shows that these singers adapt the tens10;, in the vocal folds and lower jaw to their 
advantage 
3.6.3 Clavicular Breathing 
• In clav,cular breathing the nbs and shoulders elevate. the diaphragm nses and the 
abdominal walls are sucked in. This method 1s ineffective for the voice as 1t connects with muscular 
tension and uses up too mL•ch energy as well as giving a hmrted brdath capacity and control As a 
result or physical £xert1on, clav1cuiar broath1ng which occurs unconsc,ously, is a natural process. It 
only t.ecomes negative wt,en 1t , iccurs as a result of excess tension and psychological factors 1n the 
student-actor. Student-actors who use this method as their basic breathing method might find it a 
difficult habit to break. 
3.6.4 Recentrlng 
The d1aphragmat1c-abdom1nal pos1tIon helps the student-actor during performances. He 
• 
has a constant position of alignment to which he may return. Rodenburg (1992, 127) calls this process 
r.centnng. It allows the student-actor to gain control mentally and physically of both the 
charactensat1on and his breathing. 
3.6.5 Vocal Base 
Gro.&wskl (1968, 123) believes that the centred pos1t1on dilows the actor to establish a 
voice base This is essential 1f the student-actor wants a greater carrying power for the voice 
Grotowskl (1968, 115) also considers that the column of air which is respc.,ns1ble for carrying the sound, 
must be undfsr pressure without meeting with any obstacles and blocks. The physiological resonators 











3.6.6 Successive or Simultaneous Flow 
Having an understanding of the pnnc1ples required for relaxation. alignment and 
breathing, It Is now possible to proceed to the exercises Expenence showed that the 1ntroduct1on of 
the concept of successive and simultaneous flow assists the student-actors in their approach to 
movement This concept worked toth in guiding their movement as well as in ass1st1ng with the hoflst1c 
approach of this study Particular reference was made to inCO<porat1ng this concept into the exercises. 
The exercises must evolve naturally and the student-actor must attempt to work continuously With the 
mind and body interrelated The student-actor must v1suahse the centre of the body as the core He 
must use this core as the ongin of all movements and of the breathing process The student-actor 
Should see that the centre 1s also responsible for the mass of the body It ls t-om here that the student-
actor can make himself heavier or fighter as required in charadensation All movements must flow, 
either in succession, or S1multaneously (Laban 1948,30, Preston-Dunlop 1980 26) from this core 
Preston-Dunlop (1980.26) and Laban (1948,30) descnbe successive flow as a movement that moves in 
succei.s1on from one part of the body to another Simultaneous flow 1s the movement made by the 
enure body All the bodies moving parts are involved in that particular action 
3.7 Introduction to Exercises 
Research into a dynamic voice approach shows that rt requires exercises that begin by 
releasing all th, unnecessary tension found In the body. This study has already highlighted the 
importance of relaxation to voice work. The approach begins with exercises developed to relax the 
student-actor both passively and actively. 
The ahgnfTl{:nt exercises e,1olved out of the relaxed body The relaxed state enables the 
body to have more energy at It's disposal. The exercises aim at releaS1ng energy through relaxation 
They are, therefore, dynamic in that tiley work actively wrthin the body strengthened by the newly 
released energy The dynamic exercises focus on the spine allowing the muscles to take on a 
secondary function Thus alfOWlng the student-actor to discover that the area at the base of the spine 
1s the centre of the body It 11 from this energy centre that all the body's movements originate The 
student-actor should expenence the body in different posrt1ons This enables him to .~.-mlfy how the 
forces acting on the body change as the body changes it's position. It 1s through this active approach 
t ,at he can expenence the "ce, ,tred" posrtJon He can consequently "recentre• himself, using as lrttle 
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energy as possible 
The hohst,c approach of this study reiterates the importance t-: 9V➔ry facet evolving 
passively out of ,ts predecessor and passively into ,ts successor The stuof'rt octors can focus 
attention on breathing The entire breathing process begins with relaxatton Re'2.xati,11 exercises 
enable the student-actor to become aware of his or her natural breathing rhythm This pass,vfll 
breathing process ,s earned through to the altgnment exercises, using the natural breathing rhythm as 
the catalyst for actton 
The breathing exerc,ses now allow the student-actor to focus attention on developing 
the natural breathing rhythm into d1aphragmat1c-abdominal breathing The student-actor again 
proceeds both actively and passively As with altgnment ,t was found that it was extremely important 
that the student-actors expenence centnng the breathing ,n as many positions as possible The 
altgnment exerc,ses make the entire breathing process easier. The altgnment exercises form the 
foundat,or. of the breathing exerc,ses 
The comb1nat1on of these three factors (rel ~xat1on, altgnment and breathing) establishes 
the basis on wtuch the later exerc,ses 111 this approach develop It also creates a base to which the 
student-actor may return while wor1<1ng on other exercises. 
It was found that after worki.,g wrth rela'<Boon. ahgnment and breathing, the student-
actors tended to be letharg•c. It became necessary to 1nctude exercises that actively generated energy 
within the body This prepares student-actors to proceed mentally a.id physically wrth their class. 
All these exere1ses are concerned with establishing the basis from which this voice 
approach develops. Their function is to establish a relaxed body free of all unnecessary tension as well 
as an ahgned body with the correct head\neck\back relationship that promotes the mastering of 
diaphragmat1c-abdom1nal breathing 
In order for the student-actor to ga,n more Ol.o1 of these exerc,ses it is recommended that 
Grotowsk1's (1968, 17) pnnc,ple of "V,a Negrtiva" be used. This principle states that the education of the 
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student-actor must be seen not as teacn,ng the student-actor skills, but as an ellm1nat1on of the 
organisms' resistance to the psychic process Grotowskr was looking for a freedom for the trme-lapse 
between inner impulse and o)uter reaction He wanted the impulse and the action to be concurrent. 
Thrs pnncrple can then be seen to embrace the notion of eradicating blocks rather than the acquisition 
of skills. 
The student-actor must always have kinesthetic awareness whrch is the sensation by 
which bodily positron weight muscle tension and movement are perceived(Collrns Concise Dictionary 
1988,623) He should grve attention to the pt-,ys1cal responses that he expenences while doing the 
exercises He must note and assess his development dunng and after the exercise 
The last five exercises are concerned wrth releasing and centnng the body both 












Relaxation Exercises: The exercises m thrs chapter we srrr'lJ first at relaxing the 
body rnto a state that rs beneficial for voice work It Is important that work on breathing !:-• done only 
when the body ,s relaxed The exercises on relaxation are also necessary for voice work and are useful 
tn that they acquaint the student-actor with the human body and rts fund1onrng 
The importance of reIaxatIon has been discussed. It was estebhshed th~ relaxation 
exercises are necessary and appreciated before practical classes and perform811C9s. Considerable 
importance Is attached to connecting the emotional to the physical The extent to which this relaxation 
• should be taken Is relative to the srtuatIon of the class. The student-actors fo..ind the exercises useful 
and successful The research shows that though the exercises may differ they ultimately relax the 
body. It was found that the vanety of the options added to the enthusiasm of the class The exercises 
improved the student-actors abtlrty to relax which tn tum had a positive affect on their acting. The arm 
was to create an effective environment from which to continue the class. 
These exercises are created with more than two people rn mind. The group d1v1des 
rnto student-actors part1c1pat1ng in the exercises and an instructor guiding and controlling the 
exercises Instructions are, therefJe, given to two different people Exercise one, however, requires 
an inst. uctor to lead the class through the exercise 
EXERCISE 1. This ts a baste exercise for relaxing the entire body and clearing ~ 
mind It doe, however, put the student-actors into a low energy mode and therefore an energiser must 
follow 1f tht: class Is going to continue With energetic exercises It Is a good exercise to c1o at the end of 
a strenuous practical class. This exeruse re..'.lUtres v1s11ahsat1on 
~ student-actors he en their Lacks on the floor With their anns posrtroned ne).1 to u1' 
body The legs '.lre flat on the floor The student-actor must he ~ortable rn this posrtion. The 
instructor wrll count from ten down to one After every count the student-actors must say qu,etl~· to 










When the instructor t:as descended to the count of one. he will start the process with 
the suggestion to the class to slowly relax all the muscles In the feet With the aid of v1sualisat1on and 
their 1maginat1on they must feel the nesh falling away from the bones and sinking into the flOO( The 
instructor will continue the process up to the ankles Again with a relaxed and soothing tone of voice 
inspire the class to allow the muscles to relax Expenence the sensation of the flesh falling off the 
bones and sinking into the flOO(. 
The instructor moves up the body working section upon section ending ultimately with 
the head. The instructor must not rush this exercise 1n relaxing the enttre body The instructor may 
allow the class t(\s1gh deeply two to three times. every time attachmg me"lal relief to the sighs This 
allows the stlY.lent-ador to remove any mental blocks. The sigh 1s 1mportar.t as rt helps mentally and 
physically to release tension ~nd relax the muscles. The instructor can help the ~'Jass by rem1nd1ng 
them of the s1gn_1ficance of the sigh in assisting with relaxation. The instructor can explain that they sigh 
away any problems or pressures that they may be expenenang 
Once they haw, reacheo a position of total relaxation, the instr.Jdor must now "wake" 
the class up. Use the image of a tranquil blue hqu1d or any other appropnate image The instnr.or 
starts at the feet and "wakes• them up, suggesung that the hqu1d 1s pounng into the feet making the 
muscles respond and slowly start to feel alive. The muscles remain relaxed but have the sensatt00 of 
being recharged. Again the instructor takes them on a Journey through the body to the head 
The body should now be feeling relaxed and recharged The instrvdor must now bong 
the student-actors out of this re1axed stdte Do this by cour.ting from one to ten. The student-actor 
says "I am relaxed" after every count. When the instructor has reached the count of ten, the student-
actor gradually gets onto his feet, to prevent dizziness and falling over. 
EXERCISE 2: This exercise ong1nates from Liz Mills and is shorter than Exercise 1. It 
1s a good exercise to start a class with or before performances. It works on ndd1ng the body of 
unne<-essary tension and re1eas1ng energy into the body At the end of the exercise the student-actors 




Begin thrs exercise by lying down on the floor Beg,nn111g at tr.~ feet and contract all 
the muscles In succession holding each contradIon for approximately five seconds Then release the 
muscles with a sigh thereby connecting mental release with the physical release Repeat the 
contraction m the feet, holding the contractioo shghtly longer, release again sighing 01.t wrth the 
release. Move now up to the ankles and from there up the ca:.c,s and through the entire body To 
tense the entire body In a simultaneous ~•on, (Preston-Dunlop 1980,26) hold the contraction. then 
have total relaxation 
EXERCISE 3: This exercise Is s,milar to Exerose 2 . The difference Is that rt Is done in a 
standing position. This Is useful If the mstructOf does not want to take the dass down O<tto the floor. 
There Is one negative aspect to this exercise m that tension is required to k.-ep the body upnght. This 
Is due to the antI-gravIty force (Preston-Dunlop 1980, 11) keeping the body upnght. 
This exercise begins by contracting the muscles m the feet. holding the contra.::tJon for 
approximately five seconds, then releasing the muscles Encourage a sigh out wrth the release Wor1( 
through the vanous parts of the bod)' as before The contraction Is repeated and is held for longer 
than before releasing rt from feet to head. 
When the entire body has been contracted and released, there should be a relaxed 
feeling both mentally and physically. Shake out the body to release it of any unnecessary tension that 
might have remained In the body as a result of being m the standing posrtJon 
EXERCISE 4: This exercise, devised by Gary Gordon, IS completed tn pairs Its aim IS 
for one of the partn6rS to experience the body being a "deed weight" This is done through relaxation, 
while the other partner finds ways of moving and manipulating the body. One student-actor will he 
down on his back on the floor He should atter·:,t ~h relaxation to make his body .. s huvy as 
possible (This exerctse can be done after Exercise 2 ) The other student-aclOf moves the relaxed body 
across the floor. 




pmtr~r up by the legs and dragging him to the other side. The <.1ct1ve st11dent-actor should be 
manipulating the body continuously, rolhng the body section by section, moving it limb by limb, pushing 
the body, pulhng the body This 1s important as it enables the relaxed student-actor to experience the 
sensation of being a "de-ild weight" and giving in totally to gravity. It also allows the active p:irtner to 
experience the mass of the body and how It can be manipulated. 
The relaxed student-actor should make the most of this aituation and try to let the mind 
clea, itself. The active student-actor should be aware of his partner's body, always protecting it, not 
allowing any part to crash to the ground. He should also make sure that his partner remains relaxed 
through out the entire exercise 
When they have reached the destination, the partners may change roles. It may take 
the relaxed student-actor some time to get up and out of the relaxed state. During this time the active 
student-actor m?y lie down and start relaxing as he may be quite exhausted from the exertion of 
movir,g his partner. The exercise Should only continue once the partner on the floor is relaxed. 
EXERCISE 5: This relaxation exercise is a massage. This is done by working in pairs. 
One partner massages the other allowing him to relax thereby physically working out any unnecessary 
tension. 
Jay Pat'ler adapts this exercise and it may be called "active massage". The massaging 
partner manipulates the other's body, moving the limbs and the joints. The active student-actor must 
concentrate on how the body moves and what each joint can do. 
This Is a gOOd exercise because the student-actors get a sense of the wor1(lngs of the 
limbs and Joints as well as relaxing the body. Once the entire body has been massaged, the active 
partner may pick up the legs of the relaxed partner very gently behind the knees and gently shake out 
the pelvis and the back. The relaxed student-actor must concentrate on the sensation of movement 
without tension. They must be totally relaxed and give in to gravity and be encouraged to enjoy the 







EXERCISE 6 : This exercise 1s useful when a specific part of the body has unnecessary 
tension It allows for relaxation of that specific part of the body, for example the shoulders The student-
actor contracts the muscles of the shoulders upwards then releases them The student-actor must 
remember that a sigh could help in relieving the tension The shoulders snould be rotated forward and 
.>ackwards The head may be moved from front to back and from side to side. Do not roll the head as 
1t may be damaging to the cartilage tn the neck 
Alignment Exercises· These exerc,ses can be used for both alignment and 
breathing, The emphasis tn this section 1s on alignment, but by adding the breath they will function as 
breathing exercises as well In this section rt 1s advoca!ed to work with the breath This section has 
been places first as rt 1s believed that good breathing evolves out of good alignment 
A'though the exerc,ses must begin wrth the 1nstruct1on to start in the centred position, it 
must be remembered that the student-actor Is responsible for estabhsh1ng thl• poartion It should be an 
organic process that begins at the centre and moves through the body to establish alignment. Do not 
bypass the orocess of getting the body aligned, 
Research found that detailed specific work needed to be completed on the student-
actor regarding alignment. The Ineffective habits discussed earlier needed to be broken, The student-
actor had to spend time on re-educating the booy as to effective allgMleflt. Many approacheS were 
tned With various successes. The exercises listed below had the greatest emount of success. This was 
due to their s1mphcity. The aid of viwalisation and the concept of ser,wt10n was greatly appreciated by 
the student-actors. They also found that by extending alignment out of rellWltlon they could re-educate 
themselves more effectively, 
EXERCISE 7: The purpose of this exercise Is to ctlll)¥- the student-actor to become 
aware of the body's alignment. The student-actor must lie down on Illa back on the floor In a 1'91axed 
state This exercise may be done after Exercise 2 . 
Start by v,suslising all the bones in the feet. Become conS<'.iously dW8f8 of them as th<.y 









the bortv while visualising them and becoming aw;.re of them 
Once when one 1s aware of the bones 1n the body, attempt to arrange them for 
ahgnmen• 11 R 1·ows preparation for exercises on breathing Now ahgn the body into the constructive 
pos1t1on of rest In th11 position the student-actor 1s lying on his bacl< on the floor wrth the buttocks flat . 
Tho bent knees re a tittle apart po1nt1ng to the ce1hng Become aware of tt,e sen1111tion of the back and 
shoulders spreading over the floor. A!low the bllCk to lengthen along the floor, becoming aware of eac:tl 
v¢ttebra slightly easing Jay from each other. The arms and wnata are relaxed at the Side of the body. 
This postt1on IS fundamental 1n the Beny (1973, 23, 1W5,58) approach to voice~ The constuct1V1t 
po11t1on of rest Is • good pc;;tt,on from which to start ~1ng on centenng lh breath 1 his position •NIii 
be returned to v.tiet, 1ook1ng at breathing exerctaes . 
Lie down on the floor and then visualize the bones in the body. Bend the knees to that 
both feet 81'8 flat on the floor. This helps to l.tngthen the St')lntt by reductng the nat\nl hollow In the 
small of the beck. 
Wen on the sensation of ,-11ng the back aprud ac:tOU the floor n far .. pou1bJe 
The student-actor must be aware of the beck spreading and not rA 11nking Into the fbJr. A natural 
position has been created from which to~ bnNMing exera ... 
EXERCISE I : This exerctM can be found in Lmk!ater'a (1978, 20) epptOIICh Co vocal 
;- .>ri... it 19 believed that it aM11~ with the IOl'l&at:on of hgtttnna to counteract the force of gravity. It 
:.. 1n tt... centred poartion. Stand comfOftably, with the mos :.>1, 'tl~ distributed over both feet 
0c,1 • t , i>Ody equ."l!ly between the toes and the heels 
f-~s the atuc:ent-actor'a attentton ,ifNi on their alignment, starting at their feet and 
wortung throug.1 tho t·· y till they .'Uch the top. Remember that the head must have the aensatlon of 
floatll')IJ off the top of th· .. :-.:xty. The ~ y /Should 1,- In. relaxed atlte with no unneceua,y lent :in, 
Think about the • r·,,r,, body being very hght and floating , This la caniad through to the 






continues through to the wnsts so that they float up It continues finally through to the r1~ers that 
should have the lively sensation of floating off the hand, up towards the ceiling 
Now, work with the idea of the fingers getting heavier They begin to give into the force 
of gravity wt11ch spreads through to the hands and relax at the wnsts The 8Cllon spreads through to 
the arms descending to the shoulders At this stage the mass 1s held in the head and thts causes thd 
head to succumb to gravity and gently falls forward As the head falls forward each venebra 1n tum 11 
successively overcome by the force of gravity causing the body to curl further forward The anns must 
remain totally relaxed at the side of the body during this cur1n,g process This process continues down 
to the pelvis The pelvis ttien gives in to the mass, causing the legs to bend and ultimately the body 
becomes curled up over the feet Remember to let the head hang totally relaxed. 
From this posrtioo start v1walls1ng tho ahgn1ng of the body. The image of the bones as 
building blocks may assist with this process Begin at the feet P1dunng the v.-ious bones 1n 
successlOO place them lnd1v1dually, one upon the other. Wort through each ~ebra until the skeletal 
atruc:ture Is aligned in an upright positioo Allow the head to roll up last. The st~-actor may llke to 
use the ,mage of the head floating up hke a balloon towards the ce1llng EnJOY 1h11 sensatJon of 
tiglltnesl in the body. Once the body has been ahgned and is 1n a standing position shak• out the 
body L .. 1kla-c. (1976.~2-4) states that during this exercise." The mona the mind Imagines the 
akeletor, the more economical the muscles w,11 W011(,N She 150 suggests that the student-actor should 
be aware of the shape of the body as rt cuts through the a,r whilst alto experiencing the feelir,~ of air 
l°'-'-hing the skin Become aware of the body from inside out. She l uggeatl that the atudent•actor be 
alWays consaous of t,o,,v the body feels 
EXERCISE I : This exercise W0l1(s wfth the princl;,io d mus. The body IS weakening ltt 
anti-gravity force. Beg,,,-:."- from the head the man moves succeutvcly ttvough the body. The a,m of 
th,s exerase II to allow the student-actor the expenence of al"i:l,ng the body 1n snparatJon to begin 
centnng the breathing, 
Stand 1n the centred posruon and allow the head to give into gravity. The head WIii drop 





Allow the tail bone to have the sensation of being gently pulled up to the ceiling Once 
in this position swing the torso gently from side to side Bend the knees as rt will help with the 
sw,ngmg movement 
Allow the bodi •o come to rest in the centre. Now concentrate on the tail bone. The 
sensation of the tail bone floating up will now change to the sensation of the tail bone giving in to 
gravity and 1t wlll thus be pulled down This causes the pelvis to be tucked in as the vertebrae are in 
tum lifted one by one. The sensation of becoming lighter and lighter diminishes until the body is again 
m an upright aligned position. 
Remember to imagine the skeleton as doing the work of supporting the body. For this 
purpose ImagIne the muscles taking on a secondary funato.: They should be seen as helping with 
breathing only It is also important to allow the force of gravity to ad upon the skeleton, thereby 
allowing its mass to change its positien. 
EXERCISE 10: This exercise is similar to exercise S and focuses on realigning the 
body The student-actor is required to keep the head\neck\back relationship constant while standing 
up and in a press-up position. It is Important for the student-actor to be able to realign the body In as 
many :jifferent positions as possible. Begin by standing In the centred position. Using the principle Of 
the mass, beginning with the head rolling down vertebrae by vertebrae through the pelvis and the legs, 
ending With the body curled up in • ball. 
From here transfer the mass onto the hands. Walk them away from the body to end In a 
"press--up" position. When in the "press-up• position, ensure that the iummy Is against the spine" to 
prevent the lower back from dropping down. Allow one line from head to feet to be formed. Concentrate 
on creating a sensation of the back extending to infinity in both directions. The shoulders should have 
a sensation of extending to Infinity In the horizontal. The skeleton should have the sensation of being 
free. The lightness of the bones allows it to spre&d ttiroughout the body. Try not to force the skeleton 
to stretch. Walk the hands towards the feet to form a curled up position. From here create the 
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sensation of the tail bone being hfted until a sensation of hanging from rt Is created. Remember to 
keep the knees slightly bent From this position tuck the tail bone underneath, starting the unrolling 
action Remember to keep the sensation of the skeleton being light and floating up 
EXERCISE 11: P1sk (1975,16) states that the aim here Is to exef'Clse the spine. Begin 
the exer-.•se on hands and knees in "scrub" posItIon (Lessac 1967,36) Ahgn the body, i.llow the hands 
to be d1.ec. ly underneath the shoulders and the knees directly underneath the hips Let the spine 
naturally extend out of the pelvis and through the IntersectIon on the shoulders. Allow the head to be a 
natural extension of the spine. Attempt to elongate the spine To enable the organic process the 
student-actor may want to think of the breath moving the bones This allows the spine to move only 
when the student-actor feels the need to breath in. The image of a hght being switched on and off may 
be useful for this process. When the student-actor Inhale1 the hght Is turned on, when he exhales the 
light 11 turned off Tott process of elongating the spine can only be accomplished in the light. 
Once the spine has been elongated, allow the force of gravrty to take over. Raise the 
tail-bone towards the ceiling. Tots In tum will cause the spine to take on a convex sha;>e. Drop the 
head back 11nd release the ,aw so that it continues with the convex shape. From this position pulh the 
tail-bone down This causes the spine to hf't ahgmng the back. Allow the motion to continue 10 that the 
back becomes an:hed concavely. The head follows aid is tucked into the chest. Again, tilt the tail 
bone ahgnlng the back. This exercise Is also useful a a breathing exercise. Breathe in when lifting the 
back aid breath out when the back 11 in the convex shape. Concentrate on the set1sation of breathing 
and how ,t changes as the Shape of the body changes 
t!XERCISE 12. ThlS exere1se WOO(S on alignment and breathing while atttlng. Either sit 
on a chair or on the floor. In both cases ahgn and centre the body. Allow the head to be an extension 
of the spine If srttIng on the floor place the feet qurte comfortably close to the pelvis. Allow for enough 
space between the knees so that the upper-body may l'l'lOVe through quit~ .... • ortably Allow the 
breath to Inspire the movements. 
In this exercise move up and out of the pelvis but keeping the back aligned and keeping 





that the movement Is initiated in th~pelv1s Allow the Joints to bring the body forward. Re,:iember !hat 
the bending action Is not m the lower back Allow the breath to help with the movement by breat•urQ 
out with the downward movement Using the breath as inspiration, extend out of the hips while keep111g 
the body aligned Retum the body to its upnght pos1t1on. 
EXERCISE 13: This exercise allows the student-actor to work on rolling and unrolling 
the sp,ne It can help wtth centring the body. Begin this exercise by sitting on the floor. Allow the 
student-actor to vIsuahze "s1tt1ng on top of the sitting bones or the lschia". The feet are posit,~ 
comfortably close to the pelvis. Keep the knees about a body width apart Wortc with the natural 
breathing rtiythm Ex_hale when moving. The action begins in the pelvis and the lower back Roll the 
body down vertebra by vertebra until the whole back touches the floor Once this action 1s completed, 
allow the feet to shde fOf'Ward stretching the legs out Slide the feet back up to the pelvis. lmtlate the 
movement wrth the head and roll t~e body up vertebra by vertebra until the body is ,n an aligned 
upnght position. Repeat this exercise approximately five times. 
Integration Exercla•: These exercises are the integration of the exerc1ses on 
relaxation and alignment plus exercises that tram the student-actor to han p llaphragmatlc-
abdominal breathing. As has already been stated, these three aspect. ,,, ~ ~ ~ •1acted and ant 
equally Important as the foundation for voice work. It Is important to rerT. ~r.1t. er that for effedl\ -e 
functioning rt is important to start with relaxation, then progress Into ali1,,nment and end up with the 
breattung exercises 
• 
These exercises. therefore. have their foundation• in exercises described ear1ier. The 
exercises must be approached 01-ganically as a complete exercise. 
' ' . 
Most student-actors preferred wonung With movement. It was found that the Initial 
understanding and adaption of natural !'11'eathrng was most successful in the constructive position of 
rest. Much expenmentat1011 went into pr v,ng this fact This was due to the student-actors being able to 
concentrate on v1suahs1ng their allgnl"Nflt In this position the floor took their ent.ire mass and so they 
were able to focus their attention on adapting the natural breathing rt,ythm Once they had 






The student•actors tended to push themselves into seeing how far they could take their movements 
befOfe losing the effectiveness of their "central breathing• Tne exercises ltsted below were all a 
success in this regard 
EXERCISE 14: This exercise 1s the natural continuation of the process begun in 
Exercise 8 Once the liod)' Is relaxed and In the constructive position of rest, the focus will be on 
breathing. This exercise allows the student-actors to become accustomed to "central" breathing. It is 
ideal for this purpose as tile body can give in totally to the force of gravrty by all0W1ng the entire body 
to concentrate on the breathI1VJ process By placing the hands gently on the bottom of the nb cage the 
movement of the nbs du1ng llreath1ng can be felt 
Breathe in through : '8 nose and feel the air moving down the body. Try to visualise the 
air filling the lungs. Do ncl &I1ow the 1.pp,ir oa1 of the chest to move. Concentrate on the lower nbs 
whilst picturing the air filling up ,he IOWt.r pa~ of the chest and forcing the ribs up. Notice how they are 
moving in response to the move nent of the r.:~ d•.trIr,o 1nhalat1on. 
Remember to wor1( ~ss1vely. O11ct.: 'he air has been inhaled all<H' the body to respond 
by eXhallng the air on rts own rhythm. Do nut try to forc.e the air out. Let rt out on its ow,, OCCOf'd Once 
all the air has left the body allow the bod/ to pr..u1v ly b: ~;,.. innahng f.le next breath. In passive 
breett!1 ,g, the body inhales and eXhales 01 rts o., acco:d. , 1,e student-actor I~ however, still 
responsible for controlling the breath. 
Expand now on this breathing. ln•~ir ,._ that the tnathing extends down imo the 
stomach and actually fills the stomach. (This Is Just '\ image :n realrty it Is just the diaphragm thr il 
forcing down the IntestInes wrth its downward movement. It gives the effect of breathing down Into the 
stomach.) Pcu1ve breathing is colloquially called "central" breath-ng which corresponds w11 • .._ the 
centred positron. Together they enable the student-actor to be totally centred and to create the idei>I 
position. 
An image of a balloon or a prune IS often used to stimulate "central" breathing l,nag1ne 






causiny the ribs to move up and out Any other image that may help in this process could be used. 
EXERCISE 15: This breathing exercise 1s completed with Exercise 9 . It should only be 
attempted once the student-9ctor has mastered "central" breathing. It can be used with the body in a 
different pos1t1on It allows the student-actor to become aware of the differences 1n breathing while the 
body 1s in motion as opposed to the construd1ve oos1t1on of rest. The student-actor must consciously 
e.(perience the difference t::l'!"ween this exerci!e and Exercise 14. Guide the ooct;• whilst rolling down to 
allow the air to be exhaled. The pressure applled on the diaphragm as the student-actor rolls over will 
help the body to exhale Having now completed the roll down let the torso hang from the tatl bone until 
the body requires the intake of oxygen Let the breath inspire tt-e movement. As the student-actor rolis 
up, ~athe in. Allow the releasing of pressure on ttwi d,aphra,1m to help with the inhalation. Imagine 
the air filling the body, cau5!ng 1t to roll up Into an upright position. 
EXERCISE 16: In this e:.ercbe the student-actor WIii be wonong with the Idea of 
breathing while movmg The idea of breathing r.nc.. moving WIii ,,. taken further by extending the 
etnOUnt cA movement the body is doing. This exlir:ise 1s • ., extenas•on of Exercise ·,o. fhe princ!ples in 
Exercise 15 will bo used 
Exhale while curhr-.g down into a ball. Once this position ha, neen reached use the 
inhalation to help walk the hand forwatt! ,nto the "press-up" position. From here allow the bf-,ath to 
inspire the student-actnr. Wo,kJng .Nlth the ei..ha!at1on walk the hands towards the feet again creating a 
"t-ait. 'h'h8'1 the body 11 ready to 1nt1;,1. •1ow ,t to cause the body to uncur1 into an upright position. 
A variatiOI" on th!., m 1, tc- ,na-ease the rhytt\m of inhalation and exhalation. This 
can be done by h •11ng one exhalat vr- fro, , - tending ttirough the "ball" pos, Ion to "press-up". 
Conversely one 1nhalabon fr'>"'• "preS$-Yp·· through the "ball" position to standing. 
To err.phasise the exhail Uon the student-actor may want to voice the breath as one 
releases ,t from the body. For this purpose the student-actor may want to release the breath on either 
"ffl" or "shhh" or on a sigh However emphasis at this stage should be on mastering the breathing 






EXERCISE 17: This exercise works on alignment and on breathing and is centred 
strongly on the Alexander Technique. McCall1on (1989,48) calls this exercise "the monkey" 
This exercise Is done m the standing position. Become aware of the student-actor's 
height and his posIt1on Once he Is totally aware of himself, allow the knees to bend; they will move 
over the aligned feet Although the bo,.: is lowenng in height, keep the sensation of going up. Do not 
lose the sense of height Keep the breathing normal, smooth and uninterrupted. Allow the knees to 
continue bending, Keep the back vertical and the sensation that the head Is free and floating. Continue 
until balanctng becomes difficult Allow the nose to drop a little, but still maintain the forward and 
upward direction of the head. The back will now begin to move down. Attempt to keep it aligned until 
the squatting position Is reached. The arm& must hang freely next to the body. The body will be in a 
state of balance. Keep breathing normally. Whisper "ah" a few times and become aware of the 
sensation Bend the torso at the hips so that the chest is lying in the quadraceps. From this position 
bring the body back into an upright squatting position By moving the knees back over the feet allow 
the body to return to the standing position. It is important that the student-actor attemµts to keep the 
body aligned for the entire duration of the exercise. 
EXERCISE 18: This exercise created by Joan Little functions as both a breathing and 
releasing exercise. In the exercise the student-actor Is required to work with a partner. Sit facing the 
partner. While keeping the legs apart let each others feet touch. Hold hands. If it is not P')SSible to 
hold each others hands come closer to each other b~ '-rtting the partner put his feet on the others 
shins. Breathe dP-. '1 to the tail bone. Begin to move backwards while breathing In. This action pulls 
the partner forward. ,"he student-actor moving forward exhales. This exhalation should be done with an 
audible sigh. The sigh releases the negative tension in the body. When movement in one direction is 
no longer possible allow the partner to breathe in. This WIii be ttte impetus to move in the opposite 
direction. Continue in this way moving forward and backwards slowly. Remember to work with the 
breath. Inhalation and exhalation are completed with open mouths and open throats. As the exercise 
progresses. so the student-actors move closer to each other. The student-actors should challenge 







CENTRING AND RELEASING EXERCISES: These are based on the work of 
Mom Yakim (1990, 205-213) and are good exercises to complete before a performance or ~d,'ore one 
moves ii' ) a physically active class or rahearsal They help in preparing the student-actor both 
mentally and physically for the tasks ahead. 
The importance of this was also h1ghl1ghted by the need of the student-actors to centre 
and release themselves before a performance. rhere are many successful centring and releasing 
exercises. However, the research showed that these exercises by Moni Yakim were very successful. 
The student-actors were impressed by their differentiation from the other centring and releasing 
exercises. The student-actors responded to the holistic approach of centring and releasing the body. 
These exercises begin in either Yakim's (1990,205) "A" position or his "i" position. The 
"A" position is a position that the student-actor obtains naturally. It is obtained by lying on the floor on 
his back with arms and legs opened diagonally at a forty-five-degree angle to the spine. The 
student-actor's body riow has the approximate shape of the letter "A". He must allow the floor to take 
his mass. Allow the palms of the hands to be facing upwards. Let the body breathe naturally. 
Concentrate on allowing the energy to circulate through the body. Each breath energizes the body 
further. 
The "i" position is obtained by lying on his back: on the floor. The arms should be close 
to the sides of the body and the legs close togethttr. The body Is now in the shape of the letter "i" with 
the head representing the dot. 
EXC;RCISE 19: Begin this exercise in the "i" position. Inhale for a count of three whilst 
raising the head, arms, chest and legs twenty centimetres (eight inches) above the floor. Hold the 
breath in this position for a count of nine while staring through the gap between the big toes. Exhale 













EXERCISE 20: Begin in the "i" pos1tIon and breathe ,n for a count of three while ra,s,ng 
ttle head arms chest and leg~ twenty centimetres above the floor This time let the knees, elbows and 
wnsts bend a little Try to use as little muscle as possible Hold the posrt,on and the breath for a count 
of seven Exhale for a coont of five while retum,ng to the "1" position Repeat the exerase three times. 
EXERCISE 21 : Shift the body into the "A" pos1t1on Inhale on a count of three whilst 
raIs1ng the head, arms, chest and legs twenty centimetres above the floor. Hold that posrt,on and the 
breath for a count of nine The legs and arms are stiff and are extended forward Remember that the 
palms of the hands are faci"" upwards, Exhale on a count to five retum,ng to the ·A• posrt,on Repeat 
the exercise three times 
EXERCISE .22: n11s exercise ,s s,m,lar to the previous one except that the legs elbows 
and wnsts when lifted off the floor will be bent. Inhale on a count of three, hold or a count of nine and 
exhale on a count of five Return to the "A" position Repeat the exercise three times. 
EXERCISE 23: Begin in the ·,· posrtton. Allow the body to curt up into a tight ball Pull 
the th,ghs against the chest, wrapping the arms around the shins. Bend the head up agamst the 
knees Inhale for a count of three. Hold that posrt!OO and the breath fot a count of seven. Exhale wlnle 
retum,ng to the "i" posrt1on for a count of five Repea, the exefClse three tirnes 
EXERCISE 24: Roll over while tn the "i" posrt,on to face the floor. Inhale for a count of 
three, ra1S1ng the body as high as possible off the floor. Try to have as the only point of contact with 
the grc.,tm the area between the navel and the pubic bone Hold the breath and that posrt1on for a 
count of nine. Then release by returning to the "i" posrt1on for a count of seven Repeat the exercise 
three tunes. 
EXERCISE 25: This exercise IS simil• to the previous one. This time begin and end the 
exercise 1n the "A" position Remember to Inhale for a count of three. Hold for a count of seven and 
release for a count of five Repeat the exercise three times 
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EXERCISE 26: Kneel on the floor and remain kneeling throughout the exercise. Rest 
the buttocks on the heels Release the body allowing the torso to lean forward. Rest the hands on the 
floor with the palms facing upwards Inhale on a count of seven rising off the heels then stretch the 
arms upwards Allow the tiead to drop back and open the mouth. Hold this position and the breath for 
a count of seven Let the body and the voice go for a count of one while falling back to the original 
position. Repeat this ex~rc,se three times 
EXERCISE 27: This exercise 1s similar to the prtivious one. Remain In the kneeling 
position while leaning forward. This exercise requires one to change the sequence of breathing. Inhale 
in one count raising the body off the heels. Remember to stretch the arms up abOve the head with the 
head dropped back. Hold th1~ position and the breath for a count of seven Now exhale for a count of 
seven while slowly returning to the original kneeling position This time allow the bOdy to release 
further and keep on releasing until the head is touching the floor. Repeat the exercise three times. 
EXERCISE 28: This exercise directs the flow of oxygen through the body, filling the 
entire body with energy that is ready for use. Yak1m (1990.~12) calls this exercise the "breath of fire". 
Sit comfortably with the eyes closed. One will be required to inhale 8fid exhale through 
the nose. Inhale with sharp staccato breaths until no more air can be taken in. Exhale very slowly. 
Repeat thr,e times. Now inhale slowly and exhale in staccato breaths. Repeat three times. Change 
the breathing so that one is inhaling and exhaling in staccato breaths. Repeat three times. Complete 
the exercise by breathing in and out fast and lightly panting like a dog. Remember to only breathe 
through the nose. Never fill the bOdy up completely with air. End with a fast complete inhalation. Count 
to five and then resume normal breathing for a few seconds. 
Repeat !his exercise in the "A". "i" and kneeling position thereby centring and releasing 








Once the body Is tn a relaxed eutonic state (p24') wrth effective allijrvnent to support the 
b<eath,ng process the student-actor can use !ht ~Y eff~1vely. This lays the foundation for him to 
move onto the next fador, that of resonating the sound produced 
4.1 Functioning of the Resonators 
M.;ny student-actors are aware of the func:tJons of the resonators. However, they .. 
not aware of how the resonators function It was found that a knowledge of how they fundlOO 11 
benefic:1al to the student-actor. From this 1mformation the student-actors are able to combine th1a 
knowledge wrth the exercises an resonance 
G,mson (1989, 13) explains that once the a,r has pasted through the larynx II becomes 
sub,tect to modrticat,on It II modified according to the shape of the upper cavities of the pharynx and 
mouth, Thete cavlbes f\n:tlOfl as resonators McCalhon (1989,69) descnbes resonators as 
• .. parbally enclosed a,r filled spaces ,n which the ong,nal note reverberates, d1stun>ing the air tn the 
cavities and br.ng,ng about other revert>erat10ns ~ different frequencies or v1brat1on which .. 
harmonically sympathetic to the original note • 
Resonators reirfon:e the notes made (Rodenburg 1992,220). The resonators heip to 
enrich the basic note harmoniously thus aeatIng a useful quality to the note, (McCallion 1989,69) It 
gives overtone vibrancy and bnlh.ice to the tone thus bnnging out the most ppealing quality of the 
V01ce (Deal and C81T111980,74) Anderson (1970, 143) uys that the resonators are also respon11ble 
for budding up the weak indrffer9nt sooods emitted by the vocal folda. By compressing the air into the 
particular part of the body aelacted as the empllf.e· of the voice, amplification occurs (Grotowskl 
1969, 121) Anderson (1970,143) concludes that the resonators have a great responsiblllN In 





4.2 The Resonators 
The carod1date was surpnsed that many senior student-actors were not aware -.mere the 
resonators an, situated Most student-actors were also not aware of how each particular resonator 
affects tne sound Expencnce illustrated tnat a detailed explanation of G resonators was 
consequently necessary This explanation dealt with their pos1t1on ng and their funct1on1ng Exeras1ng 
helped Ito clarify the issue. 
The resonators hnk so that the a1rstream enteB each m succeas,on, Grotowsk1 
(1969,123) suggests that the actor attempt to use the whole body as a res'>flator. However, the body 
d1v1des the resonators into rts different parts rnohfy1ng the vo,ce by ,ts particular md1v1dual featlKes. 
4.2.1 Mouth and Throat R•onatora 
Anderson (1970,153) and McCalhon (1989,70) desaibe the coupled mouth and ttvoat 
rnonatora u almost hmrtleu in their p0S11blhties for adJustment nus ,a due to the organs of 
articulation such as the jaw, the tongue, the soft palate, the hard palate, the teeth and the muscJes In 
the throat and cheeks being artuated 1n th1a resonator. The changing of their aize and shape dlM"lng 
art"'..ulat1on Changea the sound that la made Thia 11 a 1M1ique charlletenstic of these reaonatora It 
all~:.s them to aerve the changing note to maximum advantage. Andura-:>n (1970, 145) C:eacribet the 
throat aa -... one of the moat Important resonators of the vOtCe * It fundiona aa the vocal megar.lhone 
and II responsible for providing ntaonance for the fundamental and lower overtones It helpa to aeate 
the quality of the voice 
4.2.2 NaNI RNonator 
The correct use of ttie nose or nasal resonaice directly enhances the nasal consonants 
and nasaliZed vowels Nasal resonators provide bnlhance and ca,ying power for the voice Thia helpa 
with the volume of the sound. A. balanced uae of these resonators 11 eaaential for the actor (A.ndenon 
1970,147; McCalllon 1989,70, Linklater 1976,104). 
Na .. lrty is the incorrect use of the nasal resonator. It ocx:ura when the student-actor 














4.2 The Resonators 
The candidate was surprised that many senior student-actors were not aware where the 
resonatr.s .tre situated Most student-actors were also not aware of how each particular resonator 
a,tecis ihe ,;ound Experience illustrated that a detailed explanation of the resonators was 
conseq•ientfy necessary. Thts explanation dealt with their positioning and their functioning. Exercising 
helped 1to cfanfy the Issue. 
The resonators link so that the airstream enters each in succession Grotowski 
(1969, 1:.!..:•: ~11~cests that the actor att~pt to use the whole body as a resonator. However. the body 
d1v1des the resor ators into rts different parts, amplifying the vc1ce by its particular individual featl•res. 
4.2. 1 r1'-.>uth and Throat Resonators • 
Anderaon (1970,153) and McCalhon (1989,70) describe the coupled mouth and throat 
reSOttat.ora as alrr, ~st l!mltless in their possibilities for adjustment. This is due to the organs of 
articulation suet, ab the Jaw. the tongue. the soft palate. the hard palate, the teeth and the muscles In 
the throat and cheeks be;ng situated in this resonator. The changing of their size and shape during 
articulation changes tl"8 sound that Is made. This 11 a unique charac:tertstlc of these resonators. It 
allows them to serve the changing note to maximum advantage. Ander.on (1970,1-45) describes the 
throat as H ... ona ~ the most Important 111sonators of the voi~.N It functions•• the vocal megaphone 
and is responsibl.l for providing resonance for the fundamental and lower overtones It helps to create 
the quality of the voice. 
4.2.2 Naa I Rnonator 
The correct use of the nose or nasal resonance directly enhances the nasal consonants 
and nasalized vowela. Nasal resonators provide brllllanc.: and canylng power for the voice. This helps 
with the volume of the sound. A balanced use of these reso"\Btors ,s essential for the actor (Anderson 
1970, 147; McCalllon 1989, 70; Linklater 1976, 104). 
Nasality Is the Incorrect use of the nasal resonator. It occurs when the student-actor 






the opening to the mouth This also occurs when the tongue bunches at the back of the mouth. The 
sound 1s forced sharply into the nose causing the voice to escape through the, nose instead (Anderson 
1970, 147, McCathon 1989,70, Linktater1976, 10.). tn South Africa this problem Is assoc,ated wrth the 
women who reside In the affluent northern "uburbs of Johannesburg. It fom,s a maior part of what 1s 
called the "kugel~ accent It was found however, that nasahty was not hm1ted to the "kugefs" but 
e,usted ecrosa the apectn,m of English speaking Sout."t Africans The nasality is as easily detec:3ble 
among these speakers as they do not have the character traits of the "kuget" accent In th11 research 
nasality tended to be a slight problem £m<>n1 some female student-actors. It was not as prevalent 
among the mate student-actors 
And8f100 (1070, 147) and Mccallion (1913:),70) wnte that the nose II the least ad~ble 
of the resonators and therefore has a restricted function. 1,ie action of the soft palate separates the 
nose from the mouth and the top of the pharynx. Dropplng the palate allows the a1r-stre.-n into the 
r..,se bonging the resor.ator into action. 
4.2.3 Sinus Rnonators 
The amuses also function as resonators. They 8fe mainly oonoemed with the upper 
1"8'"111stera of the resonating acale These resonators are found 1ri the maxillary sinuses 1n the cheek 
bones. Th,y .,.. also foood in the frontal s nuses under the eyes Much further back In the skull are 
the sphenotd sinuses and between the frontal and apher.0Id sinuses are the anterior and poatenor 
etnmoid cells 
4.2.4 Cheat Rnonators 
The chest reinforces the lower sounds. Anderson (1970, 144) describes it as having a 
twofold function as a resonator. The vocal folds which cause the vibrations send the vibrations through 
the cartilages to the vertebrae. This, In tum, relays them through tne ribs to the sternum. This retayfng 
of the vibrations can use the entire body as a sounding board to reinforce the laryngeal torie. 
Anderson (1970, 144) continues that the chest Is also ra1pon11ble for damping out 




responsible for absorbing the sound produced The chest's value as a resonator Is filled with 
dIscrepanaes Anderson (1970, 144) states, however. that the chest also consists at the trachea and 
the bronchi that are open, free cavities They are of sufficient size and of the proper shape to provide 
resoNnce Their fixed 11ze ltmtts the range of the frequencies to which they respond. 
Lessac ( 1967, 11) argues that the rib cage which forms the outer walls at the chest 
cavtty II often mistaken as the pnncipal sound box. He claims that this cavity will resonate more 
efficiently and effectively when the oral and nasal cavities are fully used. This ocan becallN the 
sound waves first move through the hard palate, nasal bone and k..nlhNd. It then oontlnuN through 
the head, the spinal vertebrae and the ribs directly into the chest cavity. Leuac is effectively saying 
that the chest raonators can only be used• the lut resv,-,..u,; to help amplify the sound. 
The candidate believes that the chest rnonator ampllftel the '°"1d wavn In • 
combination at the two methods. As sound waves have the tendet icy at moving upwards they follow 
the path delc:ribed by LNUC. t-towe ..... some sound waves .. forced beck down dlreclly Into .. 
chest cavity where they .. resonated 
Through the exercising at the l'1l80Nlklrl it is poulble to make Nch indivldulll r9IOfWl0r 
-.rt to its maxlnun efficiency. Thetefora the student-actor may bring the chest rnonator lnlo 
functioning • an Nr1ier stage and with muinun effldency and not • the n at the proceu • 
Lesaac states R....-ctt among the student-actors ltlOW9d that by invofving the chest rNOna10r at 
this Nr1y stage student-actors were able to begin to give their voices the ric:hnea and depCt, 
asocialed with this resonating cavity. 
Having a knowledge at where the resonlllorl .. makel II poulble to look at uen:6181 
that help in improlling rnoNl108. Cuing the 8xerdNI It ii important to let the student-ador foa.11 
attention on the .,. being exerdNd. They must use their hands to assiat with the exerdNI. The 
hinds allow the student-actors to fNI the vlblatlons and enable tt-,, to judge If they .. gelling 
llroliger and which parts .. vibrating the moat. The exercises In the chapter on pitch and range 





4.3 Introduction to Exercises 
Before work on the resonators can begin 1t 1s important that the student-actors are 
comfortable with the data discussed in the previous section Once they obtain the state of 
"eutony"(p24) organically they progress naturally to the re .. onance exercises. 
At first the student-actors should have the opportunity of discovering their own 
resonators. The physical ad offeehng the v1brat1ons enhances their awaraness of the resonators It 
was found that after establishing the resonators, student-actors find rt easier to exercise them. 
The fim exercise 1s specifically set up for this purpose. It also enat>les the student-actor 
to breathe diaphragmatic-abdominally. The exercises now progress into alloY1ing the entire body to 
help With the sound. This approach is aided by using the natural mass of the body to form connections 
with the required resonators. These exercises allow the student-actor to experiment With the use of 
maaa. The student-actor must be encouraged to experiment aa much •• poaaible u thia developa a 
greater understanding of the resonators as they function in the body. The image of adjusting the maaa 
to comtspond with the resonance endorses the Idea of the entire body being involved in sound 










The main purpose of these exercises 1s to allow the resonators to function. They also 
allow tha student-actor to become aware of where the resonators are and how they function in the 
body They are incorporated stnctly for this purpose In this way the theoretical ties in wrth the 
pract1ca . The more the student-actor 1s aware of his resonators by feeling the vibrations, the greater 
assistance they will be to him The student-actor must work with the body effectively aligned. The anti-
gravity force {Preston-Dunlop 1930,11) will be hght holding the body erect while either sitting or 
standing. A light static force (Pres!on-Dunlop 1980, 12) 1s exerted by the student-actor. This force 
enables the resonating ca\"1tIes to operate at their greatest capacity and so help the resonating 
proce5f. 
EXERCISE 1: This exerase 1s used to "wake-up" the resonators. It can be done 1n 
either the construdtve posrt1on of re&t or wrth the body standing in an aligned posture Whichever 
pos1t1on ts chosen allow the ant1-gravrty and static forces (Preston-Dunlop 1980, 11) to exert the 
required amount of force 
Start by d1rec::t1ng the sound into the head. Attention should be focussed on this region. 
Allow the throat to stay open. Continue in this manner unt!I the student-actor feels the vibrations. Once 
this has been achieved, concentrate on the mouth, using a "huu" aound. Move down from the mouth to 
the throat with the '1laaa" sound and finally into the chest using the iiaw" somd. Use !he image of 
waking the resonators This allows the student-actors to focus their attention on where the resonators 
are situated. It also allows them to become physically aware of the resonators before they work more 
intensrvety on the resonators. This exercise Is important as It can prevent vocal !train. 
Experience showed that linking the position of the resonators in the body with the 
body's physlcal position helped to exencise the resonators. n-~ student-actors found this process 









EXERCISE 2: This exercise allows the student-actors to become more active. It allows 
the student-actor to use his mass to assist with the exercising of the resonatori. It Is an adaptation of 
the combination of Grotowsk1's (1968, 146) "King-King" exercise and his ":..S-La' exercise The words 
have been changed to "Ming-Ming" and "Ma-Ma". It is believed that using the "m" (as in a hum) 
enables the student-actor to place the voice 1n the mask more easily. This ,n tum greatly assists the 
process of resonance 
The student-actors should begin by walking around singing "ma-ma-ma". They should 
expenment with the various resonators. This is done by varying the pitch of the word allowing all the 
resonators to be used. Their attention should be focused on the area in which the sound will be 
resonated. Become conscious o! the vibrations. Do not let them strain the voice when attempting to 
work the resonators Ttiis applies especially to the upper and lower pitches within the voice range. 
Take the exercise a httle further once ali the resonators have been experimented with. 
Allow the body to help with the resonance. To achieve this associate the highest resonators with 
standing or walking on the toes. Th6 mouth resonators are associated wttn standing up and the lower 
resonators are assoeiated ·Nith walking on the ha1.1nches. As the fOOJs moves down the body allow the 
anti-gravity force (Preston-Dunlop 1980, 11) to becOme weaker so that the body gives in to gravity. 
The change, 1n bodily position should be smooth and flowing. The greatest change in position comes 
from the centre of the body reacting to the anti-gravity force (ibid.). Make the physical connection 
between Uie mass of the body and the resonator&. While experimenting with the resonators adjust the 
body to the sound. This helps in physically combining the body position to the sound and assisting with 
the rel~ of the sound. Once the student-actors have gone through the scale both verbally and 
physically they could stop. Begin again t y repeating the exercise this time using the word "ming-
ming". 
Having physically wonted with "ma" and "mlng" separately they now combine the two. 
~t first use "ma" for the lower resonators and "ming" for the upper resonators. Interchange the two as 
the exercise progresses. It Is Important that they play around with the sounds bringing In the 





v1brat1ons produced 1n them They must be careful not to allow themselves to become short of breath 
as this w,11 distort the sounds and impair the resonance. Always have control over the breathing. 
The exercise follows the same pattern that they used at the beginning. They must allow 
themselves to become more "free" with the produced sounds as the exercise progresses . Free 
means net being inhibited by the actions The student-actors found that the actions assisted with the 
reledse of the sound and the sound assisted with the actions. It was observerd that the further the 
student-actors took this connection the greater their voices began to resonate. 
EXERCISE 3: This exercise uses the concept that the entire vocal tract can be used as 
a resonator. Linklater (1976,85-90) uses this exercise to work on the channel resonators. Movement 
has been added to the exercise. The purpose of the movement is to instil the idea in the student-actors 
that the body can resonate the sound effectively while in motion. The channel re;onators are found in 
the trachea, larynx and epiglottis. 
Begin by standing aligned. Once thP- student-actors have gone through the process of 
becoming aligned let them initiate a hum. $\W:iow a few times to open the throat. Try to have as little 
unnecessary tension as possible. In too aligned position drop the head back. They should now have 
an open channel. The air passagd is now straight and there Is no interference. Send the sound up to 
the ceiling. Make sure that me jaw is always relaxed in this position. Continue to hum to the oeiling 
and drop the head fc.ward so that the focus is straight. Continue to hum releasing the sound. 
Concentrate on the different sensation of the vibrations with the head in this position. Once this has 
been regist(tred drop the head forward so that the chin is resting gently on the chest. Be aware of 
unnecessary tension. Continue to hum. Focus on the sensation of the vibrations and the difference 
between the above two positions. 
Having worked In all three positions connect them while humming and moving the head 
through all three positions. Work with the differing sensations. Experience how the change in the 
position of the head releases the sound in varying ways. 





th<? resonators are exercised Extend the idea further by walking around the room, releasing the sound 
with the head in all three positions Remember to keep the breath supported and the back ahgned. 
Record the different sensations between being stationary and mobile Listen to the difference in the 
sound Compare these differences to the physical sensations experienced. The student-actors found 
that being mobile was far more difficult than being stationary. They also found at first that there was a 
tendency to disturb the ahgnment However, once they were able to keep the back effet.:tively aligned 
they were able to concentrate on the sounds they were producing 
EXERCISE 4: Thrs exercise is also adapted from Linklater (1976, 117) and it 
concentrates on the sinus resonators VVh1le doing this exercise do not strain the voice when using the 
falsetto sound requ1~ to exercise the resonators. The student-actors tend to push the sound too 
forcefully and too quickly into the resonarrtors causing head-aches. Rather allow the sound to build 
gradually then release it gradually 
This eiCerase Is completed in either a Sitting, stanchng or In the constructive positior, of 
rest Make su,-., that the head\ned(\back relationship rs constant. The "(h)eee" sound will be used. 
Become aware of the area that is being wor1ced on by means of the vibrations Release the voice on a 
h1gtl-pitched falsetto •Hee•. Feel the vibrations in the forehead. Allow the sound to move as far away 
from the body as possible. 
Now, •.:sing the same sound whisper conce11bate on the difference in the sensation of 
the vibrations. Return to the louder release of the sound. Once the the student-actor has established 
the resonance vary the pitch but continue to ooncentrate on the head resonators Break out of the 
chosen position and move around the room Release the sound on "huuu" and let the student-actor 
use the sound to propel his movement. When the sound is whispered allow the movement to 
correspond to that sound. A strong sound will have strong bold movements whereas a whispered 
sound will have smaller movements. Try to relate the movements to the sinus resonator meaning that 




EXERCISE 5: Linklater (1976104) uses this exercise to concentrate on the ilasal 
resonators The student-ac•or will be required to start from the aligned centred posItIon. Focus the 
attention on the nose As with the previous exercise It was found that 1f the sound was taken too 
sharply into the nose it caused head-aches Once again allow the sound to build gradually 
Put the finger against the nose blocking off one nostnl. Hum at a medium pitch and 
register the v1brat1ons in the nostnl Repeat the process using descending notes. Change over putting 
the finger on the other nostril and repeat the exercise. Continue by diverting the sound further into the 
nose This ,s done by changing the hum into a "mee" sound Register the v1brat1ons. Wnnkle up the 
nose to bnng the focus onto t"le bri<" fl of the nose 
Break away from this by rolling down through the vertebrae urtil the student-actor is 
hanging from the tail-bone. Shake the body out. Roll up through the vertebrae until an aligned upright 
position is reached .. 
Repeat the exercise releasing the sound. Vary it by releasing the sound on "mey" This 
pushes the sound out through the mouth and will prevent the sound becoming nasal. Although the 
sound is coming oot through the mouth the student-actor must still be aware of the resonance that is 
occumng in the nose. 
EXERCISE 6: This exercise was a very popular exercise amoung the student-actors as 
it allowed them to challenge themselves. Tots is a group exffl'Clse which enables the group to play 
around with the sou.nds and the movements. The groups must experiment for themselves with the 
various use of the resonators. By now they are aware of where they are and WMt sounds they 
reverberate. Thts exercise allows them the opportunity to discover for themselves the power that their 
resonators have. It works with the principle of "follow the leader". One member of the group will begin 
by doing a movement and a sound and the rest of the group wi!I follow. The leader must connect the 
resonators to the different dimensions of movement. (Laban 1948,86) The chest resonators are 
connected with deep movements, the throat and mouth resonators are connected with the centre and 







EXERCISE 7: This exe1Clse 1s adapted f,om Grotowsk1's (1968, 145) "tiger" exerose Its 
main purpose 1s to e>!.,-c1se the guttural or laryngeal resonator The work will be done with a partner. 
Expenence found that th,:: axerc,se was shghtly difficult to understand at first This was due to the 
con, b nation of the roar,ng ano the dialogue The r,fM student-actors struggled with this concept. 
The<efore, it ,s suggeS'led that 11 be used for the more senior student-actors One of them will be the 
hunter wtnle t~ other wilt be the rxe1 The hunter will stalk his prey and roar like • tiger. The prey will 
respond with smaller sound, !uch as that of a rabhlt or a mouse. The hunter must also use words 
1nterspel'Mld ,~between the roars He might want to 1mprcv1se the text An example of a text 1s given 
below 
·come closer roar do not run away ... roar .•. l am going to catch 
you roar and when I do •. roar .• I will tear you apart ... roar .• hmb from 
hmb roar this will make it easy for me to devour you .. roar .. roar .. : 
• 
The prey must respond to this attack. Play around with the text. Choose dialogue that 
really helps them to ~ the resonators Remember that one student-actor is • tiger and his pre, 
would be either• rabbet or• mouser, any other arumal Take on the phys1calrty of that animal Be 
careful not. to stra1!l the V01ce wtien roanng Remember that the resonators .-e being exerased. Rolls 
are SW1tched around when the prey has been caught The swrtc:hing around II important u it allows 
the VO!Ce to relax Repeat ttua exercise approximately three times 
EXF.RCISE I: In th11 exerase adapted from Lint,Jater (1976,89) the atudenl-r.tors will 
be required to think cA all the IUfTOUnd1ng apace as a blank canvas rt allows them to be free and 
aeatlVe with tt, ~•r V<>tee? and With their body movements Make a connection between different sounds 
and c:olol.n Fo1 eiample. a deep sound will be blue while a Ilg~ sound will be pink. Using the entire 
body and the voice as• pa1rit brush paint• picture. Let the body go. Allow the chosen movementa to 
release the voice Try to hnk the aize of the actions to the ~colour" of the sound Work on the different 
reaonatora. Feel Ula v1brat1ona in that part of the body. Be brave With the picture and the ac:tlona. Use 
the errt1re apace Without any hmitatlona It was found that the atuclent-actors requ•red • strong sense of 
v1suahsat1on and 1m11g1nation for this exercise This led to the popularitt of this exet"Clse and 
cc.;risequertly 1t has oeen included in this approach. 
The final exercise allows the student-adors to combine the theoretical and the practical. 
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The ~,er uses the theorettcal know1edge of the resonators to coax the other partner into practically 
making the sound Research tiowed that the student-actors attempted to create as many possible 
vanat1ons of the sound They achieved this by mani;x.ilahng the body to rts extremes fhe exercise was 
received with great enthusiasm and enJoyment Consequently 1t has been included tn this approach 
EXERCISE 9: This exercise requires working in pairs. The one partner wlll sit in a 
comfortable pos1t1on They must centre themselves The other partner will be responsible for coaxing 
the sound out Of them This 1s done by massag ng an area Of the body. The vocal penner must 
release a sound that ong1nates from that area The coaxer must be ar1sfied that that perticular aound 
Is well resonated before moving on to another part Of the body. 
The coaxer must help by using the rubbing and petting action to help focus the pertne(s 
attenllon on to that area l he partner being coaxed should first resonate the aound then relNaing it. 
Use the "huh" or "he(' sound for the small of the upper back. '1lee" for the forehead and the front of the 
face, "har" for the lower back and pelv11, and "hoo" for the head and forehead. 
The student-actors may hke to shake out the body in-between exerci ... and in the 
middle of an ex«c1se. Thia allcws them to release tension from the bodies and allows their bodies to 
respond anew to the new aenaat1on1 Of the v1brat1ng reaonanoe. 
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Pll CH AND RANGE 
R .moe Is the natural exoress,on of feehng m the voice As our feelings char.go so the 
vocal m02e f!UCl•,et s (" .)deribufg 19 :?, 2 ,5) The amount oftens,on m tha muscles that regulate the 
voca, folds d e;,1:,'\,..:, ti~ t ,,c.. ll. rrentaI percept•on of the sound IndirectI,- t..Of trols the pitch 
(Thurbum 1965,60) 
5.1 Optimum Pitch 
For effective ~xpressIon and interpretation of• to~ or an emotlon, • ~tudt ... -ec:tor 
needs to use• vanety of pitch (p15) and range (p15) In order to c0mm:J01cate Its essence. fhis Is a 
prominent problem among young student-actors So 1r. vo,ce tra·mng, the use cf the 1ndl,1d•al's entire 
range should be encouraged and strengthened It III ft)Ul'l(f that • good start,~ potnt wu to wont 
from the student-actor's optimum pitch And.non (1U7O,100) state that "VVhtle there is n{'I basic 
level of pitch that, .. bo for lt ._.,,i:e,, tner. ii Within ~ range cf ea.:n one, • pitch at which that voice 
performs wl1h great,3s; effeai1.-one.a for sp -h purposes, ... • Tne 1nd1v1dUfll'1 optimum pitch 11 
subject to trie ra,,ge cf that p«son s voice when funct1on1ng with itS £rAtatil~ effectlveNU 
Ti.mer (1978.~) discusses the optimum pitch as tne note that • .. lie, !owarda the 
!Tl1ddle of the speaker's compass•. He continues that ~ m.J/ ees1ly be scerta1ned by 
". sIngIng down the scaIe until the IOW3st note wh er. can be sung 11 
reached Sung not growtedt An octave above 11'1,s wlll ~!1/8 a note tr;wardc the 
middle cf the voice and this, or o note sltghtly below, should be 1. !'d b the ftrlt 
place for all vocahzat1on exercises " 
Turner (1978.~) streun that "every actor Should be aware of his centre note, as the 
bulk of hts wOf1( will involve the middle part of the voice." Anderson (1970, 100) and Rode11tx.-rg 
(1992,218) agree that the optimum pitch of the voice is achieved when the brNthing, control, support 
and placing are energised and yet rema,mng effortless In order for thla to happen a physically-centred 
body IS required. 
. It. • ~ • - . 




5.2 Natural Pitch Range 
Range 1s the varying of the pitch in speech between the two natural limits of highest and 
lowest (Anderson 1970 199) The extreme limits to Whtch the voice can rise and fall are fixed at 
puberty (Turner 1977.51) Linklater (1976, 1) works on the assumption that under extreme cond1t1ons 
everyone can express themselves through two or four octaves in a natural prtch range. It 1s believed 
that Anderson and Linklater are mo~t probably referring to the use of the chest-register Wolfsohn 
(Martin 1991 .64-66) encourages the use of the total register that consists Of the chest-register, the 
head-register and the falsetto in his ideal eight octave voice McCalhon ( 1989, 102) argues ..-.at there 
are physiological lim1tat1ons to the range Turner ( 1977,51) argues that these llmltationa do not mean 
that t,-.e range cannot be extended. Few speakers make use Of the entire range of Which their voice Is 
capable. As already stated this limited range 1s predominant among the student-actois 
Rodenburg (1992, 215) and Anderson (1970, 199) believe that the average Western 
speaker uses only three to five d1fferertt notes for everyday communication It was found that this also 
ex1Sted among the South African student-actors. Rodenburg (1992, 215) bdlieves that a range of eight 
notes 1s aufficient in giving greater latitude for everyday communication 
5.2.1 Favouring a Pitch 
Though some student-actors use a balanced pitch range In their daily lives there are 
some Who favour either end of the pitch range or the meddle tones. They do, however, find little 
difficulty in taking the note up or down when required to do ao. This tendency of keeping to the same 
pitch creates • monotonoos and predictable pattern to speech. The favouring of optimum pitch over 
the other. can also create an undOfdeveloped resonance capacity on the other prtches. 
5.3 Discovering the Full Potential of the Muman Voice 
It was found that in the work, a student-actor Is often confronted with emotions that lie 
outside his own emotional life. This emotional experience may require him to use a pitch level and 
sounds which are not generally considered aesthetic or "beautiful", but are necessary to communicate 







psychological blocks which may 1nh1b1t the actor and worked on the eight octave voice 
Martin (1991 , 64) and Roose•Evans (1989 180,182) indicate that Wolfsohn created the 
,deal of the eight octave voice Wolfsohn believed that 1t was possible to expand the voice to more than 
seven octaves. sometimes even nine He also found that restricting the voice to one specialized prtch 
sUch as tenor Of soprano, was artificial 
Martin (1991 65-66) states that the Roy Hart Theatre 1ns1sted on the humanity of sound 
and not the beauty of sound. The group saw themselve1as liberated because they could call on the 
energies that were not used 1n ordinary daily life Women were encouraged, psychologically and 
phy11cally, to explore the deeper masculine attributes and voices The men. 11m1larly, were to discover 
the softer, more feminine habits and voices Wolfsohn believed that by doing th11 Westerners could 
break through their "one-octave hfe" in wtuch they were living. To obtain their goal of releasing all the 
vo,ces 1n the body the group used all mental and physical means to unblock themselves. This would 
errta11 bouncing, hopping, swaying, knee-bending, shaking the body, t11t1ng th6 pelvis and stretching 
and collapsing the body They used physical movements to help with the release d the sound (Maron 
1991,66) Grotowskt also used movement to help wrth the release of sound He ~e<i on the pnndple 
that bodily expression came first and then vocal expression 
5.3.1 Rnonation and Pitch 
in Grotowakt and WolflOhn's approach to V01ce It 11 recognizf'ld that there is a strong 
hnk between the pitch of the V01ce and the rnonat1ng capabilrty of the body. Their approach uses 
movement to help wrth the freeing of !he v01ce in order to obta•n the varying prt.::hea. McCalhon (1989, 
102) aaya that a large amount of vocal strain OCCln because the student-actor la unable to d1stlngu1ah 
between pitch and resonance. Grieene (1964,6) adds that each particular frequency haa its own 
resonator. McCalhon (1989, 1032) Mlleves that rt la important that all the notes are equally resonant. 
The upper notes of the scale have the same resonating capabllrt1es as the lower notes He totally 
disagrees wrth the auumpt1on that the lower notes hava a greater resonating capability than the upper 
notes 








have a direct atfect on the pitch of the voice The particular structure of a resonator absorbs certain 
frequencies While 11 enhances others The shape of the resonator affects the size of the ampltfIed 
waves Therefore resonatron and pitch are seen as natural complements to each other. When 
exercI$in~ the one the other Is also exercised 
5.3.2 Extending the Range 
Rodenburg (1992,215-216) states that under-use of the vocal range alliO causes the 
potttnt1al r~nge to beccme stagnant Stretchin{I or freeing the range Is hm1ted by tem.Ion In neck and 
Jaw muscles It Is extremely important to have strongly !'upported breath when extending the range It 
Is important that the student-actors wor1t through their total chest range This will help to avoid the 
muscles becoming lazy which, in tum, could cause breaks, Jumps and holes In the student-actor's 
range. Th11 lazmess causes the student-ador to not be able to get the pitch to respond quickly enough 
to his emotional needs II 1s always lmportam to remember the pitch and the connection between the 
emotional qualrty and the physical range. By wor1(Ing through the total chest range plus three to four 
notes of the sIngIng or head-register the upper part of the chest-register II strengthened. 
5.4 Factors Affecting Pitch 
Changes In pitch are subJect to the funct1onIng of the larynx Rodenbu'g (1992,82) says 
that there are five faders that are responsible for lllffect1ng the pttch, whereas Andet100 (1970,-452) 
ltms only the first three factors They are 1) the length, 2) the mass, 3) tension of the vocal folds, 4') 
their elast1C1ty and 5) the sut>-glottal breath pressure. 'Th!se phy11cal factors are inten:hangeable with 
psychotog1cal factors such as fear, aruuety, tension and excitement. It II important to undemand the 
dynamic hnk between the phy11cal and the psychological factors 
The elast1C1ty of the vocal folds allowa ten11on to affect their thickness and length. This 
1n tum will affect the frequency of the vIbrat1on If the folds are vibrating rapidly, creating a high 
frequency,. high-pitched sound is heard In the same way when rt IS Vibrating more slowly, the pitch IS 
lower. (Anderson 1970,"51, Greene 1964, 5; Rodenberg 1992,83; Thurt>um 1965,61) 




with tension As the tension changes so does .,.,e pitch The pitch 1s inversely proport1~ate to length 
and mass Therefore, as the mass and length increase so the pitch will lower. A change in one of 
these mechanisms will 1n1t1ate a change in the other two Thus there will be a readJustment of the 
entire mechamsm 
5.5 Introduction to Exercises 
Th s study ear11er h1ghltghted the importance of the connection between pitch and 
resonance These exercises are the natural continuation of the exercises 1n the previous sect10n, It 1s 
advisable, to "wake-up" the resonators befOfe continuing to woi1t wrth prtch The support of the breath 
column II also vitally important Wonung with the range could be hampered without the atd of these 
two factors 
One of the aims of these exercises II to attempt to locate optimum pitch Once this ha 
been eatabhshed rt becomes necessa,y to begin explonng the capabllrttes of the student-actor's range 
The exercises attempt to work with range tn two ways The first is with the body ,n a ltatJOn#Y 
posrtiOn, the second ts., th the use of movement to help the process These exercises use the varying 
mass and poslt10ns of the body to help with exercising the range As with resonance they work both 
mentally and pt1ys1cally Tho entire body II respon11ble for creatJng the sound and thelefoce also the 
pitch 
It Is important that unnecessary tension does not build up m the body whlle doing the 
exemses This may happen due to tne student-actOf trying to over-exert himself wtilie exercising. It IS 
more benef'ici11I to concentrate on expenencing the benefits of the exercise than on correcting the 
exercises 
Exerc,se nine worils with animal IOUl'lds It 1G an important exercise for e-.per1menting 
with the student-ac:tOf's pitch and range The student-actor must try to reach both sides of the total 
range, The fact that the sounds made are not "human", allows the student-actor the opportoorty to 
max1m1ze the extent of h11 expenmentat1on 







Exercise Fourteen 1s goad for exercising the range. It is also a litmus test to hear the extent cf the 
studant-actor's range and how rt has been extended 
These exercises involve mainly free quality (Laban 1948, 46; Preston-Dunlop 1980,28) 
movement, although SOIY'etrmes the movement has bound flow qualities (Laban 1948, 46; Preston-
Dunlop 1980,28). Allow these qualities to assist in resonating the sound and in reaching the required 







As stated eart1er 1t was a good point of departure to begin with exercises that extend 
the range to obtain optIm11m pitch 1 he student-actors preferred working with numbers as opposed to 
words They felt that greater d1fferentiatIon could be obtained by counting Therefore, the first four 
exerctses focus on the use of numbffs The first exercise 1s a tun way of obtaining optimum pitch The 
next three extend \Ile counting to exercise the range 
EXERCISE 1: In this exercise adapted from Rodenburg (1992, 217) the student-actor 1s 
attempting to find a pitch that 1s comfortable for him Begin by wortong through the body ahgmng rt 
Once the body 1s ahgned count from one to twenty. ANemate the prteh of the numbers while counting. 
So "one" WIii be sa•d with 8 high prteh while "two" WIii be said With 8 low prteh .. nd 10 forth Contlnue in 
this way until twenty has been reached. Repeat the exercise but this time start the other way round, 
with "one" being in • low pitch and "two" being said 1n a high p1tr.h and so forth 
Having compl6ted the counting exerctse start humming when doing the exerctse. Do 
not thin!, of a particular pitch, Just let the sound escape. Now count to twenty wrth this pitch. Find a 
comfortable prtch that does not require straining when talking. Tho exercise 1s also usdul in that it 
allows the student-actor to expenence the hmrts of his vocal range. It 1s important that dunng the 
count,rig that the vo,ce IS not strained when fluctuating between the high and low pitches. 
EXERCISE 2: In this exercise expenment vocally and physically wrth the pitch range. 
Agalfl pk With this idea of alternating the pitch whtle counting. Begin by walking around the room. 
Allow the body to settltt into the natural breathino rhyj'lm d tho body. 
·ork1ng with free-no-.. ~ualit1es (Laban 1948,-46: Preston-Dunlop 19eo,28) begin to 
cou,it wtulst 111l'>W1~ the body to respc.,,d to the prtch. When counting In a high pitch work on the toes 
CY. in en upo>:? .. ,1 po n::>," •Jllng h114~ :'liovw-meots. Whe!l counting With a low pitch work with the body on 
its haunches c: l:c-nt o.te,. ~: - '1eep r:-1vv~s to assist with the prtch Allow the actton of the body 
to re3p-;i,1~ to Vle level of the pt.ch. Repeat every number three times or more This allows smooth 









Vary the pitch levels and let the body respond accordingly Expenment with the different 
pitches and bodily positions Work organically Allow the body to relax into the vanoos positions Do 
not create unnecessary tension Pay particular attention to the head, neck and shou!ders They must 
not tense up but should rather remain relaxed and move wrth the rest of the body. 
EXERCISE 3: This exercise cont,,,,~ .. w,th the use of counting Its ma,n focus is on 
trying to extend the range Use a range of one to five. Begin by counting m a low prtch The prtch 
should be raised shghtly wrth each number counted. It Is not necess:1ry to move through the entire 
range Continue repeating the exercise whilst continuing to ra1sIng the prtch until the student-actor 
reaches the hmrt of his range. Agam. rt 1s important that the voice 1s not strained while working wrth the 
extremes of the range. 
Repeat the exercise. This time wrth each cou,t drop the prtch slightly. ContJnue in this 
way until the lowest prtch has been reached To facilitate the exercise, rt II preferable to count from the 
highest number to the number one 
EXERCISE 4: This exercise takes the concept of the previous exercise further. As in 
exercise two wo,1ung wrth free now quaht,es (Laban HMS.~ . Preston-Dunlop 1980,28) allow the 
movement of the body to respond to the prtch at the oount. The pitch will either be ra1a1ng or lowering. 
let the action of the body either lift or lower the prtch. Remember to bring in the resonators tr. tlelp 
wrth amplrfy1ng the sound. 
The exercises now move NSy from counting and wor1c with a hum. This was also found 
to be a successful way ,n which to exercise extending the range. The addition C'I the body allowed the 
student-actors to have a holistic approach to the exerc,ses Out of the many exercises experimented 
wrth, the next two were the most successful 
EXERCISE S: Go through the process of aligning the body. Try not to forfeit the 
expenence Allow the breathing to come under control and remember to stay relaxed EstabhSh a hum 




the image of the body being a house and the voice an elevator that moves through the body 
This exercise vanes from the above four m that a continuous sound is used that moves 
up and down Try not to Jump from one level to the next Work on making the slide up and down the 
scale as smooth as possible Remember to wor1< with the breath allo-Ning the support to help wrth the 
movement up and down the scale 
EXERCISE 6: This exercise 1s an extension of tt\e previous one The body Is still in .m 
aligned posItIon Now woncIng with bound flow q•;alrties (Laban 1948,46, Preston-Dunlop 1980,28) and 
using the mass of the body allow t\e head to get heavy. As the body begins to roll down in response to 
the mass rt causes the spine to follow. Whtie rolling down through the sp,ne release a sound. As the 
body moves furthef' down so the pitch of the sound will lower until the body hangs from the tail-bone. 
The impetus for getting up ,s the mass in the tail-bone. This causes the pelvis to get 
heavy and move downwards. This in tum causes the spine to move vertebra upon verteora 1.11til the 
body Is aligned. The voice is again working wrth the body. The stn11ghtenIng up of the body Is the 
impetus for the voice to nse In prtch. Expenence the vanabtlrty of the range and the auit¢anee the 
body gives ,n obtaining rt 
The next exercise was very successful in combining animal imagery and exercising the 
resonators The first woncs With a fixed set of movements and a fixed animal sound. The movemeru of 
the body ammate the sounds being made 1 he next exercise gives the studel'1t-ac:tors freedom to 
expenment wrth the different sounds and actions. The student-actors responded v.-y positively to this 
exercise. They tended to form Jungle scenanos which allowed greater partk:lpatlon between the 
various students The student-actors must be encouraged to expenment with as n,a,y animals as 
possible as a few had the tendency to hmrt themselves to one anunal. 
EXERCISE 7: This exerdse WIii WOt1( wrth the sounds of the word "m1aow". McCallion 
(1989,96) uses this exercise to open the top of the speak1rig range. The sound travels an:uld the 
mouth WOf1(1ng different pitches Repeat the word ter, :;;nes and try to experience the produced SCUYJ. 




cat wtule using the "m1aow" sound Imitate the streteh of a c.at as In Grotowsk1's 11968,154) cat 
exercise 
Mo11e into a posIt1on where one Is on all fours 0< In "scrub· posrt,on (1)41) The action Is 
as follows the back arches wnn.:t breathing ,n Allow the 1ntalle ot the air to be a passive process 
Once the body has enough &H'. the movement begins Put the nose to the floor Just 1n front d the 
knees The student•actO< may want to use the image of the nose pushing a cocn acrou the floor. The 
head moves fOIWal'd in-between the .ms extending rtself as far as ,t can go before the head begins to 
hft off the floor Once the head begins to lrft nff the floor, use that arc and take the head up es f• • rt 
can go Try to ahgn the back The body Is nov. ,1 a · preu--op• pos,t10n but With the knees still on the 
floor Use the action to open the throat ndd1ng tne body d any blocks by releeslng the aound 
Work With the sound while the body moves through this action Push the nou ecrou 
the noor white retees1ng the ·m-m,· sound As the heed moves through the .-ms end hfts off the floor 
release the ·-acNr SOUld 
AVOld extending the nauhty Into the vowel Let the 9CUld really go It may INffl qlN 
strange et first , ~ once the srudent-lldor gets wed to the u.aae It s Important thlll the sound • 
rMUed. It IS also important to wont With the bnlath, allowing it to help With boCh the a.mi and the 
aound Repeat the exercise approximately five ttmea, every time ltrMng for a gnNlt8r ,...._ d the 
sound 
EXERCISE I : The focus now ti.ml tu lmitMlflg animals In boCh their actions and ltWir 
sounds. Th11 allows the student-actor to have an I.S'lhmtted 100pe With expe,lff.-abon WIit\ p!ICf'I and 
range It ,s 11m1lar to Grotowakl's (1968, 150) an1mal eurcir.. It II important thlll the ----actor 
wens with boCh the actlOOS and the sounds Allow the movement to hefp lf'I l'9teaMlg the vok::e Ill the 
required pitch 
Expenment with the pitch. v-v the level and allOW the 1ntensrty d the rnovenW1I to help. 
Remember to 1nter,ace the movement and me sound Change animals wonting with a different aound. 
Remember to change physically as well It II important that one ha fun With this exercise. Try to 
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,;nItate as many animals as possible in order to explore the total range 
Tne connection between resonators and pitch and rar ge has been discussed The next 
e.xercIse strengthens th,s connection 
EXERCISE 9 Because resonance and pitch are so closely related Exercise 2 in 
Chapier 3 may be repeated It ,s an adaptation of Grotow;;k1's ·La•ld", and "King-King" exercises. 
Take note that the WOfds have been rt-anged to "ma-ma" and 'm1ng-m1ng" Remember that now the 
attention Is on pitch and resonance The body's posItIon must reflect the pitch of the sound. Use two 
so tney can hf.ip each ot.~ 
The next two exercises won.: with the dynamic appioach of ISl:'lQ the entlre body to 
ass,s~ w,th the sound TJlese exercises concentrate on both resonance and p,tch and range. The 
exercises pro·•,de a pulsating rtiythm This mythm assisted the student-actors with releasing the 
sound By not having to worry about releasing the sound they could now focus oo extending their vocal 
range 
EXERCISE 10: Jay Pather uses th;s exercise for pctch and range Begin by Jogging. 
Thank of Iha energy moving from one hip to the other. Whtie transfemng the energy vocalise with • 
huh, huh". After a while extend the "huh" to become one long "huh" whilst maInta1n11~ the Jog 
• 
Repeat the exercise but this time he more assertNe. Ah-.JW the student-actor to think of 
himself as a massive bllll of energy moving around the room. Make eye contact wrth the other people 
In the room The student-actor snould make his presence felt Repeat 1t again, this ttrllb be calm. Have 
the sense of knowing where the sound 1s coming trom. Release the neck 
EXERCISE 11 : We will now take the previous exercIl'e f\.•rther The stu Jent-actor will be 
required to ·, 1ork with a P3rtner Jog arount! he room transfemng the energy from one leg to the other 
while running. As he does this, release ••n i..;i:• :e on "huh-huh" or "hee-hee" or ''har-har" or "hoo-hoo" 












With the focus now being on prteh and range the exercise will change sltgh•ly Face the 
partner Jog on the spot releasing the voice Have a d1~cuss1on between the two partners Vary the 
pitch to ass,st with the d1scuss1on The student-actor should challenge himself by expenment1ng with 
the entire range Remember not to strain the voice The Jogging action helps with relea81ng the voice 
EXERCISE 12: This exercise created by Jay Pather has been adapted to allow the 
body to help with exercising opposite pitches Begin 1n the "scrub" position (p44). Arch 1he back on 
inhalation ~etum to having the back altgned as exhalation takes place Release the breath on a very 
deep "her" Have a sense of the sound ong1nating from the thighs and knees. Repeat approximately 
five times 
Inhale through the aligned "scrub" position ,11ow the back. lift the head up so that 
the back of the head 1s resttnq on the ba<'k. As this 1s done release the voice on a "HEE" sound. 
Repeat this ad1on approximately five times Now think of sending the sound into the top of the head 
The student-actor will now be required to put these two parts together. Use the aligned 
"scrub'" position as the middle of the movement. At this position the student-actor must have completed 
1nhalat1on. Release the voice as eXhalat1on takes place Begin by arching the back and releasing on 
the deep '"her" sound. Rf'tum to the middle, then take the movement through to hollowing the back and 
releasing the voice on the "hee" sound . Repeat this exerctse approximately five ttrnes. Expenment by 
changing the sounds Begin by arching the back and releas1'lg on a "hee" sound and moving through 
to the opposite side of the scale With a deep "her" sound. Repeat approximately five times. 
The next exercise was included in response to the student-actors mquines. They 
wanted a hn~ established between pitch and range and their work With texts. They were keen to see If 
they could incorporate the work that they had done eart1er on pitch and range into the textj . 
EXERCISE 13: In this exercise a text will be needed from which to work. Choose • hne 
t::> recite or simply begin a monologue First speak the monologue in a high pitch then speak it tn a low 
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Looking at the text find the first vowel sound In the line Begin with that sound at a 
com:ortable prtch and continue by saying the line Work with every line in this manner. T1he saying of 
the first vowel found in a line helps to establish the pitch of the sentence. Moving around is permissible 
wtlile going through the text. It may help the student-actor to work through the blocking of the play to 
keep the whole proCdss vibrant. 
The final exercise is traditional which assists in training the ear as well as exercising 
the pitch and range. It was found Iha! it was 1Jseful if the student-actor had a musical background and 
could tune the Voice to respond to tt,e corresponding key on the piano It Is also useful in that the 
student-actor can work by himself 
EXERCISE 14: This exercise is completed with the aid of a piano. The idea is to match 
the voice with the note being struck on the piano. Try to cover an octave on either side of middle C. It 
may help to begin at middle C and work up and down from that note. It does not mattt'o if,, . SOUnd is 
off key at first. Just try to make the note. Use either "lah" or "mah" as the sound. 
Continue to exercise with the piano, now trying to tune the voice to ,na:ch the note of 
the prano. Use the piano to attempt to extend the range. Try to tune the voice to match the scales as 
they are played on the piano. 
This exercise may be completed either standing or sitting. Whichever position is chosen 
the student-actor should align himself. Remember to breathe abdominally and to support the breath 










Placing the voice ,s a natural and important precursor to clear vocal communication 
This aspect of voice work requires the same pnnciples as projection. " The fact Is that work of voice 
placing consists primarily in the development of breathing and the vibration of sustained notes." 
(Stan•slavski 1958,93). T>te act of placing the voice has a great impact on voice project;on. This 
chapter focuses on factors that assist with placing and proiecting. It then focuses on the blocks found 
among student-actors which impeded placing and projection of the voice. 
6.1 Placing The Voice In The Maslr 
It was found that most student-actors were unaware of the tenn "placing tne voice" or 
where the voice was to be place<: It is, therefore, necessary to discuss voice placing before continuing 
on how to use It effectively Rodenburg (1992, 159-160) states that the voice cannot be placed if either 
the body or lhe breath Is not functioning and connected The natural vc,:e must pass freely up through 
the body and then up into the mouth. From there It must move forward into the face and then leave the 
body. It Is pi1ys1cally "placing" the sound forward in the "mask" where the audience can hear and 
understand rt 
6.2 A Free Voice 
Rodenburg (1992, 160) affirms further that the voice cannot be placed if it 1s not "free". 
A ''free" voice cannot be obtained if either the body or the breath is not connected or not functioning 
correctly The natural voice must be free to pass up through the body. It m11st pass the chest and the 
throat anu then out throL,gh the mouth, sending the voice effortlessly out into the surroundings. Any 
blocks found m the body will disturb the process of placing the voice. 
6.3 Physical Alignment 
!1odenburg (1992, 160) and McCalllon (1989, 103) both contend that physical alignment 
Is important because a non-aligned body will create blocks that will affect the placing of the voice. This 
study has continually addressed the importance of alignment for voice and speech work. Its 




necessary to work through the section on ahgnment before continuing with placing. This was useful 
even to those student-actors who hdd effective ahgnment 
6.4 Breath Support 
It 1s important to understand the importance of support for the vocal act. Having 
mastered this facto;. freeing and placing the voice can occur (Rodenburg 1992, 159). It was found that 
breath support improved over time. Therefore as breath support improves so does the student-actor's 
ability to place the voice effectively This 1s extt ,,:::.:1 thn.ughout an actor's working life as one 
assumes the actor will continue lo do voice ex, :rcise-s Research shr ... - that actors' opinions vary on 
this pomt Some favour vocal work while others claim that • .one voice work since their 
student di?ys. 
6.5 Factors Affec~tns; P~,cc•ig 
Psychological problems ano phya1c:JI factors often affect placing of the voice. This 
section works through some problems experienced by student-actors which negatively affect voice 
placing. 
6.5.1 Pushing 
• Rodenburg (1992, 161) states that pushing occurs at times when the actor is cheating 
on an emotion or mistrusts a text This tendency was also found in student-actors who lack self 
confidence or are unprepared for the role. This predominates among first year student-actors, 
although some student-actors struggle with this even in their third year. In these circumstances the 
audience experiences being "spoken at" instead of being "spoken to". The student-actor produces a 
harsh, ragged, insistent, inflexible and distorted sound. The audience hears the speaker but the voice 
lacks definition and clarity. The voice has the characteristics of nervousness and over-stress. The 
tenseness in the throat affects the range of the voice. This action of "pushing" alienates u,e listener 
and disconnects the speaker from his thoughts and feelings. 
The push is physically experienced as not having adequate breath or support to power 
the voice. This results in isolating the head from the rest of the body, from the neck downwards. 
Furthemiore there is a loss of support for the rest of the body while making and releasing the sound. 
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Research r hows that student•actors often fall into the tr:ip of pushing their heads forward 1n the 
a ,rect1on that they want to place the souna This action leads to the headineck\back relat1c.nship being 
,1 ~turbed which m tum causes unwanted tension in the body A spealter who pushes, allows the voice 
to become locked and hm1tP.d Because there 1s a lacic of support for tne breath, the actor-speaker 
becomes tired (McCall1on 1989 103, Rodenburg 1992,162-163). 
The student-actor should think of filling his body with voice and in this way make the 
whole body responsible for the sound Allow the sound to flow out of ~very pore of the body and diffuse 
the fl'\CUs of the vo,ce as coming out of the mouth only. The student-actor must think of the entire body 
as a reson11tor creating aild releasing the sound This also enables h1:n lo have a bigger phyS1cal 
presence (McCalhoo 1989. 103, Rodenburg 1992, 162-163). 
6 5.2 Clamping 
Research found that r.tamp1ng occurrs a great deal among male student-actors who 
believe that a deeper voice 1s a more masculine voice. It was found that clamping also occurs when 
r rople talk with tneir vc1ces et a higher prtch than their nonnal voice. A few female studeot-.ctora were 
susceptible to this Research sho.ved that they asSOCtate being more feminine with having a higher 
pitched voice. They also rema~ed that for them 1t was an avoidance of the deeper, hus~1er voices 
asSOC1ated with sex-appeal. This deeper voice had many negative connotations associated with the 
character of a speaker which 1s thought to be ·easy or e"slur. It is for this reason a speaker 
unconsccously raises the prtch of her voice. Some contend. however, that this habit 1s formed dunng 
adoler.cence and they are subsequently not able tu revert to a naturally placed voice. 
Rodenburg (1992, 164-165) descnbes clamping as preventing the actor's vocal folds 
• trom moving freely up and down 1n the larynx Clamping causes great strain to the voice and affects 
the student-actor's range and vanety Tt,c student-actor's tendency to hold the voice down m order to 
lower the pitch of the voice causes this block It creates an unnatural vocal dam allOW1ng only a few 
sound waves to pass through the throat into the mouth. This damming up of the voice creates a 
pressurP bu1ld-ur.-wh1ch eventually causes senous damage to the vocal folds The student-actor 
should allow the voice to now naturally Frequently this entails appreclating the voice as rt 1s, without 





and then out through the mouth The vocal folds shQuld function freely 1n the larynx 
6.5.3 Devoicing 
Rodenburg (1992, 168) claims tha1 devoicing 1s a trap found particularly among shy 
and inh1b1ted people A speaker, usually afraid to speak, causes their speech to fall into a whisper. 
The fact that the speaker 1s aware that he or she ,s not heard creates a vicious circle This crea1es 
more uncertainty and therefore causes the speaker to wtusper even more This pn,cess disconnects 
the voice from the rest of the body in the throa1 A d1sconned1on of this nature prevents the student-
actor from connecting emotionally with what he 1s saying It also preve ,ts the whole body from 
assisting wrth supporting the voice. Expenence shows that the student-actor snould work wrth his 
emotions and with the idea that the whole body 1s responsible for creating the voice. The student-actor 
should be allowed to conSClously release the sound from the emotional and physical centre of the 
body. In addrt1on, he should work wrth intoning or chanting or work on speaking softly and then building 
rt up from there 
6.5.4' The Pull Back 
Research shows that the pull back occurs when the voice makes rts way into the 
mouth but 1s not released. It 1s also known as "swallowing your words". A maior cause of this action is 
the brain working more quickly than the speech organs The student-actor thinks ahead of speaking 
the thought This occurs when a speaker 1s dealing with memonsed texts The student-actor has a fe,ar 
of forgetting his words and so thinks ahead of the lines to follow It may also be a problem with an 
1mprov1sed scnpt. 
This block 1s also found in speakers who lack confidence In Rodenburg's opinion 
( 1992, 170-171) the speaker must leam to follow through with every thought, allowing the sound to 
follow through so tha1 the word or sentence 1s completed The speaker must assure himself of having 
ample s11pport He should relax the breath so tha1 the sound can flow out easily. The speaker must 





6.5.5 Not Being Able to Free the Voice 
McCalhon ( 1989. 41-43) sees this problem occumng when tr.e actor runs out of breat~ 
,n the course of speaking In such a case the student-actor tnes to compensate for this by taking in a 
huge breath This breath gets trapped in the chest The breath 1s inhaled noisily o:. a g;:i p some\lmes 
disrupting the rtlythm of the breathing The speaker loses support and control of the breat.'I due to the 
diaphragm becoming restncted in its movements This causes restnct1ons in the throat and shortness 
of breath Expenence shows that the student-actor should work with the natural breathing rtlythms of 
the body He should allow the incoming breath to equal the outgving breath The student-actor should 
begin by taking short. small breaths at first and then releasing the breath. The amount of breath builds 
up once natural breathing rtlythm has been established 
6.5.6 The Glottal Attack 
McCallion (1989,85) and Rodenburg (1992, 166) see the glottal attack OCC'. 'Ting when 
the breath does not start to vibrate gently in the larynx The sound bashes the vocal folds together 
This usually happens when speaking words begin with vowel sounds. This bashing causes a click in 
the larynx at the beginning of the word 
The candidate's research has found that this occurs frequently among Afrikaans' 
speakers of English, since Afnkaans oft.?n requires o glottal attack on the vowel sound at the beginning 
of a word 
McCall1on (1989.86) and Rodenburg (1992, 166-167) are agreed on the manner as to 
how to overcome this problem. They say that the actor must try to prevent closure of the folds before 
em1tt1ng the vocalized sound The st~cnt-actor could try to speak at the edge of a yawn or by 
beginning every word that starts with a vowel with a silent "h" This opens the folds and the vowel 




6.6 Psychological and Physical Blocks 
This study has in Chapter 3, highlighted the link between the psychological and the 
physical It was argued that thP.se two factors are linked and one needs to address both sides when 
attempting t'J eI1minate misuse Psychological problems are, in a large measure, responsible for the 
physical blocks The student-actor needs to overcome theSf! blocks to be able to place tha voice 
Correcting the physical aspects helps to correct the psychological problems In tum, correcting the 
psychological problems helps in removing the physical blocks It was found that the student-actor 
needed to pay attention to alignment, thereby creating a body free from unnecessary tension. The 
student-actor should work on strengthening the breath support mechanism, He also requires a 
well-resonated sound to produce a strong well-placed voice 
T!l:? student-actor then needs to re-examine the exeroses tn the relevant chapters to 
correct any faults Ttie exeroses listed below help wrth general placing of the voice and wrth trying to 
overcome the block:: 
6. 7 Introduction to Exercises. 
The focus of these exercises 1s to get theo1ce into the mouth sc that the voice may be 
placed In the performance space As plaong 1s a maior part of pro1ect1on, the exercises here prepare 
the body for proJect1on and muS1 be seen as such. The exercises help m releasing the sound up 
through the body and out through the mouth The student-actor must approach the exeroses by 
v1sualis1ng the voice being released from the body. This mental and physical collaboration makes the 
proces'.'\ easier, The final exerose Mlps the student-actor to place the voice for a particular venue 
Before starting to work on this section the s!udent-actcr should briefly WOf1( through the 
exercises of the previous chapters. He must create a body that 1s in a state ready for adion The 






The first two exercises are designed to free the 110,ce from the body. Th11ir main function 
Is to place the 110,ce in the mouth and from there to release 1t The exercises use movement and the 
entire body to ach1e11e effect111e placing These exercises WP.re found to be enJoyable and successful in 
placing the 110,ce 
EXERCISE 1: This exercise attempts to help with bnnging the 1101.:-: through the chest. 
thro2t, mou!h and finally out through the mouth. Begin by sitting on the floor with the legs crossed. If 
this 1s too uncomfortable extend the legs further to the front In the latter posrt1on the feet need to be 
flat on the floor. Do not have them too dose to the body Allow them to be parallel to each other 
extend,ng naturally out from the hip soekets 
Once the student-actor ,s s1tung comfortably, he must become aware of his alignment. 
Consc,ously check that tlle breath 1s supported by both the skeletal structure and the muscles 
Estabhsh the natural breathing rhythm Once this has been completed, vocalise the out-breath on a 
vowel sound. (AH, AW OH OOH, EEH. AYE. IYE, UUH) 
Allow the body to rock forward and backwards on the 1sch1um 1n synchron1sat1on with 
the natural breathing rhythm. Try not to lose the ahgnment and breath support. Think of the rocking 
action as helping the body to move the 111bratlons through the chest, ,nto the throat, rfom thent into the 
face :ind out through the mouth. 
Explt>re'Phys1cally by feeling the vibrations moving through the body The student-actor 
~ould try not to internalise his focus Rem.!mbef that the student-actor ,s attempting to place the 
scund tn the space,,, front and around the body. 
This exerase may also help student-actors who r.truggle with certain words or phrases. 
The action wlll help With overconw,g any blocks that the speaker has with words or sentences that he 






EXERCISE 2: This exercise works by physically shaking tne sound out of the body 
Centre the body by becoming aware of allgnment and breath support Working with the natural 
breathing rtlythm release the vo·ce on any sound Keeping the body relaxed begtn by shaking the 
legs Let this action flow into the hips and up through the chest Allow the shaking action to help the 
v1brahons to escape into the race and out through the mouth 
The sound may sound Jerky at first Allow this to happen Once the sound 1s bu1ld1ng 
strongly, stop the shaking and release the rest of the sound Becom6 aware of the t1nghng vibrations Ir. 
the race as the sound 1s released The final sound should be as strong as the initial sound 
The next exercise was added due to requests of student-actors to have an ex8f'C'~t., that 
they could complete before a performance The exercise would assist them wrth placmg their voices. 
They wanted an exercise that could mcorporate the use of their texts It w~s found that the ~hum" 
enabled the student-actors to f~I that the voice had been place tn the mouth 
EXERCISE 3: This 1s a good exercise to do before a performance Allow the stuc'9'1t-
actor to become aware of his alignment and tn partirular the head\neck\back relationship. Check that 
the breathing 1s follOW1ng ,ts natur I mythm. Establish a hum and allow the hum to resonate through 
out the entire body Feel the resonance move through the chest, throat, face and into the mouth. From 
here send the vibrations to the hps Allow the vibrations to get stronger and build up tn the mask. 
Once the v1brat1ons have built up release the breath on a vowel sound 
Expand on this exercise by beg1rmng wrth the hum and letting rt now into a hne from a 
text It 1s important that thfl student-actor Is aware of the voice movmg out through the vibrating hps. 
Repeat the entire process Play with the hum or 'V llOUlld in the higher registers. Allow 
the sound to pour up and do'Nn the front of the f~ Remember that the sound 1s being brought into 
the mask. Repeat the hnes from the text using the upper registers Repeat this approximately three to 
four t1rnes Then explore the deeper rt:1Q1sters of the voice Work through the entire process 
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This exercise was included to overcome problems associated wrth the glottal attaci( 
These sentences could be said at the student-actors convenience and so enabled them to wonc on this 
problem by themselves 
EXERCISE 4: This exercise 1s for stu-,mt-actors who have problems with a gl~al 
attacic. As has been mentioned ean,er ,n the chapter a good ex,-rcise 1s to speak on the edge of a 
yawn Another one ts to start every word that beg,ns on a vowel sound with a silent "h" Repeat these 
sentences Whtie be,ng conscious of not using the glottal at the beg1nn,ng of the words. Try this 
well-known sentence 
(h)An (h)apple (h)and (h)an (h)orange 
Remember that the "h" is silent In the next sentences the ! denotes where care must 
be taken not to use the glottal attack 
Now try these 
!Almost !everyone lenJoyed the !orchestra. 
IApnl land !Allen late !apples from the !orchard. 
!Even IEllen !encouraged IAndr, N Ion 
IAround !April the !animals fare !encouraged to lenterta,n 




CLEAR VERBAL COMMUNICATION 
While gaining a mOf effective use of the voice for clear vernal communication 1n 
performance the student-actor must spend time worxing on art1culat1on, tempo-mythm and projection. 
Art1culat1on and tempo-rtiythm are very important dunng the rehearsal stage'\ when charactensat1on 
occurs They are tools which assist the student-actor with chara::tensat1.JO. In performance the 
student-actor communicates through speech and movement wrth his fellow student-actors and wrth 
the audience The audience mu .. 1 he able to hear through projection and understand ~h 
art1culat1on and tempo-rtiythm what the actor is saying Clear verbal communication Is an 1ntergral part 
c,f acting as it assists the student-actor in botn rehearsal and perfonnance. 
Speech 1s rtlythmlc In nature. The unlverM organises all living crem-Jres rtlythmlcally. 
Man 1s most responsive to tempo-mythm's appeal and has the remar1cable ability of apprehending and 
appreciating mythm This intellectual asset ec-.ablet man to sing and to speak. Rhythm consists of 
pulsations of force or stress at regular intet'Vals that create a pattern. This pattern v•iet sou not to 
be monotonou:;. The rtiythm conneds wrth the expenditure of energy and through the timing of 
movement gives order to what may be a series of disconnected events. This gives the events a deslQn 
ar,J a sense of purpose and fulfilrr.ent Without rtlythm unleashed energy creates chaos. (Greene 
19&4,66; Thurbum 1965,27) 
Th11 study highlights the importance of tempo-mythm for speech It is considered that 
because the focus of speech has moved ""'8y from Received Pt'01U1Ciation greater emphasis should 
be laid on tempo-mythm. One of the biggest problems aSSOC1ated with second language speakers and 
in part1rular, speakers of English, 1s that the s;,eaker 1s not familiar with the tempo-mythm of that 
language. G1mson (1989,318) states that 
"The atress-t1mi,d rtiythm of the English utterance (be it • single W0RI or 
connected speech) with the related obtantion of weak syllables is the 
pnme dist1ngu1sh1ng feature of the language's pronooc:;ation, with no 
exact parallel in any other language." 





relaxation breathing alignment resonance, pitch and range, vo,ce plac.1.1'.) a,'t:t :.ilat1on anJ tempo-
rhythm In performance art1cula•1on and tempo-rhythm are also subject to th,1 actor·. c-t:t :'llcter,sation 
Therefore, when .::>ncentrat1ng t~,e student-actor's attention on projection it is 1mpo,t,:int 1( kce:, all the 
other factors ,n mind if all thei,e fc1cto1 s are f.mct,oning effectively the student-actor would i,lmp.:,, rnave 
to release and plar..e the sound thereby not needing much energy The student-actor will have •nore 
energy available to help wrth the physical charactensat1on of the role 
Pr0ject1on 1s relative to the type of spaces that the actor II pertom,ing in. The actor 
must be able to adjust to proscenium arch stages or thrust stages or theatre-In-the-round or to found 
spaces Distinction must be made between Indoor the9'res 4nd amphltheatrel. The cost\l'nes and 
decor "'lay a role 1n absort>lng sound. Projection is also relative to the level of noise that the 11\ia,t. 
actor must compete against This no,se is created by other student-actors or by sound effects or by 
the audience. Experience shows that in South Africa the level of audience participation and reaponae 
to the action on a..age vanes For example, vocally White adutt audlencet are generally vocally lea 
responsive than Black audiences. Bladt audiences will often respond by commenting on the ldlon 
verbally showing their (dia)approval for the action. Whereas, the White adutt audience 11 ac:customed 
to keeping quiet during a performance. The student-actor mu.t COIICentlate on the above two points. 
Rodentug (1992.223) states that in our striving to have control over the VOice, we need to have 
control over the voli.me The con-.ct level of sound and the projection of the nuances of sound over a 
apace 11 also requifed 
7 .1 ARTICULATION 
Chapter One d•ICUSled the many different accenta that are part of South Afrlan • 
Englilh Indeed no atandar:I South African Englilh accent 8Xlltl 81 this vanes aa the lpMkerl vay. 
Peoples' accent is influenced by their culture, geograohical locatlon and wtletiw English is their flf'lt 
language or not. A llltener In South Africa may nften be faced by different pnnn:latlons of the Mme 
word. One example ii the word "econorr.ics" rt ,a either s;.'"OOCUlCed "Eec>-Nomlca" or "Econo-Mlca". 
Simllar1y the same problem la experienced ,.Ith g~tt• !tis pronoooced either •ga-rage• or "geridge". 
The centrallNd vowel is also a characteriatic of~ African Englllh and la found predomirw1lly 
among apeettera who reside ,n the Eastern Cape. An example is the word "pit". The "I" sound la formad 





various pronunc•at1ons are • ccepted by the South Afncan publtc 
However, problems rise when the hste,,er 1s confronted W1th these vanous 
pronunc1at1ons There are a few examples of this begmnmg to manifest Itself ,n the country now. As all 
people have equal oppportunity to gain prominence ,n society and gain higher pos1t1ons 1n the work-
place, more variations »f South African Engl,sh are heard One m longer heara only Received 
Pronunciation on the rad,o An example 1s the new radio station SAFM In t 995 tn1s radio station 
replaced Radio South Afnca of the SABC. The presenters are not required to speak wuh Received 
Pronunciation accents There has been mixed reaction from the listeners Most of the published 
reaction hes bfen negative as people feel that the EOQl,sh language 1a being •murdered•. The cnticiam 
from a aect1on of the pubhc and some cnt1cs 1s d1a1tke for the atat1on. Many of theae cntlclSMa are 
related to programme changes but most concern the pronuncut.1on of the English language. Many 
people complain ablM m1'ls1ng the "old voices· to which they had become accustomed. Thia may be 
viewed as noS1alg1a ,,n the part of the lister,era unable to a•.cept change. It has~ SOJggeltctd that 
!h1:1 nostalgia 1s at the root of the problem of the public's acceptanco of the new radio station. 
nes .. !Jrch of these cnbc1sms found that the biggest problem lay With vocal clanty. The public freauently 
complc1ned about not bo10v able to understand the ~ reader or presenters. This problem of VOUII 
clanty will be discussed in this cha;rter. This study foc.:.iaea on arbculatlon viewed as vocal clartty and 
not as Received Pronunciation In t."111 re1ard vocal clanty la obtained by viewing a~eech as a mua:;, ,,., 
process 
7 .1.1 Muscular Procns 
Art1CUl6 l(,n ,, ii dynamic muscular prucesa The :,rcan of articulation man1p.,tate 
themselves muscutar1y Into tht I ired postt1on1 for the ind•vidually producecl sounds The let'e:-a that 
make up the written woros are meiely 1ymbol1o for the so1Jndl produced. TI-. aludent,actor uses hia 
CW.Tl underst.nding, thereby g1v1ng the text an ene.-gy of tts own. The energy of the text establllh~ lh':, 
energy required for charactenaat1on Toe ~rgy bf~ .~i out here Indicates to the ltud{'Jt.••acto tt,e 
moJn! of effort he wtll require. If the muscles use the correct energy and control la m.:· .. u,-ct then 
!he word1 wlll be articulated without the aid of excess or further energy (Bennedettl 1970,b:. 8'rry 











7.1.1.1 Dynamic Concept 
This study also hIghhghts the fact that the body 1s dynamic and IS constantly 1n a 
dynamic state Because muscularity 1s involved 1n the movement of the organs of art1culat1on, rt may be 
considered a dynamic concept. This 1s reiterated by Blunt (1966,405) who sees art1culat1on as a matter 
of physical skill due to muscular involvement 1n the process Anderson (1970, 157) and McCalhon 
( 1989, 119) also see 1t as a moving and dynamic concept that involves energy It is Important that the 
student-actor learns to have a clanty and precision while speaking and to be aware of the use of 
energy. The syllable Is the basic unrt of the energy required for speech The speech energy may then 
vary betwee., one speech sound on the one hand end a cc-mblnatlon of these sounds on the other. 
7.1 .1.~ Vole& and Spee<:h Energy 
Research has shown that it Is Important '"' the student-actor to establlsh that voice and 
speech are two components of the same process and that there Is a specific energy required for each. 
Voice IS 1n1t1nct1ve and a child does not need to learn how to ay or scream whereas speech Is an 
acquired habit that requires the organs of art1culatlon to move, In order to make a specific sound Both 
voice and speech have a specific energy. The vowel aounds use bottl typet of energy connect them. 
The t41fference II that speech energy originates in the mou:h, whereas voice energy uses the entire 
IY.-dy. Effective speech requires a large amount of effort and attention which means that ineffective 
i;peech uses more energy than neceuary. Voice energy, therefore, enablea the student-actor to get 
rnto contact with his emotions However, this can only !)CQ.lr In a proper1y supported voice. Student• 
actors must hnk the energy with the word. Th11 enables the wm:11 to have an energy and life that will 
help the speaker (Anderson 1970.263, Berry 1973,4-4; McCallion 1989, 129; Tun.er 1976, 1). 
Anderson (19l 0 .270) and McCalhon (1 J89, 115) postul&1 that more energy is used 
during speech when placing tne accent or stress on '.ne prope, syllable of the word. Energy Is also 
expendtK. oo choosing the particular vowels or conson&,tt1 and the COn'ect manipulatlon of the 
articulatory organs for clear speech 
It Is important to note that a speaker's personal energy affects arttculatlon. Personal 




Art1cu1a1, n strength will be as different to the extent that people are different The prevailing mental 
and phys1C'll s1tu11t1on of the student-actor also affects arbculat1on A persons natural speech echoes 
his feeltngs If a person 1:.. t,red, his speech tends to be slow and slurred If a person 1s excited, his 
speech tends to be be quicker and also be inclined to raise the volume of the speech. (Anderson 
1970, 263. Bennedett1 1970,87 Linklater 1976,144) 
7.1.2 Factors Conditioning the Speaking Voice 
Research has found that the maJonty of the student-actors have block, that emanate 
from cultural and soclal issues As with overcoming unnecessary tension rt is important that both the 
physical and social reasons need to be addressed. By addressing the causes, thfl problems 
experienced by the student-actor may be overcome. Cicely Berry , 1973, 7) argues that speech Is a 
mixture of" . what you hear, how you hear It, and how you unconsciously choose to use it in the llght 
of your personality and experience." Berry lists four factors that condition the voice. They are the 
environment, the ear, physical agility end ~"'rsonallty 
7 .1.2.1 The Environment 
Children learn to speak Instinctively becausa of their basic needs aa well as the 
influence of the sounds they hear spoken a.ound them. Speech is an Imitative process and children 
start to talk very much in the manner of their family and ti Ifs group in ~ich they grow up. The children 
have the same tune and similar pronunciation of consonants and vowels as their families and their 
social group 
7 .1.2.2 The 'Ear' 
Thia Is tho perception of sound. Some people hear sounds more distinctly than others. 
Some people are also more accurate in their production of sounds than others. People wrth a good ear 







7 .1.2.3 Physical Agility 
Each person has his or her own degree of .r.uscular awareness and freedom. This 1s 
du_ to the environment and the ease with which tho person feels he can express himself. An 
introverted person often finds difficulty in speaking The person's thought is not earned through into the 
physical process of making speech This affects the muscles involved In making speech and thus 
makes their movement less direct The less a person wishes to communicate in speech, the loss firmly 
the muscles are used This in tum affects the person's confidence Tiie mental intention is related to 
the physical action 
7.1.2.4 The Peraonaltty 
Although the 1nd1v1dual starts speaking thrOUIJh 1mrtat1on, his emotional reaction to the 
family, the environment, the degree of senS1t1v1ty to sound, the desire to communicate and the ease°' 
unease while doing so, all contnbute to his voice and speech 
7 .1.3 Clear Artlculatlon 
Althoogh this approach does not attempt to train people to ~peak ,n Received 
Pronunciation, 1t is, nevertheleu important for the student-actora to have clear articulation. It is, 
therefore, important that the student-actor be totally aware of what cleJ.T articulation Is and how rt Is 
achieved Anderson (1977. 260) and Blunt (1966, 405) discuss clear articulation as the moulding and 
shaping of vowel tones, u11ng good quality breath and resonance. To produce the consonants carefully 
and clearly, the precise actions of lip against lip, or teeth against tongue, or the tongue against the roof 
of the mouth, must be obtained Clear artteulation Is then reliant on effective muscularity. These 
actions confirm that articulation fs a dynamic muscular process Clear articulation can thus be 
act11eved without fOf'Clng the student-actor to lose h1a individual accent. 
So, for art1culat1on to be clear, rt 1s necessary that the breath stream should be part of 
the tuned and well-resonated voice. Articulatory adjustments need to be clear arid exact. The joint of 
the jaw must atwaya be free of unneceuary tension The muscular activity that causes the movements 
should be l:ght and precise in nature. There should also I' ease With which the changes In the 








7 .1.4 Consonant and Vowel Action 
Art1culat1on thus consists of a sequence of sounds manipulated by the moven~ent!. of 
the tongue, Jaw and lips These movements shape the resonated sound waves into 'IOwels ami 
consonants. The vowel and consonant combinations form syllables that are the basis .:-f the w 1rds 
used to communicate (Albnght 1967,28; Bennedett1 1970, 85, Blunt 1966,405) 
The air flowing unhindered through the mouth initiates vowel sounds. The vowel sounds 
work with the resonance created in the body Constricted or blocked atr flow forms the consonants. 
The consonants are dependent on the position of the organs of articulation. These organs alter the 
breath stream that creates the different sounds. These sounds have a further differentiation inJhat they 
may bevo1ced. 
The consonants are the interpreters that convey the meaning of speech. Their function 
is to make the spoken word more intelligible. They are responsible for establishing the rhythmic 
patterns and the melodies required in speech. Consonants give shape to the words They are 
successful in creating the contrasts and variations to the speech. Consonants are percussive in nature 
and therefore they remain phonetically constant (Bennedetti 1970, 85, Lessac 1967.129; McCalhon 
1989, 117, Turner 1976, 127). 
7.1.5 Organs of Articulation 
Thts approach stresses the dynamic muscular na ,., ,;r .s~ech. It would therefore, be 
incomplete if it did not describe what is responsible for this dynr,, , .: 1 :iuscular action. A dftcnptlon of 
the organs of articulation is therefore necessary. The organs of articulation are in the mouth and 
comprise the lips. the teeth. the tongue, the alveolar ridge, the hard palate, the velum and the uvula. 
Blunt (1966,406). Greene (1964,41-47) and McCallion (1989,116-7} describe tMse as follows: . , 
7.1.5.1 The Tongue 
The tongue ,s the most flexible and agile organ in that it can move in different ways 







consequently. tAk.es on a maJor respons1b1hty for art1culat10 Jnd swallowing, The tongue 1s erther the 
pnnc1pal agent in the formation of & syllable o.- its pos1t1on complements the action that is taking place 
A slurred action causes loss of clarity in speech 
7 .1.5.2 The Jaws and Teeth 
The maJor function of the lower jaw 1s to increase or decrease the size of the oral c-.avity 
11: response to the needs of the vowels and the consonants The teeth are immobile extensions of the 
Jaw ar. j thus act as stops for the ltps and the tongue. 
7.1.5.3 The Lips 
The hps are mobile structures that form the onfice of the mouth. The lips follow the 
action of the Jaw but they move independently of the jaw Blunt (1966, 406), Greene (1964, 41-'47) and 
McCallion (198S, 116-117) argue that the lips and the tongue bear most respon11bility for effective 
articulation. 
7.1.5.4 r~" 41veolar Ridge 
Tn alvoolar n<•:·a is situated directly behind the upper teeth. It provides at point of 
contact for the fron of the tongue As the ridge moves further into tr.e mouth the ripples cease and the 
gum becomes known :a tho ha;-d Dfllcte. 
7.1.5.5 7he ~ant P11late 
This is often -:-ailed the roof of '1e mouth. 1t serves s a point of contact for the tongue 
and a sounding board 1n resonattt\"'1 
7.1.5.6 The Vel11m 
At the back of the mouti I tS tt-.e velu,, or soft palate. This is wnere the hot"d pai.:ne loses 




7.1.5.7 The Uvula 
The uvula is the pendent tip that hangs from the roof of the mouth When elevated 1t 
d1v1des the nasal cavity from the oropharyngeal cavity It directs the exhaled air out of either the nose 
or the mouth or both 
7 .1.6 Incoherent Articulation 
Having considered the concept of clear art1culat1on, it is important to look briefly at 
incoherent art1culat1on Anderson (1970, 262) and McCalhon (1989, 124) state that incoherent 
art1culat1on rr,ay occur for both physical and social reasons ,he physical !l"asons cause a general 
slugg,shness of the speech organs and a rapid jerky broken rhythm of ,pee<:11 Both physical and 
social reasons lead to the pronour.cing of the syllables without some d~ree of clarity. The badly 
mufflOd unstressed sounds couid be omitted altogether. Social reatons oca.ir through imrtatio,1. In this 
case the S?e''Ch patterns reflect the influence c.;f parents, teachers and Other members of the family 
and community. 
7 .1. 7 Artlculatlon Problems 
It has been st'.lted that 'the ear' play1t an important parl 1n shaping our speech. 1 wo 
Schools of thinking ha"e de•~l~9d on th:s potnt. Anderson (1970,262; 263) llfg.:.:es that deficlena,s 
of heanng have an effect on p•oduan: the correct sounc:t. To pmdu.:ie the correct suund OM must firT. 
hear the correct sound. Th11 v18\,;i corresponds wrth l:3erry's idea of 'the ear' discussed ci;:ove and 
opposes the views of '..esuc (1967,56,61). Lesaac eavocates a phonelle approach based on feeling 
which he r.clls •struct1.-'llll action". Int•., he eta.ms that tha speaker~• to know every po&rtion of 
the org.;ns c,f a,1ici1lat1on as a thy11cal sense memory. 11\~er one recalls a position it makes a 
part1a.ilar vowel so.ir.d. This apprt>N:h does not depend on \t~ listening ear. Lessac clalma that this 
technique enabl deaf ct.:! 1, n to lecc1m how to speak. Although the candidat~ agrees with t-.. s idea 
\hat tM correct shape of thft n creates the SOl.lld, the candidate, considers that It Is easentlal that 
the sound be heard rrst ~ ,. beit way of learning to speak comes from imitation. It Is vitally Important 
for people to hear t1 f. net uwell. 







speak in Received Pronunc1at1on, their training concentrates on self-discovery conceming the vowel 
and consonant sounds In hrs process Lessac removes the 1nd1v1duafrty of articulation and 
pro'lunc1at1on The student-actor can discover the correct art,cufatton by concentrating on the position 
and movement of the organs of art,culatton Student-actors can expenment with these sounds. thereby 
connecting the articulatory process wrth the reliance on the ear Lessac encourages the actor in the 
process of "overriding the ear' (Lessac 1967, 14) Though lessac's (1967,56-78) approach of structural 
action might seem useful for a dynamic approach, the omission of the ear makes rt unsurtabfe to be 
used solely as a training approach, This rs so because the ear 1s a natural source for the development 
of speech and therefore an obvious tool in voice and speech training . 
7.1.7.1 Undeveloped and Inferior Motor Skills 
One of the other maior reasons for incoherent articulation relates to the muscles 
Undeveloped or 1nfenor motor skills affect individuals in different ways. The inventory that Anderson 
(1970,265) compiled when attempting to solve the problem of lack of clearness in the speech, was 
found to be of considerable a~,stance to the student-actor 
1) Immobile flaccid ftps do not help the resonators of the 
sounds and the labial consonants. 
h to form the vowel 
2) The tongue Is the most important single organ of articulation V\lhen it does not 
function efficiently, it causes the vowels to lose their qualrty and the consonants become blurred. 
3) The tight Jaw causes the speech to become nasal and flat in tone and thus seriously 
impairs the quality of all vowel sounds produced, One cannot talk With closed jaw and still have clear 
art1cu:::., (I and a full, resonant voice. 
4) The velum has the vital function of closing off the nasal chambers from the larynx and 




7.1.7.2 Breath Support and Energy 
The last area that requires attention 1s breath support and energy This demonstrates 
the h0lIstic nature of this approach It a!so reiterates the importance of a good foundation being 
establtshed when working through Chapter 3 MCCalhon ( 1989, 119,127) claims that speech needs 
support so for the actor to make the changes required Without sacrrfic1ng clanty and a>ntrol. Speech is 
an energetic process and the quality of the speech depends on how well the actor uses that energy. 
MCCallton suggests that If the actor feels strain or pain wrth speech that rt could be venf\ed m the 
follOWtng manner there 1s freedom in the head'lleck\back relationship, the breath is well supported; the 
Jaw moves freely, and there 1s a ~II-tuned voice MCCalhon (1989,61) desa,bes tuning as " ... the 
vutcome of how we use these three qualrties of prtch, volume and resonance· 
7 .2 TEMPO-RHYTHM 
Researci, has shown that If the speakers duphcate the tempo-mythm, the clanty of 
their speech improves and a speaker II still able to keep a soaal identity through h .. or her partial,_. 
accent Listeners ,n South Afr,ca will ultimately adapt to the vanous spoken rhythms of English 
speech However, rt Is believed that this takes a tong time 10 occur. In order for the student-ac:tor to 
wont with the tempo-mythm of speech rt 1s important to have a basic knowledge of the speech process 
and of tempo-mythm. This study also focuses on the factors that constitute effedMt tempo-rhythm. 
7 .2.1 The Speech Procesa 
Anderson (1970,190, .SO) and &.11slavski (1968, 224,231) discuss tempo-rh)1hm es 
the result of the speech process through tlle l')Unds and syllables delivered witnin a penod. As the 
nature of the sounds and syllables changes, including the time ,n whid'l the words are spoken ,the 
pauses ill-between the words and the variations of phrases, so the tempo-rtiyttvn will very. Thurwn 
(1965, 29) aees the essential element of this variation as the fol'ce that the varieoles have on the 
speech T1m:ng and spac1ng are the factors that may change separately or concurent1y. 
Benedetti (1970, 110) and Stanialavskl (1968,225) state that rtiythm II not just a matter 
of the tempo of speech. Speakers must rely on more than just the basic rtiythm of the speech by 








1ndrv1dual particles, aie tenned the metre of speech Preston ( 1963. 13) supports this by saying· "Metre 
alone does not produce rtlytllm 111s the fusion of duration changes and accentuattOO that does, 1 e. the 
fus on of we,ght and trme • 
7.2.2 Metric and Non-Metric Rhythm 
Preston (1 963 13) dMdes rflythm into two types: metnc and noo-metric Noo-metnc 
rflY1hm Is free rtiythm and Is found particularly in breathing and in gesture. The movements of the limbs 
are considered metnc rflythm The manner in which the student-actor functions Is responsive to both 
types of rflythm 
7.2.3 Rhythmic Accentuation 
Stanrslavslo ( 1968, 22-4) sees rtiythmtc accentuaboo as a maJ()f' part of ternpc>mythm 
Accenruat,ng certain sounds will cause the partia.llar tempo of those sounds to respond For exampae, 
heavy accentuation of certain sounds will make the pn:n.naation of the wonts bolder, thereby IIOwlng 
the speech and creating a ngid tempo Wrth the added dimension of accentuatton and intonation the 
tempo-rt?ythm of the piece is htghhghled. The nature of the wonts themselves ttvough the IOOOds 
auted by the syllables creates a natural temp<Htiythm in speech These tempo-mythms .,. can.d 
throughout the text 
7.2.4 Tempo-Rhythm In Poetry and Prose 
Stanislavskl (19M,2~231) states that the sounds do not necessanly haw a ftxed 
tempc>-rtiythm These are dependent on thetr relationship with the other letters, syllables and W0fda 
Tempo-rhythm is feuld mostty 1n poetry but rt is also present in prose. Temp<Htiythm is ac:cidental in 
ordinary speech The tempo-rhythm of prose 1s not as aear as that ~ poetry. This Is due to one line 
having a different tempc>-rflythm to the next. In most forms of poetry the temp<Htiythm is oona.1t 
throughout with the exception of "free verse•. Poetry, prose anc, ordinary speech are made up of 
groups of stressed and unstressed syllables interrupted wrth pauses. They aeate a flow to the pteceS 
which eases cu own needs to speak and be silent. 
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7.2.5 Rhythm of Speech 
It was foond that an understanding of the rhythm of speech helps the student-actor to 
produce clear artic::ulat,on (p91 ) The re-1erse is also true 1n that clear speed\ heips \1ltth the mythm of 
the speech (Stan,s1a-1sk1 1968, 228 235). Student-actors were, therefore, enccuaged to wen with the 
rhythm It helped wrth the meaning of words in pronunciation and, in particular. WOids from Old Englith 
or Shakespeanan Enghsh 
7.2.6 Sounds and Pauses 
Research shows that ~s and pauses are important aspects of speech and must 
oo integrated into tempc>-rhythm Stanislavski (1968, 231 , 235, 238) ~ ac:tcn to pay careful 
attentioo to their use of pauses. They must be equally mythmic 1n bc.1h speech and ailer.ce. Their use 
of pauses either in speech or, out of necessity, fer breath, twve extreme importance as the P8'JN is• 
component part of the rhythmic hne The pauses help stress the mythm in the speech, ediona and the 
emot1om which wen with the actor's inner beat. The pause, thetefore, has an actJve role in the 
c:reattng a!ld the oontrolhng of rhythm. 
7.2.7 Tem~m In PerfonNnce 
As 1h11 study is coocemed with student-actcn, it Is nec:eswy to focus on the UN of 
tempc:Hhythm in perfonna:l019. Staiis&avsk1 (1968.~42) calls for ac:tcn to have an undentarlding of 
temp<Hhythm whilo pe,fonning. This lriderltandtng allows them to fall into a myttwnic pettem of verbal 
l!ld physical e~ ThlS oxun because of the strong connection between rhyttwn and feeling. 
T empc>-rhythm acts on specific feehngs and inner expeueoc:es. It ,s • direct, mnediale 
and mechanical stimulus to emotional memory and the student-edor's irMrmost expenence. For this 
reaaon it is nec:eua,y to train the student-actor to use it as a tool to c:rNte the mood and to lirTuaa 
corresponding emobonal expene,ICeS Tempc>-rhythm W0f'b directly on the student-ador's feeli,gs and 
the studenl-acior's feeltngs wen diredly on the ternpo-fhythm. The ltudenl-ador may ~ ttlil to aid 
him wrth coming to terms with the playwnghl's lf1tentions ,. student-actor lholMd be ta,gi.t how to 
experience the pl..ywright's rhythms and tones in the muades of his speech organs and brelllhllig 






tBenedettI 1970 111, S1amstavsk1 1968.243-244) 
Barba and Savarese (1991 , 211) state that 
·ounng a pertonnance, the actor or dancer sensonahses the now of t11ne 
wtuch 1n daily lrfe 1s expenenced subjectively ( and meaSl#'ed by clocks 
and calenders) . Rhyttvn materialises the dlntton of the actlOO bt • line 
of homegeneous or varied tensions It creates• wart1ng, an '-'~~:ion 
The !pedators sensonally expenence a kind of pulsation. a p,ojec.•,~ 
towards something which they are often unaware of, a brMth whk:: s. 
repeatedl.f vaned, a continuity which denies rtself.• 
Barba and Sa• .. -.,se (1991 ,212) continue, that by playing with the dynamica of t«npt'-
mythm enables the actor to break the influence of both 1ncultl.nt10n and acQJlt\nt,on technique .-.. J 
therefore the way tn which the cutt11e of the actor has taught htm to use hts orgaruam·• alignmern a.d 
kinaesthetic posa1b1lrties Research has shown that the tempo-rt,ythm of speech cari be used • c,~,l, C'lf 
the basis from which the student-actor can charactense his role 
7.2.1 Rhythm and Movement 
nutun (1965,30) encourages the actor to expkn the rhythm through~ 
enabltng him to come to brml with the tempo-mythm of the text She JUStlftes this by uytng: "Speech 
11 movement and because myttwn 1s a basic element 1n movement it II also the basis of speech.• Thia 
approach to voice training employs ttus idea It was fculd, howe-.-er, that some student-ac:kn have a 
~ with this concept. In an attempt to explain the concept, student-actors were asJted to Vl9W ttio 
movements of the entn body as an extM~ton of the movements made by the vocal organs to produCe 
the l0Uld 
Research showed tnat the mythm of the text articu&aled through speech could be 
COIT9iaed to Laban's (1948,2>51) weight-time and rhythm qualities. This view is 8110 expressed by 
PlfftOfH)oolc.p (1980, 1>19). The movements that produce the sooodr. have the following qualibel' 
a) Strong-sustatned mo\ements reflect powemtl and WK:etlbaled sounds These 
sooods .,.. mainly associated with IOng vowel IOUlds and voiced con:.c:-~s; 





It mirrors the sounds produced by short vowels and unvoiced consonants 
c) Strong•sudcten movements reflect energetic, vigorous sounds. This movement 1s 
very percussive and so comtsponds wrth short vowels and voiced consonants, 
d) Light-sustained movements reflect peacei8I, soothing and quiet sounds, The 
movement corresponds with sounds cons,,. Q of long vowel sounds and unvoiced consonants: 
e) Heavy-sustained movements reflect the sounds made by voiced consonants and long 
vowels; 
f) Heavy- uoden movements reflect the sounds oorcn.lded cl voioed consonants and 
short vowel sounds 
In the c;c,:utruct,on of phrases and senteoces or even syllables, the student-actor WIii be 
nw11pulat1ng these '°iU lrties to estab111h and expenenc:e the rhythm cl the apeec;h. The qualitiel may 
not remain const.-,t t,voughout a intonat,on placed on arrtain words may cha,ge one cl the faclo(s 
The dyYWnlC quality of the sounds WIii c:hanga .. the ~ ~ 
7.3 PROJECTION 
Much time II spent on training student-actora to prOject their voices. It Is often one of 
the moat Pf8Val«lt director's notes that they receive while acting In• production. Then,fore an 
explllnlltion cl tne 1rnp()l'tlnce of pt'Ojection arld the factora that asalat wfth effective projection Is 
needed, 
7 .3.1 Value of Projection to the Audience 
McCallion (1989,103,201) and Stantslavskl (1968,82,128) state that the aaor needs 
to keep thinking about what ii the essential meaning of hll speech This enables him to 
oornnulteate the main function of the words, namely, to convey the su~text cf. the speech. Words 
and 1ntonatJOn1 should reach the ..,.. of the audience WlthcU effort. The actor needs to contact 










7.3.2 Vocal Support 
To have suff'1c1ent pro1ectIon the voice needs adequate support (Anderson 1970,178; 
Rodenburg 1992,224) Anderson (1970, 178) states that prcoject,on Is dependent on an increase in 
breath pressure and full use of resonance. It also requires some prolongation of the vowel sounds 
and free v1brat1on In the vocal folds The student-actor must rid the body of unnecessary tension 
thereby allowing the body to function freely rhe support is necessary because as the student-actor 
speaks more loudly the contractions m the abdomen become more violent. This responds to an 
in<.rease in breath supply pressure The increase In pressure helps with an increase in volume 
,A.1~rson 1970, 122, Dean and Carra 1980,TT) 
·r.3.3 Articulatory Organs 
The organs of articulation move strongly in loud speech especially tiuring the making 
and r ~:'lasing of the consonantal bamer. Many student-actors had problems in this regard. 
McCalh lfl (1989, 122) lis~ three problems created by this stronger movement of the organs of 
artIculatlt>n. 
1) The speech organs become less responsive in over tensed speech making quick 
light att1culation difficult and the consonants become empathic and clumsy 
2) The over-tensed consonant with the breath stream may provoke a ruSh of untuned 
air that may c.ause the speech to become breathy. 
3) As the organs of articulation wOl1{ harder, so the breath atream loses sufficient 
support. nu ,ipe'..--ch seems to become all consonants and the voice remains bottled up. This 
tension communicates to the entire body. The tension affects the breathing aystam Which in tum 
does not support the voice. 
Mccallion (1989, 122-123) points out that theu. are other aises Where the speech Is 
unintelligible One such case Is when the organs of artlculr.tlon are not doing enough wor1(. Their 
inactivity smothers the consonants. This in tum causes the speech to become all vowels and no 
consonants. This would leave most of the speech unintelligible as the consonants are necessary for 
shaping the words. To prevent this unintelligible speech from occurring the student-acior needs to 
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train the speech organs to make the speech•shapes ctear1y and firmly The student-actor ~s to 
get the speech-muscles functIonln~. 
7.3.4 Time and Tempo 
Berry (1975, 111) sees projection as also having a tot to do wrth the time taken for 
sound to reach the audience" •.. some par1 of you has to be constantly aware of the time rt takes for 
thought and words to reach a distance, and the time has to do wrth allowing the vowels to carry, 
and gIvIng time to the consonants to make an impact." The tempo will le6fTl slower as student-
actcn tend to speed up their speech dunng projedIon. Holding the jaw tightly tl'~ cuts down 
the mouth as a resonator. T" ccmpensate for this loss the sound may be forced into the nose 
making the speech very nasal. This is COffllCted by holdcng the vowel sounds for slightly longer and 
filling out the tones This II where resonance plays Its important part. The student-actor m,,st be 
careful not to slow the speech to such an extent that rt starts to drag (Anderson 1970, 178; Beny 
1975, 111 ; McCalhon 1989,103,121) 
7.3.5 Malntalnlt,g Streu 
Acon:hng to And9'10fl (1970, 179), atudent-ac:tON should attempt to maintain the 
stress throughout the accentuated vowel rather than just placing it on the beglMing d the tone. 
Th11 supports the vowel tones throughout its duration. klSl88reh showed that pleang the ltreA on 
the begim1ng of the tone or placing the stress on the end of the tone wu prevalent among student· 
actors 
7.3.6 Alignment In Projection 
McCall1on's ( 1989, 103) argument, utreues the importsnce for the student-ac:tor to 
be awan, of his alignment di.Wing projedtOn. The Importance of aligMlent for the student-ac:tor WU 
dllCUSled in Chapter 3. Research also highlighted that the student-ac:tors had the t•ldency to pulh 
(p78) the Jaw out in the direction that the he Is talking. This study hat already explained that this 
action causes a block in the vocal passage and the voice becomes restricted. It 11110 causes 




7.4 Introduction to Exercises 
Art1culat1on, tempo-rhythm and pr0Ject1on have exercises that are particular to their 
function in the creation of clear verbal communication. The focus of each section varies slightly. 
Therefore, the exel"Clses of each aspect will be discussed 1nd1vidually 
7 .4.1 Articulation Exercises 
These exercises concentrate on the manipulation of the organs of articulation. The 
rest m the body requires less work so that more energy 1s available for the speech process. Pay 
attention to the two types of energy required, namely, the voice energy and the speech energy. 
(McCallion 1989, 129) The body must be positioned in such a way that the energy for both voice 
energy and speech energy ,s channelled. 
A~h the body requires little movement, relax the body and In that way removing 
all unnecessary tension. The student-actor's alignment should help wrth supporting the breath. He 
should be In a comfortable position. 
Like all musa.ilar activity, a good way of improving the process is to strengthen the 
muscles. Exercises have been chosen that relax the muscles connected to the lower jaw. They 
strengthen the muscles that move the jaw and the muscles In tt'.e tongue and the other muscles 
required for speech. The candidate believes that constant work on strengthening the muscles WIii 
give the student-actor better control when speaking. 
This section ends off with simple consonant and vowel exercises that assist with 
clear articulation. The exercises emphasise clear articulation and not Received Pronunciation Their 
main focus Is on the muscularity required In making the sounds. There are many more exercises 





7.4.2 Tempo-Rhythm Exercises 
The aim of these exercises 1s to teach the student-ador how to work with the rhythm 
of words Each word has its own extraordinary power. Only by expenmentIng with the words can 
they really understand the power that the words have. The first two exercises concentrate on 
playing with words Rodenburg (1993, 99-102) uses these exerc,ses to help free the language and 
to come to tenns wrth the strength m words 
The remam,ng exercises wont speafic .. lly with attempting to 1ntemalrse the specific 
rhythm of a text The cho1r.e of text has, t>eei-: left tc. the student-actor. lnd1v1dual expenm«rtation 
was with the use of ciass1cal texts and their specific rhythm. These exercises are not limited to 
classical texts They wor1t equally well wrth modem an1 contemporary texts. 
These exercises extend the idea introduced in the seetion on articulation that speech 
1s a muscular process. The exercises are an attempt to extend the action of the organs of 
articulation throughout the entire body. A student-actor is required to wor1t with the process of 
taking the natural rhythm cl the text and 1ntemalis1ng it. He then expresses this rhythm through 
movements so that they correspond to the specific SOCMlds that make up the words. Once this has 
been done, trw, student-actor speaks the text nonnally as in everyday hfe. The tempo-mythm ia now 
inherent in the text. It 1s important that time Is spent delivering the text normally, otherwise, there Is 
a tendency to deliver the text 1n a sing-song fashion. Personal experience has shown that by giving 
1n to the rhythm totally, through 1tupp1ng, striding , swaying, J1MTip1ng or dancing, the student-actor 
internalises the rhythm more effectwely. Most student-actors foood this concept difficult at first but it 
was found that if they substituted the text for mu~lc, the proceu wu made easier. The 
incorporation of the weight-time and rhythm qualities also makes the process much easier. 
Student-actors must remember that pauses are an important part of the tempo-mythm of a text. 
VVhlle w0f1(Jng through these exercises, the student-actor must not forget the 
aspects discussed in the earlier chapters It Is important that the student-actor be relaxed and free 




resonated vo,ce using ,ts entire range, have clear art1culat1on whtch plays an important part 1n 
deciding the tempo-rtlythm, Just as good tempo-mythm plays a s1m1lar role tn dec1d1ng clear 
art1cutat1or. 
7 .4.3 Projection Exercises 
It has been stated ear1,er that proJection ,s the culmination of all the factors already 
discussed, mAkt~ rt the final aspect of voice wor1( These exercises must therefore encourage the 
release of the sound white incorporating &It the other facets • 
The a,m of these exercises 1s first to work on the release of the voice. Try to use the 
natural mass of the body The anti-gravity force (Preston-Dunlop 1980, 11) will be light in nature. By 
this it Is meant allowing the body to give tn to gravity. The beginning of each movement requires a 
strong kinetic force (Preston-Dunlop 1 ~o. 11) to set the body in motion. This will subside into a very 
tight force as the rTlOl'T'eOtum of the body works in tandem v1ith gravity. The movement will then take 
on a flexible-free quatrty (Preston 1963, 24) which 1s • fluent unrestricted undulating movement. The 
static force (Preston-Dunlop 1980, 11) will be ltgM allowing the movement actions to put pressure on 
the diaphragm and thereby expelling the a,r. The static force in the body keeps the cavities open 10 
that they function for resonance. 
By usir,g natural weight and free flow qualities of movement the muscles will require 
less energy. This enables more energy to be available for proJectton es the greater the projection 
needed the more energy required. These exercises release the v01ce. Student-actors should just 
allow the IOUnd to emerge not worrying what rt sounds like . 
• 
The second function of these exercises is to allow the student-actor to become 
aware of how his sound is filling the theatre. The final exercise gives the student-actor an idea of 







Just as stretching before a movement practIc..1I Is important so rt Is Importn to 
"warm up" the organs of art1culat1on As with all muscular activity, this Is essential as rt improves the 
funct1on1ng of the muscles by strengthening them and making them more agile They are also lea 
likely to strain. 
EXERCISE 1: Begin by warming up the organs of articulation and the face muacies. 
Massage the face Try to bring aaoss the sensation of the face being woken up and touched for the 
first time. Allow the muscles to relax while being manipulated. Spread the massaging acroa the 
entire face. Move fi'om the Jaw to the temples to the fOf'ehead and behind the ears. Manipulate mid 
wake up tne hps. 
EXERCISE 2. Once the face has been reJuvenated, the focus Will now move to 
wot',ung on the muscles In the face. This is important due to speech being a musa.ilar pnx:eu. 
Rodenburg (1992, 23'1) dascribes this exercise as isolating the muscles in the face. 
Think of the different areas of the face that have just been massaged. Now 
attempt to move the muscles in that wea. The stronger the articulatory muscles ... the more 
effecti11ely they Will be used dunng articulation. Push the lips forward and purse them. Then return 
the hpa Irrto a smile 
EXERCISE 3· This exercise focuses on releasing and wanning up the jaw. Again 
massage the hinges of the jclW that are aituated just below the ears. Allow the jaw to drop open, 
wcrting with gravity. The student-actor must not stretch it open o; forcefully keep it open. 
Smile as widely as possible Use the Image of the smile extWlding from ear to ..-. 
Relax the muscles, then develop the smile lrrto a grin. Try to keep the teeth approximately two 





Use the image of chewing an apple Take a big bite out of that apple and chew 1n 
circular motions Do not worry about being polite. chew wrth the mouth closed Allow the lips to 
JOtn the chewing, keeping them free and released Take the tongue nght to the baCk of the Jaw to 
get the bits of apple out Expenence the sensation of the Jaw being free and ready for action 
EXERCISE 4 This exercise bnngs the whole face into use Begin by making the 
face as small and as tight as possible Tense the muscles 1n the face Work on making the face 
small. Now release the face a.nd try to make it as big as possible Work on stretching the facial 
muscles as much as possible Repeat the exercise a few times. 
EXERCISE 6: This exercise concentrates the attention on the tongue. Remember 
that it 1s a muscle and c., 1 therefore be strengthened 
Begin by opening the jaw as wide as possible, then stick the tongue out as far as it 
will go From here move the tongue up attempting to touch the nose, or higher up the face Move 
the tongue sloWly from this position. Try to touch the left ear. From here move it in the opposite 
direction in an attempt to touch the right ear. Now move tt . tongue sloWty down to touch the chin. 
Repeat tha exerclse a couple of tunes. The stretch should be felt underneath the tongue. Be careful 
of neck tension. 
EXERCISE I · Again stick the tongue out of the mouth and flick it in and out like a 
hzard. Start slowly, then build up as fast as one can gc. Change the direction and flick it up and 
down. Having dOne this tor a minute flick it from aide to side. 
EXERCISE 7: Continue with the idea of wortung the tongue muscle. Stick it out as 
far as it will go. Attempt to touch something on the other side of the room or someone standing 
opposite. Relax the tongue and repeat a oouple of times. Dwing this exercise avoid the tendency to 
jut the jaw and the chin forward. 
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EXERCISE 8 Roll the tongue around in and outside the mouth. Roll it lengthwise 
and breadthw1se Attempt to roll It to the sides Allow the tongue to make different shapes in the 
mouth 
The focus now moves to extending the musc..ilarity into the sounds required for 
speech. The sounds chosen were those that the student-actors had most difficulty with. It was 
found that these sounds lack a sharpness due to the muscularity and the moving from the one 
sound to the next It was also found that the use of the tongue was generally lazy. This led to 
"blurred" speech. These exercises assisted the student-actors with overcoming this problem. 
EXERCISE 9: The emphasis is now on the soft palate and velum. The jaw and 
tongue are now released and free. Put the tongue behind the bottom teeth. Keep the jaw and the 
hps relaxed Make the sounds "k","g" and "ng". 
Put the finger below the nose This helps one to feel whether any air comes through 
the nose. Now say "m" and let it run into a "b·. One shOuld experience air coming out through the 
nose on the "m" sound but none should escape while making the "b" sound. One can use other 
sounds such as "n"and "ng" instead of the "m". Replace the "b" wro, any other consonant. 
The Importance of breathing and alignment with regard to articulation has already 
been stated. It was found that through these exercises the student-actors could make the 
connection for themselves. The various positions of the body allowed the student-actors to 
appreciate the importance of alignment in providing oupport for the breath and in tum allowing for 
more effective articulation. Students thus become more aware of the head/ned</back relationship. 
EXERCISE 10: This exercise allows the student-actors to experience wonung With 
articulation in a different WS'f. It puts emphasis on the alignment of the body and Its importance in 
voice work. McCallion(1989, 130) uses this exercise to help with breath control and with artiaJlation. 




actor to be on all fours Reinforce the alignment with the head\neci(\back relat1onsh1p being 
constam The hands are sltghtly In front of the shoulders The knees are the same distance apart as 
the hips T'ie legs take more mc:ss than the amis Visualise gravrty taking hold of the face and the 
stomach and pulltng them to the floor. This does not disturb the altgned po,rtIon created, partIcular1y 
the nat table top back 
Breathe In into the centre and let the breath out on a vocalised "ah". This should be 
a short, loud sound Breath rn agarn and release the breath this time increasing the length of the 
vowel . Remember that the sounds that are berng released are the vowels and. therefore, they 
should have an oral qualrty. Wor'«. through most vowels. Become aware of the experience of 
fonn1ng and ;-elea .. i,g the sounds. 
EXERCISE 11: This exercise follows on front the prev!OUS one. Remain rn the 
"scrub" posrtIon. Read a text rf any itnes are not known. By releasing the body from all unnecessary 
tension an environment Is created where one can war'«. on the nature of the hnes. If this posmon 
becomes tiring allow the student-actor to srt on his heels for a minute giving himself a break from 
wonong on the text 
Look at the hnes rn the text and begrn by saying only the vowel S<Ulds Remember 
to form them corredly and to make sure that the student-«:tor centralises his breathing. Once the 
student-acior has taken a Nctton of the text and worited through the vowels, begin to war'«. on the 
consonants. This process helps to sort out the rtlythm of the piece u one can hear the length or 
shortness of the sounds. It also illustrates how often the S<Ulds .. repeated. The conSOfWlts also 
help this process by their repetitiveness and percussive influence The student-actor may then 
move onto saying the whole piece with o greater awareneu of what the aooods are doini;; to aeate 
the words and language being used. 
Thts exercise can also be performed Sitting down or standing up. It la important. 
however, to have the body aligned and free of unnecessary tension. 






to stress that the focus 1s on muscufanty It 1s important that the organs of articulation function 
effectively There are no "correct" sounds as m Received 0ronunc1at1on. The aim here is on clarity. 
Each sound must b!! defined in 1ti; own nght The consonants must have a sharpness about them. It 
1s important to re,-nem~r their function irt the 'ft'Ord It was found that incoherency existed when 
~tudem-actors ignored this point ~1:::t confused or St.bstituted one sound for another. Among 
consonants the "k· and "g" were frequently interchanged. It 1s important that the vowel SOUl'lds are 
d1st1nct1ve If the sound 1s not wel, resonated, rt tends to sound "flat' which 1n tum leads to 
1ncotierency 
EXERCISE 12: In this exercise the student-actor will be working on consonant drills. 
Berry (1973,53-75, 1975, 90-108) uses them in her approach to Speed) work. 
'Mlile doing the consonant drills, be totally 8'Nare of what the mouth is doing. It is 
vitally impo,tant that the artlClllatory organs make the SCUlds correctly. Wortc with the tongue being 
very hght while rnat(1ng the sounds The student-actor can add his own precise rhytnm to aid him 
with the exercise, The candidate believes that it helps if one moves with that rhythm. Remember 
that hi movements are extensions of the movements made by the orga,s of .-tiQJlation. Repeat 
sacn group llhoeral times until the student-actor is content With the souids and the lightness Of the 
~oced C0nSanlrlts before moving on to the next group. In all these elCef'cises the tongue remains 
1n the sane position. the lip ia up against the ndge cf the teeth. 
Wortc With the sounds 
1) Lah Lah Lah 
Lala lala lala lala 
lalala lalala lalala lalala 
ii) tah tah tah 
tetete tetete tah 
It is Important that one makes the [t] very lightly. 
iv) nah nah 
nenene nenene nah 
This group of oercise W'Ofks on the back of the tongue and the SOft palate. Ensure 
ttiat there is no ffml<>n m the mouth and tongue Th.! same rhythm and tempo may be used Of a 




1) ,-a!l kah 
kekeke kekeke kah 
11) gah gah 
gegege gegege gah 
Now concentrate the attention on the hps working in the same manner and continue 
with the exercises. 
1) pepepe pepepe pah ii) bebebe bebebe 
111) mememe mememe mah 1v) mememe bebebe rnememe pepepe bah 
It ,s important that the student-actor ,also work with the continuant consonants for 
clear speech. It is easier if they are worked in their natural paring. Say tne opposing words after 
ead? other and become conscious of their differences. They are: 
sh-ge s-z 
f-v th - th(voiced) 
Having worked on the c:omonants, the vowel• should now receive attention. The 
vowel sounds have been used before While doing the breathing exercises. Here, more alttntion 
needs to be focused o;, the oorrect formation of the wticulatory organs so ttut the sounds can be 
reproducect conoct1y. 
The tongue and the palate Should be free. Only the lips should be moving in thts 
exercise. Begin With the sounds: 
l) AH 00 then add to this 
U)AH AW OOandllddtothls 
iii) AH AW OH 00 add consonQnts to these vowels 
lv)MAH MAW MOH MOO 
PAH PAW POH POO 
BAH BAW 80H BOO 




Now WO, k With these two VOWef SOtinds 
1)01 ow 
MOI MOW, POI Pow so, Bow 
Attention 1s llO.v turned to the tongue VO'Nefs With· 
AH AY EE I 
fAHJ- flf ... ••.-..i., Allow ... --Of ... '""""" Jo-.-. - Odd COOsonan, ~ to the VOWefs 
'.,",-, l '\Y LEE LI 
TA - 1 i'~Y TEE n 
DAH DA 't ~EE DI 
NAH NAY NEE NI 
BAH BAY BEE Bf 
EXERcJSE 13· 8-,,1 - and to,,guo ......... ,.,..., lo ""'P --
....,_ 71,ey.,.""'Y ___ lodo - ......... (1992,31-34)--, 
.-., 1,11 W..,. Owougt, ... li,t. af1""""'-g •-•-.....,,_.,_lo onu - Try lo 
tra,n the..,. and lhe Ol'gans of artlQJl~.on. 
I) EXC!ltt:Jses for the t,pa 
PloQft pass th(- J)Cncifs anct pens 
Peter Piper PICkeci • pecJ( .,, Pl""~l-ad peppe,_ If Peter Piper Pktec1 • 
?ecJ( « J>ic«elffld P8Per, Where'1 the P8CJc 0( ~led P8pPer Pet::, Piper pici(ftd? 
Betty Batter bought ao,ne butter but !'Ille said. "Th11 bt.trer b.1turl" 
Imagine -. ,mag,nary menage,.. Manager 1mag,n,ng msnag,ng an , ,nary r'rlenagerje 
~tie 
1
~.illy walked Wttt'I Watter-. watched lhe Whales WIIC;ing war. 
2)Exen:; ... for the tongue: 
.,,_.._,.,.....,. __ ... ,_., ___ , 





Tell Terry Tucker and Torr.my Tattter not to tell tales 
Nenny Nudged Nicola 
Ten Tons didn't arrive 
Rory Roberts raced rats around the nng. 
Did Danny Deever 01e? 
Lanky Lily Lalltngham lolled languidly. 
So swanky Sarah saw the sa11tng ships-so what? 
3) Exercises for the tongue and soft-palate. 
Kick cake and coke quite qu1Ckly. 
Go to the grg and gag the gargling gargoyle. 
Get gum quickly and go great guns in August. 
King Canute coukJ not control the coming tide. 
Glona gladly crashed the gong and struck the gluckensplel. 
• 
All the vo,ce theorists have very stimulating and worthwhile exercises on artlculation. 
The student-actors can use the texts that they are presently work.Ing from. This will enable them to 
work on their articulation, solve problems that may arise and improve their articulation of their 
a.renttext. 
Tempo-Rhythm Exerc,._ 
This first e1C6rcise highllgtu the importance of tempo.rhythm. II was found that the 
student-actors had great enjoyment in playing around with the words. They were able to he• the 
changing meaning of the sentence as the emphasis changed. This exercise was not new to the 







EXERCISE 14 This exercise demonstra1es the effect that a changing rhythm can 
have on the meaning of a sentence and text Take a line or sentence from a play.a poem or prose 
It Is easier to work with a contemporary play as opposed to the strict rhythms found in classical 
plays Read that fine aloud each trme emphasizing a different word in the sentence Wort. through 
every word an the sentence Do the same with pauses Insert the pauses into the text at different 
places Play with the length of the pauses and hsten to the changes Become aware of how the 
meaning changes when the rhythm and intonations are affected Try to find as many different 
vanatIons as possible Expenment in this way until M student-actor finds a rhythm and 1ntonat1on 
that he is comfortable With 
The followmg five exe.c1ses are useful when rtealing with classical texts that have a 
distinct rhythm It Is also a way of overcoming the problems experienced with the Shakespearian 
l'tlythms Personal expenence found that second language speakers of English, particul.ty 
Afnkaans speakffl, struggle with Sllakespeanan and Jacobean rhythms. This process of wonting 
also h1ghhghts the importance of tempo-rhythm for spet!Ch clanty. 
There are vanous ways of actuev,ng the same goal. The main Idea of these 
exercises is to take the rttythm of the text and to intema!ise it In the bod,. The following ways help 
to act11eve this: 
EXERCISE 15. The student-actor will be required to wont with the text. Experience 
found that It fs eaSter to begin with comedies Great success was achieved with A MidNOOJOC 
N,ght's Dream.. Chnstophar Martowe'a The pasajonate SbeDfltcd to his loVt is also a good text with 
which to wortc Where thef'e 1s a desire to wont on tragedies, John Ford's Tis Prty She's A Whore Is 
a good alternative to the Shakespearean tragedies. 
Begin by reading the text aloud as this helps the siudent-actor to hear and feel the 
sounds being made Wort. with the idea that every punctuation mar1t requires a breath. He must 
experience the amount Of breath required Cleany a big breath is not required for one word and 





with the pauses required It also allows him to support the breath so that 1t can funct•on fully 
EXERCISE 11 Tt·,e student-actor WIii now be required to break down the WOfds ,n 
the text Begin by Just saying the vowel sounds of the words 1n the text While he 1s working through 
theae sounds he must note how often the sounds are reputed in • hne See how many long vowel 
sounds there are compared to short vowel sounds how do these long and short sounds relate to 
one another? Once he has completed this, he must move on to Just saying the consonants listen 
to the effect that the perQJs11ve consonants have How do they effect the rhythm of that part1QJlar 
:,n of text? How often are part1QJlar l:j()Uf'l(js repeated? 
HavirlQ worked through a part1CUlar section of the text in th11 way slowly read the 
entire text again listen to what 1s happening OCN/ wrth the text Does he feel more comfortable with 
the rhythm? He should new be more aware of the rhythm being used, 
EXERCISE 17· Having beoome aware of the rhythm of the piece he WIii OCNI be 
required to try to 1ntema1tse the rhythm. Begin by walking while saying the text. Allow the rhythm to 
affect h11 walk Take big steps on long sooods and small steps on lhort aotn:ts Move with the text 
ahow1ng the movements to reflect the tempo-rhythm being spoken u explained above. 
If the student.actor II WO<tc1ng -Nith pieces that requn more than one per10n, work 
aitemat1vely with eve,ybody concerned. It will help if thay beoome aware of the entire rhythm In 




EXERCISE 18 Using the same piece of text sIt o,, the floor In an aligned posrtIon 
ROCie forward and backwards or attemat1vely from side to side Let the r0CkIng refl~ the rhythm of 
the text If he Is wonting with two or mOfe people sit with backs together °' in a group so that 
everybody's backs are together This exercise can also help with the placing of tt,e sound. 
EXERCISE 11 In the exercises up to now the student-actor has slightly exaggerated 
the rhythm in an attempt to Intemahse rt . Wonung with the rhythm in this heightened state may 
cause the ptece to sound far too song hke Try now to scale down the exaggerated rhythm 
Walk around the room saying the piece. Say n as normally u possible as If talking 
tJ a friend or colleague Srt and repeat it In dialogue pieces, wor1t with the piece as If in a normal 
converaatton Listen to the speaking of the text Hopefully the rhythm Is now coming through 
naturally. Move on to the next section of the text 
The entire proceu II long and the student-actor may find rt slightly drawn out. The 
exerc1ae1 wOl1t just •• well 1nd1v1dually or with a group. Research showa that each step builds upon 
the other steps and he,ps with the fam,lianzation with the tempo-rhythm of the piece 
If the atudent-ador 11 working on a piece for a play the director may add his or her 
own 1nterpretatIons of the text. It may be nec:euary to extend a vowel sound or elongate a pauae. 
Incorporate these IntonatIon1 ,nto the working With the text Also experiment as in Exercises 2 and 3 
\o see how 1h11 affects the rhythm of the text The more the student-actor plays with the words and 
their rtlythm the greatef' vanety there Is wrth the words 
The next two exef'Clsea are very different from the ~ious exeraaea Their atm is 
to allow the student-actor to play wrth sounds and words and to apprecjate the power of words, 
pauses, 111ence, repetrtion and climax. Rodenburg (1993,99-100) uses these exef'Clsea for 
language enhancement. The candidate believes that they are also very useful as exercises In 





EXERCISE 20 Tell a story using only sounds and no words. Try to be as speafic 
as possible Appreciate the power of silence, pause, repetrt1on and climax Won< with stones that 
capture a specific atmosphere enwonment and ttme zone Ghost and war stones won< well 
because they require the student•acto,· to 1mrtate poltce s;rens, the wind, the rain, or a ticking clock 
Try to captivate the listener as much as possible Tots exercise can be done 1n a group or ~rth a 
m,nimum of two people 
EXERCISE 21· Continuing 1n the same manner tell a story using only seven words. 
The words may be repeated as often as possible. The repetition of a word can help to 'Jfl!ock the 
mythm of a story. Again be as specific as possible. The seven words chosen require much thought. 
Look at how the WOfds convey the message of the story. How do they help With the rhythm i' Do the 
words frt together well? Be as abstract, playful and lengthy as possible. Rernemb6r that the 
student-actor ts using sound and oppo11ng word values to aeate impressions for the listener. 










Allow certain factors of the story to change, for example, the motives or the attitudes 
of oerta1n act10ns Repeat the story concet 111 atiog on how thete changes will cause changes tn 
saying the words. Lengthen or Shorten the words. Emphasize them differently. The length of the 
I 
pauses could chaige. Won< through the story explonng every possible v.-iant that may take place. 





The fin.I three exere1:.es work With the pnnctple of effective control of mass. Their a11r, 
Is to use the ent11 e body hollst,cally to assist in re!eas1ng the sound These exerctses were finalised 
after much expenmentatIon It was found that these three were the most succeutul in this regard 
EXERCISE 22: This exercise allows the student-actor to use the kinetic force (Laban 
1948 Preston-Dunlop 1980 10) of the body to help in releasing the v01ce The actor must wor1( \¥Ith 
the mass of the body and allow the movemert to S1op organically 
Stand with the feet equ1dIstant, slightly Wider than the hips Balance the mus of the 
body evenly over the balls of the foet. The movement WIii be a twitting movement from the hips The 
feet will remain stationary Allow the arms to SWtng freely wrtn the body. They can help wrtn the 
momentum of the body !>y awingIng rt from side to side 
Once the body has swung in one d1rect1on, allow the knees to give 1n to the mesa of 
the body. By this rt 11 meant that the body WIii hit shghtly. This also creates the 1mpecus for the next 
mo.rement to the other aide When the body reaches the 11des, allow the arms'" their free flowing 
mo;,ement to wrap around the body and then SW1ng to the other side. The action of the arms propels 
the movement 
As the body swings from one side to the next, release the voice whlle exhahng. Do 
not OOCOf'Oe self OOOM:IOUS about the sound Allow rt to happen. The twisting of the body IS the 
impetus for lnhlllaucn Remem~r to keep the body supported and aligned so that enough oxygen 
CM Qet k1to hie lungs that can be U3ed for lt'le release 
St!!rt tle exe."C1~ o'f with small mo\iements and tnus small sooods will emerge As 
tn.l exerou de'velo • he momt.-mum will increase and the swmgs will get larger The VOtCe being 
retuSf.ld ~,u 10 to..rn b6- larg r. To help w'lh a greater release of the VOtOe. make the twisting 
~ gIeeter. no111s o· •• by JUfflr•ng shghtly off the ground as the body moves through the 





Continue the exercise, bu1ld1ng, until 1t 1s felt that a peak has been reached Without 
stra1n1ng the 1101ce Now bnng the sound and the actions down becoming smaller and smaller until rt 
ends 1n a stationary position 
Repeat the exercise approx1rMt•.ly three times trying to improve on the physical and 
vocal release Be careful that the student-actor does not strain the voice dun11g this exercise. 
EXERCISE 23: This exercise WOl'U on tt.e same pnnaple as the above exercise but 
rt 1s completed on the floor The student-actor srts on the floor with hts legs out in frOnt d him. The 
knees are bent allOW1ng the feet to touch the floor. The action 1s s1m1l• to tne exerase that Pisk 
(1975,15) descnbes as rolling and unrolling. The difference 1n this exercise 1s that when rolhng onto 
the back the legs are brought up over the body so that they are over the chest 
As the student-actor unrolls, inhale using the mass d the body to move through all 
tt. posrt1ons The tono ends 1n a position between the legs. The feet are flat on the ground. 1 he 
hands can help with the movement If they are stretched out past the a.. ,n frOnt d the body. As 
the body ends in the sitting position, release the sound on the outgoing breath Make an that the 
shoulderl and the throat are not tensed d111ng this exefClse at rt will be detrimental to the entire 
process d release. Continue th;a proced&n attempting to release the voice without putting strain on 
the vocal cords The exercise may continue for approximately three minutes. 
Having completed one cycle in the Sitting position, roll t1own through the sptne lllttl 
the body hes flat on the floor. The front dthe body rs faang the ceiling. Stretch out the body from 
the fingertips to the toes The student-actor may also want to ytwtn and\or swalkY.v to release the 
throat Repeat the exerase approXJmately three times attempting to improve on the release. 
In the absence d dance mats this exerase might cause discomfort for the vertebrae 
as the student~actor rolls up and down To make it softer, he may want to tie a jersey around 
himself to soften the rolls 
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EXERCISE 2•· Again the pnnc1ple of effective contro: of mass Is used dunng this 
exercise It Is s1m1lar to Exercise 2 Lie down with the face looking towards the ceiling The knees 
am brought up on to th~ chest. The arms are extended from the shoulder joints opening th6 chest. 
This exercise requires the student-actor to roll from side to side. As the rolling body 
approaches the fl()()( the hands will be used to catch the body. Extend the leg so that the foot helps 
Irt catching the body and not the knees. This action releases the breath thereby vocalising the 
release. 
Again the student-actor might want to free himself from tension in the throat and in 
the shoulders The rolling action of the body through the centre position, is the impetus to breathe in 
so that the vocalised exhalation r.,ay occur at the end of the movement. Continue the exatise for 
approximately three minutes, then stop Stretch the body out Then repeat the cycle twice or three 
times R~ber to wor1I. with the breath. 
The following exercises were very popular among the student-actors. They 
sua-.essfully use the ruwnng and Jumping actions of the body to release the voice. The student-
act01'S struggled at fif'St to adapt to the combination of these actions but once they were fan11t,ar with 
me principle, they performed the exercises very successfully. The exercises are also very good for 
increasing the energy levels of the stJdent-actors. 
EXERCISE 25: This exercise acquired from Gary Gon:lon uses the body to help In 
the relHse of the sound. (It is an effective exercise for a dass to perform.) The class must divide 
into two ~roups. 7he exercise requires one group with a minimum of two but no more than six 
people to cur1 up on their knees on the ground. They must be equidiatant from each other at an 
easy distance of approximately one stnde. The student-actors on the ground do not have to be very 
high up. The student-actors in the other group will run and jump over the student-actors on the 
ground As they jump. they count. The runners r;-:.;:A attempt to allow the jump to inspire the relt.'IIM 





It 1s important that while runrung and Jumping t~ student•ac:tOf wcna With the 
breath This allows the student actor to keep control of his bnNlthlng so that he will not t.e out of 
breath Try to keep the body as al,g'.led and supported as possible thereby allOWlng the alf' to flow 
ea 1ly into the body Try to retain the t.eadltleeklback relat1onsh1p Everybody m the class should 
have• tum at the exerose 
EXERCISE 21: This exercise created by Ga,y GooSoo 1s q e 11md• !o the 
previous one The changes are that C..s , N of people uucs as obltadft.,. now higher off the 
ground tnan in the prevlOUS exercsse The runner wOI ieep 1rog• over the people in the row Agail'I 
wonting wrth the breath, run and ieap 1rog• over tno people COU1t1ng as the student-actor JlfflPa 
over them Again WOl1t on the head\neck\back relationship to help with the bl'eahing p,ocea Allow 
everybody 1n the class to have a tum at the exeroae 
EXERCISE 27: Thll IS anolhe( exerciae Ct'Ntlld by Gery Gurdon It II dNigned for 
a class with a minimu,,1 of four peop!e Sepantta them lneo t'tfl1ID groups standlng on effher aide of tt. 
room, not more than 11X metrn apart n. ~ of this e..-aM 11 for one student-actor to run to the 
swdent-ador oppoaite Aa the ftrlt student-actor runa. he will call out ~ WMr1 he reactm the 
ltudent-ador oppoa,te him that student-actor will run beck to where lhci fnt atudefw..ador was 
standing Each student-actor must use the run to help releeae the yoece If--. .. a runber of 
people do th11 With a npple effect TI,e whote group mull noc run~. ~ individuaHy 
'fhe run should be quiclt ao that the momertum auim with the,..... of them 
Make SU"'8 that the projection II kept 00nltn 10 thal the VOIC9 II not .... 
Keep the headVleek\b8cit relationship c:onst.lt. Be careful that the atudent-adOf• don not allow tN 
Jaw to Jut out cauatng strain on the vocal cords 
Allow the tempo to bulld up nnllng through approx,matety thr'N bfNS then add 
"1-iey Y04J" r~epeat the exeraae aptl(OXlmatefy three t11nes. then .;gain add "Hey You There" and 
repeat the exercsse. It 1s important that the student-actor does not shout when reteastng the words 
Remember that the focus 1s on projection It may help to focus h11 attention on the place or atudenl-
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actor that he Is running to Send the sound to that point 
EXERCISE 28: This exercise created by Joan Little Is designed for a mI:11mum ot 
two people The student-actors should begin by standing on opposite sides of the room with their 
backs towards each other Tum arnund slow1y and make eye contact with ec:ch other. ca;: tlUt 
• "Hano· to the student-actor opposrte Then run to that student-actor throw the arms around thern 
while s1111 releasing the srund iump and bounr.e up and down allowing the movement to release the 
sound Repeat the exdretse a couple of ttm-,s. Do not -••,:,w the body to bE..:x>me tense Concentrate 
on alignment when runmng towards the other student-actor. 
EXERCISE 29: In this exercise work with the 1dec1 of the voice pu:,hIng or pulling the 
body across the room To begin, the studer.t-actor will be required to stand with his back to a wall 
f.te1ng the opposite wall Release a sound for example "haa". Wcxx wrth the image of the sound 
being thrown agam~t the wall and hooking onto rt. The sound pulls the student-actor towards the 
opposite wall As the student-.tetor gets closer to the wall he must not drop the level ...1 the release 
bu, let rt contmue to pell him closer. The student-actor should imagine that the closer he :,eta the 
gre ter the force and therefore the more release needed. Again be careful that the v01ce is not 
strained Try to ge1 across usn·lQ one breath. If this 1s not possible take as many breaths as needed 
at first 
Once the opposite wall has been reached, allow the voice to push the studant-actor 
away sending him back to the wall where he started from . This return Journey may be a little more 
difficult H the atuderrt-actor nas to walk backwards Keep the image of the v01cl forcing the body 
away from the wall Remerr,ber that the furthe: and further he gets from the wall the PfO!edlon Still 
has to be adequate to push tM student-actor w,ay from the wall . Repeat the e:i.ercise a few tunes 
otlow,ng the voice to become "freer" as rt 1s repeated. 
The final exercise IS designed to allow the studerrt-actor to become aware of the 
varying acoustics of different va<1ues They found that rt allowed •hem to concentrate on their 






EXERCISE 30: The focus has now moved into the theatre or performance venue. 
As part of the n,t,eara,>1 ot wam,/ng up PR>cess lhe ...,ent-acto, must attempt to establist, When, 
the "dead" -s ,n the thoatrn an, The •rudent-acto, needs to walk "'"""" Iha """°"""""" 'P&co 
"'"'>ming. Release the sourn, and te! It bounce otr lhe walls. From th,s ll'Ocedu,. altow himself lo 
acknowledge whoch parts of lhe thea"" lhe sound .. vets best Berry( 1975, 131) SUQQOSls Iha! the 
student-acto, should a,m the l<Oica al a point .., I/rims of the way up the audilOrium. UsJng the 
floor as a sounding board rt will spring off and fill the theatre. 
Take thrs a little further and repeat the process. This time say a few lines or 
alternatively lines ol -ry. Keep in mind the fact0<s disa,SSed al lhe beginning ol this ""'"'"'· II 
may help • someone " silting in the au<1nonum li-ing 10 the line&. This pe,_ can 1s11 • an, 
What par1s Of the SP8ecil are not clear or Inaudible. 
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FORMULATION OF AN APPROACH TO 
VOICE WORK 
8.1 Buie Principles 
This study Is an attempt to formulate :m approach to voice work that through 
movement allows the entire body to assist in vocal production It Is intended f0< the perfom,er 
and thus assists with the creation and reinforcement of an extra-daily technique. Th11 
approach works wrth a holistic a~prc;ach to voice training The approach reiterates the 
importance of every facet evolving passively out of rts predecessor and passively into rts 
successor. The approach hohs11cally links the psychological to the physical for effective body 
usage. Effective body usage lays importance on the physicality of the student-act0< 
Physicality relies on effective muscular control in the body. Muscular control requires energy. 
This voice approach encourages the student-act0< to channel his energy effectively. By 
channelling his energy effectively the stud<!nt-act0< has more energy at his disposal for 
performance In an attempt to have effective body usage, exercises un '¥SCOre tt. • 
appro....."Ch. 
8.2 lnfonnatlon Sources 
The questionnaire was the ImtIal source used in this study. Initially It helped in 
establishing the areas that this study should focus on The questionnaire replies 11A.Cessfully 
established a core of theonsts used by Drama Departments in this cou1 . J The approach emerged 
out of research done on these theonsts It also h1ghhghted the areas that the venous departments 
felt needed attention. These areas ha~e been included in the approach and are dealt with 
separately. The questIonnaIre replies es1abhshed the importance of the hnk between movement 
and voice training The replies emphas,sed the ,mportanco of relaxabon, alignment and breathing to 
the student-actors Research done by the candidate established that this area should be the 
foundabon for this approach With relaxation, alignment and breathing as the foundation, the 
approach then e1,,l1ved naturally out of itself to create the structure that it now has. Replles to the 
questionnaire ht~hlighted the fact that all the departments in the country would like to devote more 
tin,- to vo,ce work. Each de.,artment wanted to increase the time they spent on vol~ work by at 
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voice work However this Is 1mposs1ble at many instItutIons as there 1:. no more time available to 
which voice work could ~ allocated 
8.3 The Basic Elements of the Approach 
Although the approach to voice worK Is a holistic one, the approach Is composed of a 
number of elements whfch hnk up as a whole The main elements are now discussed bnefly. 
Research done by the candidate confirmed that speech 1s muscular and therefore 1s 
a dynatnJC process This clynam,c muscular process requires enerr;y This approach therefore 
worlcs in collaborabon with the funcboning of the body not opposmg ,t It 1s a process that involves 
the mo•,ement of many ~rls of the body. The exeroses encouraged the hol1stJc use of the body to 
assist with the production of voice and speech. This was achieved by allowing the movements of 
the remaining parts of the body to echo the movements of the tongue and other organs of 
art1culat1on Therefore to d1stnbute the body's enc-rgy effecttvoly this approach focuses on 
movement that 1s organ,c. The student-actors worted with the pnnaple of effective control of mass 
to obtain organic movement The exercises set out to work wrth organic movement and a well 
ahgned relaxed body so that effective usage could be obtained. Therefore, m tl11s dynamic vo,ce 
approach the student-actor 1s encouraged to e,cpenment with his movements, whether set or 
1mpr?V1Sed Expenence showed that the student-actors understood the con.:ept and could use the 
body to "free" the voice This approach also allowed the,r movements to assist With the,r speech. 
The dynamic nature successfully helped the student-actor to overcome certain blocks. 
An aspect of the approach involves the eltmmatJon of physical and psycholog,cal 
blocks It enables the student-actor to ~ aware of the speech process and the physical and 
psycholog,cal blocks that he might have Research showed that by linking the physical and the 
psychological the student-actors can overcome these blocks more effectively. This approach found 
that by confront.mg these blocks throug'I exerc,se, the blocks could be eliminated 
The approach $mphas,ses that voice worlc and movement are not separate entrties. 
Research showed that th&:re practrtIoners often see voice wort and movement as separate 
entItIes The t. rerc1ses reinforce the notion that voice and movement are integrally connected and 
that they complel'Tldnt each other These exercises prove that the movement of the body assists 










of an 1nd,111dual's movements leads to a better understanding of that ind1111dual and of their quahty of 
hfe These social factors affect the manner in which a st•Jdent-actor will speak Therefore, 11 was 
founo that by ,ooking at the student-actor"s movements and listening to their voices one could 
understand and appreciate them m~re effectively This helps when the student-actor 1s trying to 
woo. through certain blocks • 
The approach ,s based on the premise that voice and movement 8f8 a renection cf 
the indMduars personality Movement thus becomes a:, important tool for the student-actor in his 
attempts a: char.1ctensat1on Through acuvit111 ... 'he student-actor can ass1m1late the characte(s 
gestures facial !'<press1ons, phyr1cahty an,_. r,·o~ '":',' Expenence showed that explonng a strong 
phys cal,ty p!ays a ma1or part 1n 1nfluenang the rnar,; ers' s~ r-- ,sms and patterns. 
Therefore. rt 1s 1mposs1ble to think of movE'men' as separate 
successfully use movement to funcbon as a ma10r a, C'n• ,n "f" 
, acting .. The exemses 
J releasing the V01ce 
• 
Due to the importance of rr;c. " i!,nt.;,rt t., the student-actor this stud, examines 
effective t),)dy usage so that the student-actor ma~ r1..-u1on at his greatest potential It was found 
that problems with al,gnment had to be addresse,:f. Once the problems were addressed, the 
student-actor could use thts alignment to his advantage Expenence showed that the student-actors 
needed to continually reeducate their bodies for effective usage. Many problems resulied from 
1neffect1ve body usage This approc! :h therefore deals extensively with effectNe body usar,e 
It was found that this approach can be part,cularly useful to those vo,ce practitioners 
who do not have a movement base from which to worlc. Although thts approach uses a small 
percentage or movement theory, rt 1s still centred in the voice theory. The movement lheory does 
not <X'mphcate the essence of the approach that 1s d1st1nct1vely l"ltend1ng to creating effective 
usage of the voice Therefore. the practrt1oners need not be dancers or experts in movement 
theory This approach worts on th• premise that If the student-actor can move, than h6 can 
use movement to ass/st In re/Nslng th• voice. 
This approach ,s based on the premise that because ~ 1s sound a detailed 
knowtedr,e of sound productJon could assist the student-actor m vocal production The ~tudent-
actors could relate this scientrffc knowtedr,e to the exemses that followed It allowed them to 
understand the exercises better. This SC1enttfic knowledge also assisted them in doing the 





by exploring the nature and creation of sound. highlights the importance of movement: Waves that 
move through the air create sound These waves stem from an oscillating medium. A vibrating 
agent causes this oscHlation 
The three factors, (relaxation. alignment and breathing) that make up the foundation 
of this dynamic approach. are mtertwmed) They are all important in establishing the "effective 
body" 
This dynamic voice approach requires exercises that begin by releasing all 
unnecessary tension found in the body. The relaxed body creates an eutonic state out of whieh the 
student-actor can passively concentrate on ahgniilg the body. The e'ICercises on alignment evolve 
out of the releac;ed oody. This act of aligning occurs simultaneously with the natural breathing 
rhythm beginning 91 the palvis and extending up through the spine and into the neck and head. 
Throughout t/'>e t,ody's functioning the student-'. ctor should attempt to obtain effective us,gge of the 
body. An effective headlfieck\Lack relationship obtains this. With the body being relaxed and 
aligned the student-Gcto(s natural breathing rhythm can be channelled effectively through 
diaphragmatic-abdominal breathing. This ty()fl of breathing which is the prefem.d method of 
broathing functions most effectively In a relaxed and well-aligned body. It allows the movement of 
the ribs and diaphragm and the contraction and relaxation of the abdominal muscles to occur 
without the use of excess energy. It also prevents the creation of negative tension and gives ihe 
student-actor greater control. 
For purposes of this approach it Is accepted that through the natural continuation of 
the speecn process the importance of the resonation of sound is highlighted. By connecting the 
indivit J, 1ir filled sp,1ces in which the original note reverberates, the entire booy is used as a 
resom \or As the shape of these resonators changes due to the changing t\hape of the body, so 
l; ,~ sound that they reverberate changes. It is therefore important to study the ways in Which the 
changes in the oody's shape assists with the total vibrancy and brilliance of the tone. It was found 
that the student-actors needed to discover their resonators first. The physical act of feeling the 
vibrations enhanced their awareness of the resonators. Experience showed that after establishing 
the resonators, it was much easier to work with them. The main purpose of the exercises was to 
allow the resonators to function. 
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This necess1tc1ted research into pitch and range with important aspects such as fmdmg an optimum 
pitch and extending the vocal range It also focuses on the effect of stress and tension on pitch and 
range Research showed that for effective expression and interpretation of a text or an emotion a 
student-actor needs to \Jse a variety of prtch and range to communicate its essence Therefore m 
vo,ce trsmmg the use of the mdMdua/'s whole range should be encouraged and strengthened. 
Experience found that to obtain this goal of releasing all the voices m the body the student-actors 
used all mental and physical means to unblock themselves 
This dynamic voice approach also concentrates on the modtffcatJon of the voice by 
the organs of arllculatJon into speech Speech thus becomes a dy11am1c muscular process 
Research on leading theonsts shows that speech can be d1v1ded into consonant and vowel action 
that requires a speClfic energy. The effective use of this energy and the dynamic muscular 
1n11olvement in the process helps create clear art1culat1on Research also h1ghltghted the 
,mportance of the "ear" in acquinng speech. The 1m1tat1ve nature of speech is responsible for the 
large number of art1culat1on problems By educallng the ear and 1mpro111ng the musculanty on the 
speech organs, problems can be overcome. Expenence found that incoherent articulation may 
occur from both 1-hys1cal and 30Clal reasons The exercises emphaSJse clear articulatJon and nr~ 
Received Pronunaat10n Actors today are being encouraged to speak with their own accents This 
move away from Received Pronunc,at1on has put greater emphasis on tempo-rhythm 
It 1s accepted that the combinatJon of sound through syllables into words and 
~enrc , ~cs involves rllythm The transfemng of thought into sound involws tempo-,t,;1hm. The 
rtlythm connects with the expendrture of energy and through the t1m1ng of movement gives order to 
what way be a aeries of disconnected avents. It therefore gives the events a design and a sense of 
purpose and fulfilment Without rhythm unleashed energy creates chaos This 1s made easier by 
man's remarkable ab11tty to apprehend and apprec,ate rhythm. The use of movement highlights this 
method of acceptmg and appreciating rllythm This rhythm can be emphasised by the successive 
or simultaneous movement of the entire body, wtuch in tum releases and places the voice. The 
exercises encourage the student-actor to explore the rhythm through movement. enabling him to 
come to terms with the rhythm of the text Expenence found that only by expenmenting with the 
words can the speaker really understand the power that words have 
Research showed that the worl! of placing the voice conSJsts pnmanly in the 
development of breathing and the vrbratJon of the sustained notes The focus of the exerCJses is to 
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get the vo,ce ,nfo the movth so that it may be placed ,n the perform!'ICe space. Exercises hl8t 
release the vo1ca by using the natural mass of the body and the ant1-grav1ty force can be used to 
assist with this process As placing 1s a maior part of prcJed1or. tne exP.rc·~s tiue help in ~eleasing 
the sound up through the body and out through the mouth. It was foun<.l tha1 the s.l.ldent-actors 
sho Id approach the exercises by v1suahsing the voice being released from the body. This mentz:I 
and physical collaboration makes the process easier 
A notat'e factor that afrects the actor ,n performance Is his ability to proJeCf the 
vo,ce Pro1ecbon Is pnnCJpally the combmabon of all the facets discussed m this study: relaxation. 
breathing altgnment. resonance, p,tch and range. articulabon, tempcrrhythm. Therefore, when 
concentrating the student-actor's attention on proJection, rt 1s important to keep all the factors in 
mind If all these fador! are funct1or.ing effectively, the student-actor would simply have to release 
and place the sound without needing much energy. The student-actor will have much more energy 
available to help with the physical charactensat1on of the role. ProJect1on is the final aspect of voice 
work. The exef'Clses therefore encoum O 1he release of the sound while mcorporabng all the other 
facets. 
8.4 The Approach-A Synopsis 
The approach emerged out of research done on the maJor voice theorists 
estabhshed by a questionnaire, 
Speech 1s musa.Jlar and therefore is a dynamic process This dynamic muscular 
process requires energy Speech works in collaboration with the funct1on1ng of the body not 
opposing 1t It is a process that involves the movement of many parts of the body The approach 
allowed the student-actor's movements to assist with their speech. 
This approach focuses on movement that is organic. The student-actors worked with 
the pr1oople of effective control of mass to obtain 0<ganic movement. 
An aspect of the approach involves the ehminat1on of physical and psychological 
blocks. It enables the student-actor to become aware of the speech process and the physical and 





It emphasises that voice 'Mlrk and movement are not separate entities This study 
1l!ut.trdtes that voice and movement are a reflection of the 1nd1111dual's personality. The exercises 
prove that voice and movement are integrally connected and that they complement each other. 
They successfully use movement to function as a maJor agent 1n "freeing• and releasing the voice. 
Tl'",e elements of the approach can be part1culaily useful to tho~ voice practitioners 
who do not have a movement base from which to '#tori( . It works on the premise that If the student-
actor can move, than he can use movement to assist 1n releasing the voice 
Voice is sound and a detailed knowledge of sound production can assist the 
student-advr tn vocal production The student-actors could rel~e this scientific knowledge to the 
exercises that foll~d 
The three elements, relaxation, alignment and breathing, that make up the 
foundation of this dynamic approach are irrtertwined. It was thus established that this area should 
be the foundation for th s approach. It 1s therefore necessary to deal extensively with effediv\ body 
usage In this approach d1aphragmat1c-abdom1nal breathing !S the preferred method of breathing. It 
functions most effectively in a relaxed and well-ali'ned body. This dynamic voice approach requires 
exercises that begin by releas ng all unner:essary tension found 1n the body. 
The natural continuation of the speech process allows the 1mr:-ortanc..e of the 
resonat1on of sound 
Each reso~ior is aSSOC1ated with a particular prtch. Therefore. i,1 voice tra1n;ng the 
use of the ir,<i1v1dual',; whole rsnge should be encouraged and strengtheMd. 
This dynamic voice approar.tl also co~ntrate, en the modification of !he voiee by 
the orgam, m art,culallon into speech The f'xercises empt.asise clear articulation and not Received 
Pronunetation 
The comb1r.!lt1on of sound thro-..19h syllables in:, words and senter::es involves 
rhyt.~. The tranSTemng of t~ht into sound involve& tempo-rhythm. The use of movement 




must become one for effective communication 
The work of placing the voice consists pnmanly in the development of breattung and 
the v1!:>r;3t1on of the sustained notes The focus of the exerc1~es is to get the voice into the mask so 
that 1t ma~, be released in the performance space, 
A notable factor that atrects the actor 1s his abrlrty to proJect the voice Projection is 
principally the combination of all the facets discussed in this study relaxation, breathing, altgnment, 
resonance. prtch and range artrculatron, tempo-rhythm. The exercises therefore encourage the 
release of the sound Whrle incorporating all the Other facets 
All these aspects of vorce and Speech are connected and rnterrefatec1 Which 






Instructions: a) Please tick the appropriate answer 
b) Where further information is required please answer in block fetters.! 
Question 1: Do you see voice and movement as being related? 
Yes: No. 
Question 2: Does the vocal work in your department contain mov:?:-nent? 
Yes: No: 
Question 3: Does the Movement studies course in your department contain vocal work? 
Yes ·__ No. 
Question 4: Do you prefer working with these two factors individually or as one concept? 
Individual:_ One Concept: __ _ 
Question 5: a) Is strict attention given to postu1 e? 
Yes:_ No: ---
b) Are problems with posture dealt with in: 
Movement Classes:_ Voice Classes:_ 
Both: ----
Question 6: What approach to movement is used in your department? 





Question 7 a)How much time does an 1nd1v1dua1 group spend on voca1 WOrli: per weeit? 
1st year Sessions_ Hours_ 
2nd year Sessions_ Hours·_ 
3~d year Sessions_ Hours_ 
4th year Sessions_ Hours:_ 
b) How much time would you like each group to spend on V.J1ce wont per week? 
1st year Sessions_ Hours_ 
2nd year Sessions_ Hours·_ 
3rd year Sessions·_ Hours·_ 
4th year Sessions·_ Hours:_ 
Question 8: Which books do you use as your :;ource? e g , Berry, Linklater etc. 
Qu .. uon 9: Do you think that Drama StUdents should acquire pf'lysiologicaf knowledge of the breathing and Speech process? 
Yes No._ 
QIJ"tlon 10: What aspect do you use as the start of your approach to votce V>'Ork? 
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Question 11 : What aspect of voice and speech do you find the most important? 
Question 12: What ,s the greatest problem experienced by second la<1guage speakers of English? 
Question 13: a) Does your department put emphasis on pronunciation? 
Yes: __ _ No_ 
b) Do you stnve for R.? . speech or SA English-? 
R.P .. _ S.A.:English:_ 
Other:_ Explain .. ·______________ _ 
Question 1~: a) Does voil}ft work form part of the production schedule at your department? 
Yes. __ ._ No: 
b) Is a voice coach assigned to each production? 
Yes:_ 
No: __ 
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